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(ABSTRACT) 

The electromagnetic interaction between antenna elements is referred to as mutual 

coupling. This phenomenon can cause undesirable effects in an antenna array such as 

distortion of the radiation pattern and loss of efficiency. This report models mutual 

coupling in a scattering parameter context and utilizes microwave network theory to 

establish a set of nonlinear simultaneous equations describing a compensation network. 

Iterative numerical techniques are then used to solve for the parameters of the 

compensation network. Three specific networks are investigated. Compensation 

examples are presented for two and eight element arrays. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Mutual coupling is the electromagnetic interaction between two antenna elements. 

This interaction often produces undesirable results including distortion of the radiation 

pattern and loss of efficiency. In some applications, specifically those requiring precise 

excitation control, the effects are intolerable. This report presents some basic research 

on the compensation of mutual coupling effects in the array network design. 

The research project is sponsored by the U.S. Army Research Office. There are 

companion efforts by Dr. Keith R. Carver at the University of Massachusetts, and 

Russell P. Jedlicka at New Mexico State University. 

In this report an approach is developed which includes the array and feed coupling 

in the design process enabling the development of a network which will perform correctly 

in the presence of mutual coupling. This eliminates the necessity to tweak the array to 

obtain the desired results. Such compensation is implemented by added devices or 

modified feed networks. 

The process involves the combination of the array network using classical 

microwave theory to yield a set of nonlinear simultaneous equations which can be solved 

by numerical techniques to produce the parameters of the compensation network. The 

result is a CAD program which allows the user to obtain a compensation network for a 

given antenna array and feed. 



2. FUNDAMENTALS OF ANTENNA ARRAYS 

2.1 Array Configurations 

In the most general form, the electric field produced by an antenna in free space is 

given by 

E<r> = -jco~A<r> + :::!.:-v(v.A<r>) JCOµo 
(2.1-1) 

where A(r) is the magnetic vector potential. This potential is expressed as 

- _ 1 - _ - j!Jfr - -r·1 
A(r) = -J J J J (r) e _ _ dv' 

4n v' Ir - r 'I 
(2.1-2) 

with the primes denoting source points and v' being the volume of the antenna. In this 

expression a time dependency of eicot has been assumed, and ~ has been used as the 

propagation constant of free space equal to co.Je0µ0 • In most practical situations it is 

valid to assume that the observation point is in the far field of the antenna or r> > r', 

where r = frl and r' = lr'I . This assumption allows Ir' - r'I to be replaced by r in the 

denominator of (2.1-2). However, more accuracy must be maintained when 

approximating Ir - r'I in the phase factor. To achieve this accuracy the exponential is 

expanded using the binomial theorem and then terms of magnitude much less than a 

wavelength are discarded. The resulting appr~ximation is 

if - r'l~.Jx2 + y2 + z2 

--, r.r 
= r--r-.. _ 
= r - r.r' 

xx' + yy' + zz' 
.Jx2 + y2 + z2 

(2.1-3) 
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where r = < X, y, z> and r' = < x', y', z'>. With these far field approximations (2.1-2) 

now becomes 

(2.1-4) 

To obtain the radiated electric field, the above value for A(r) is substituted into 

(2.1-1 ). In the resulting expression it is observed that the dominate terms are inversely 

proportional to powers of r. Retaining only these terms we obtain 

E(r) = -jroµ0A(r) - ( - jcoµ0A(r).;); 
A 

= Ea(r)e + E<p(r)<p 
(2.1-5) 

The radiation pattern of an antenna is defined as the variation of the electric field at a 

fixed value of r. With r considered constant the electric field becomes a function of only 

a and <p, or 

(2.1-6) 

where g.(0,<p) is the normalized pattern of the antenna and I0 is a phaser value 

proportional to the current on the antenna. 

The radiation pattern for an antenna array may now be found by summing the 

radiation from the individual elements given by (2.1-6). To perform this summation it 

is constructive to first consider the pattern of an element n located at 

r'n = <x'n,y'n,z'n> {See Fig. 2.1-1). The value of r is replaced by Rn, the distance 

between the observation point r , and the element location r'n, or Rn= Ir - r'nl. Thus 

(2.1-7) 
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Figure :?. l-1 Geometry of an arbitrary antenna clement. 
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Noting that r> > r" and using an approximation similar to that of (2.1-3), we ~nd 

(2.1-8) 

The radiation pattern for an array of N elements becomes 

(2.1-9) 

or 

(2.1-10) 

where F(0, <p) is the normalized field pattern. In general, the unit vector r is expressed in 

spherical coordinates as 

A A A A 

r = sin e cos q>x + sin e sin <py + cos 0z (2.1-11) 

which results in 

(2.1-12) 

The current I" has a magnitude and phase and may be written as 

(2.1-13) 

which allows (2.1-10) to be expressed as 

(2.1-14) 

s 



T~is a general expression for the radiation pattern of an array; it includes the effects of 

mutual coupling. For convenience, it is usually assumed that the element pattern, 

g.(e, <p, n), is identical for all elements (see Section 2.5) which reduces (2.1-14) to 

(2.1-15) 
= ia(e, <p) r(e, <p) 

where f{e, <p) is referred to as the array factor .. The concept suggested in (2.1-15) is. 

known as pattern multiplication and is discussed by Stutzman in [12]. 

Linear Arrays 

It will be assumed that the linear array lies on the z-axis (see Fig. 2.1-2). Then 

r'n = z'nz and 

i: = z' cos a ~n n (2.1-16) 

The array factor for a linear array on the z-axis is given as 

f( a, <p) = ~ An~(l3z' n cos a + Ctn) (2.1-17) 
n=I 

Clearly, (2.1-17) will have a maximum magnitude when the exponential factor equals 

unity, or when 

- Pz' n cos a = an (2.1-18) 

Hence, for maximum radiation in the e0 direction we let 

an= - Pz'n cos 00 (2.1-19) 

In an equally spaced array with inter-element spacing d, (2.1-17) becomes 

6 
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Figure 2.1-2 Geometry of linear array. 
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f( 0, <p) = ~ Anej(l3dn cos e + an) (2.1-20) 
n=l 

with element phases 

a 0 = - pdn cos 0o (2.1-21) 

for a mainbeam in the 00 direction. 

There are three popular array configurations: sum pattern, difference pattern, and 

endfire pattern excitations. The most basic of this group is the sum pattern array where 

all elements are excited with identical phases. Such a configuration produces a main 

beam in the 0 = 90°, or broadside, direction. Alternatively, if the feed currents are 

phased such that the left N/2 elements are 180° out of phase with the right N/2 elements, 

then a null is created in the broadside direction giving rise to what is known as a 

difference pattern. In the case where a phasing is adopted which produces a mainbcam 

in the 0 = 0° direction, the array is referred to as cndfire. Two of the most common 

endfire arrays are the ordinary endfire array where 

(2.l-22) 

and the Handsen-Woodyard endfire array where 

(2.1-23) 

In addition to different current phases, the current amplitudes may also be 

adjusted; such arrays are known as nonuniformly excited, equally spaced linear arrays. 

This modification allows for reduced sidelobe levels in the radiation pattern. A few 

common amplitude distributions are the cosine, cosine-squared, binomial, and 
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Dolph-Chebyshev. In general, the more the current amplitude is tapered toward the 

edge of an array, the lower the sidelobe level and the greater the beamwidth [12]. 

Arrays can also be unequally spaced. The major motivation for unequal spacing 

is to create the effect of amplitude tapering by density tapering of the elements. As long 

as the interelement spacing is not large compared to a wavelength, density tapering is 

capable of producing patterns similar to those from amplitude tapered equally spaced 

arrays. 

2.2 Array Applications Requiring Precise Excitation Control 

Mutual coupling affects the gain, beamwidth, sidelobe level and other parameters 

of an array. Often the degradation of these values is not significant; however, in many 

applications they must be considered. In such applications it is necessary to achieve 

precise element excitation in order to counteract the effects of mutual coupling and 

produce the desired radiation pattern. 

A fundamental example of the need for precise excitation is that of a low sidelobe 

radiation pattern. If the currents are altered significantly by mutual coupling, the 

designer can no longer be confident that the actual sidelobe level has been achieved. 

Similarly, the beamwidth may also. deviate from desired value when feed currents vary. 

As an example consider the five-element, half-wavelength spaced Dolph-Chebyshev 

array presented in [12). For this array the feed currents are calculated to be 

11 = Is = 1.0 

12 = 14 = 1.61 

13 = 1.93 

(2.2-1) 

which result in a -20 dB sidelobe level and a 24° half-power beamwidth. Suppose these 

currents are distorted by mutual coupling such that 
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11 = 0.9/ 20° 

12 =I.SU 

I 3 = 2.1 L.11'.: 
14 = 1. 7 L..!E. 
15 = 1.2/- 10° 

(2.2-2) 

where the lack of symmetry arises from inevitable errors in the array construction. 

These currents yield a sidelobe level of -17.56 dB and half-power beamwidth of 28°. 

This random perturbation example demonstrates the need to maintain the currents close 

to the design values in order to achieve desired sidelobe level and beamwidth 

performance. 

A second example for the necessity of precise excitation control is beam shaping. 

A very practical application is the use of antenna arrays as feeds to parabolic reflectors, 

allowing for the shaping of the main beam to cover a designated area such as the 

continental United States from a space platform. Clearly, the excitation currents are 

critical in such applications for preserving the designed radiation pattern. 

Unfortunately, mutual coupling is present in feed clusters due to the close element 

spacings. 

Other major applications of antenna arrays is the utilization of nulls in the array 

pattern to eliminate undesirable radiation or in direction finding applications. As the 

excitation currents deviate slightly from design values the nulls tend to fill in; this is 

illustrated in Fig. 2.4-1. Even in adaptivr arrays it is important to maintain correct feed 

currents since distortion from mutual coupling can reduce the speed of response of the 

array [58). 

Overall, it is generally the case that the more stringent the excitation control, the 

less will be the deviation of the radiation pattern from the design. Thus, in applications 

IO 



where the tolerances on array performance are tight, it is important to maintain precise 

excitation control. 

2.3 Scattering Matrix Formulation of the Array Problem 

The mutual coupling between antenna elements can be handled easily and 

efficiently using network scattering parameters, or S-parameters. In microwave network 

analysis, S-parameters are normally dealt with in matrix notation in the form of a 

scattering matrix or S-matrix. In particular, if [a] is a vector representing the waves 

incident on the antenna element inputs and [b] is a vector representing the reflected 

waves, then 

(2.3-1) 

where (SA] is the S-matrix representing the antenna array viewed as a multi-port network. 

The individual entries of (SA) are obtained from 

A b· 1 S·· =-I 
IJ aj lit = 0 (2.3-2) 

k ;!! j 

where b; and a1 are the reflected and incident waves at the inputs of antenna elements i 

and j, respectively. A detailed explanation of (2.3-2) along with the formal definitions 

of the incident and reflected waves is presented in Section 3.1. 

The matrix (SA) represents both element coupling occurring by means of surface 

waves and exterior space waves, and reflections at the element inputs. However, the 

effects of the active element patterns are not included in the matrix (SA) , where the term 

"active element pattern" refers to the radiation pattern an clement possesses when 

introduced into the array environment. In general the active element pattern effects 
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cause less degradation of array performance that the effects due to other phenomena (see 

Section 2.5) and for this reason only the mutual coupling represented in [SA) is 

considered in the compensation techniques of this report. Such an approach 1s 

satisfactory to provide complete correction of the feed currents to the antenna elements. 

In addition to their convenient representation of the major contributions of mutual 

coupling, S-parameters have the advantage of being directly relatable to measurements, 

such as with a network analyzer. For an array consisting of n elements, St would be 

measured by match loading all element inputs except j; This makes ak = 0 for 1 s:: k s:: 

n where k :;e j, as required in (2.3-2). Next, a wave is induced into element j and the 

resulting wave exiting element i is measured. This gives ai and b;, respectively, and St 

then follows directly from (2.3-2). The process is repeated to determine all entries of 

[SA). 

From [SA] useful quantities such as the active impedance and active reflection 

coefficient of the array elements may be determined, where the term Nactive" signifies 

that the values are obtained when the array is fully excited. From (3.1-7) and (3.1-8) the 

voltage and current at the input of an element i are 

(2.3-3) 

(2.3-4) 

where Z01 is the characteristic impedance at input i. The active impedance of element i 

is given by 
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Y. a·+ b· Z· = _1 = Zo· i t 
1 I· 1 a· - b· I l I 

I + ..!2_ 
a· =ZOi i 

I-~ 
ai 
n a· 

1 + l: s .. - 1 
- j = 1 IJ ai 
-ZOi n a· 

I - l: s .. - 1 
j =I IJ ai 

From general transmission line theory 

I+ r. 
Zi=Z0i1-r: 

(2.3-5) 

(2.3-6) 

From (2.3-5) and (2.3-6) it follows that the active reflection coefficient of an element i 

is 

n a· r. = l: s .. - 1 
I . lj a· J = 1 I 

(2.3-7) 

The effects of mutual coupling on input impedance as well as element excitations ai are 

clearly represented with (2.3-5) and (2.3-7). Such representations prove useful in analysis 

of arrays in the presence of mutual coupling. 

2.4 Coupling in Microstrip Arrays 

Mutual coupling can significantly alter the performance of a microstrip array. In 

particular, it can change the active impedance of the antenna elements, change the 

co-polarized radiation pattern, ·and be responsible for polarization performance 

deterioration. The net feed currents at each element and the radiation patterns of the 

elements are different from those obtained with no coupling present. The major 
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radiation pattern effects are increased sidelobe levels and filled or shifted nulls. In 

addition, grating lobes may appear, and in some instances array blindness is encountered 

at certain scan angles (which can be viewed as a severe active impedance mismatch). In 

general, the radiation characteristics degrade as mutual coupling increases. In this 

section the mechanisms of coupling in microstrip arrays are presented along with a 

discussion of coupling effects and typical coupling values. 

2.4.1 Methods and Indications of Mutual Coupling 

Usually the dominant mutual coupling mechanism occurs through space waves. 

This type of coupling is clearly very dependent on the geometry of the array. Of major 

·importance is the interelement spacing. To a first order the magnitude of coupling 

decreases as the separation between elements is increased [6,40). Also, both the type of 

element and its orientation are found to be of importance in space wave coupling. 

Secondary coupling mechanisms occur through surface waves on the array face and 

the feed network. In surface wave coupling the thickness and type of substrate used are 

important parameters. However, Jedlicka and Carver [6,40) have shown that a change 

in substrate thickness produces little change in the overall degree of coupling, which 

implies that the surface wave power is small compared to that of space waves. 

Coupling is manifested in an array antenna by changes in the element patterns, the 

input impedances, and the element polarizations. In Section 2.5 the active element 

pattern variation is discussed extensively and it is shown to be of insignificant 

importance in many microstrip array configurations. For this reason the element 

pattern may be assumed to be identical for all elements, permitting pattern 

multiplication in (2.1-15) to hold. 

The input impedance is generally found to be a function of scan angle [38) and may 

cause a mismatch with the feed network that reflects power back into the generator or 
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even produces a resonance effect. The input impedance may be viewed as the sum of a 

self-impedance and a mutual coupling term. Mathematically this is seen by considering 

the impedance of a single element. For an array of N elements described by an 

impedance matrix [ZA) , the active impedance at element n is 

z = Vn = ~ Im zA 
n I ~ I nm n m=l n 

=zA + ~ Im zA nn ~I nm 
m= I n 
m#n 

(2.4-1) 

The first term in (2.4-1) is the self-impedance of element n and the second term 

represents the mutual coupling term. 

This second term depends on the currents in other elements which are dependent 

on the scan angle due to phase variations in the element excitations. The polarization 

effects are also a function of the scan angle. The actual polarization of the elements 

often varies from that of an isolated element, resulting in a reduced gain in the desired 

polarization. 

2.4.2 Effects of Mutual Coupling on Radiation Pattern 

When mutual coupling is present in an array the effects on the radiation pattern 

may be increased sidelobe levels, filled or shifted nulls, grating lobes, and other 

undesirable effects. For a particular array these effects are controlled by a variety of 

parameters including the element physical shapes and polarizations, the orientations and 

feed points of the elements, and the geometry of the array including substrate thickness 

and type [38). In addition, the type of feed network used plays an important role. For 

example, an array network which isolates the elements by means of a circulator or other 

technique will experience different effects than a network which allows higher order 

coupling through the feed network (see Section 6.2). Since so many parameters are 
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involved in the relation between pattern change and mutual coupling, 1t is impossible to 

give concise conclusions on how the radiation pattern is altered. Therefore, a few 

examples are presented in this section to illustrate the impact of coupling in different 

array configurations. 

Carver, Stutzman, and Jedlicka [39] performed an extensive theoretical 

investigation of a four element endfire array of microstrip patches with 

quarter-wavelength spacing. The element patterns were assumed to be cos(0.9 9) where 

e is the angle off broadside. The array excitation currents were calculated by the Fortran 

program MCAP (see Section 3.3) by assuming coupling with magnitude values on the 

order of those obtained from previous measurements on similar arrays and by assuming 

phases equal to the electrical path length between elements. The analysis was performed 

for the ideal case of no coupling and with weak, moderate, and strong coupling 

(assuming a -15 dB return loss). The results shown in Fig. 2.4-1 illustrates the significant 

effect of mutual coupling on the pattern. A similar theoretical investigation was 

performed on the testbed array described in Section 7.2. The patterns resulting from -10 

dB mutual coupling with a phase equal to the electrical path length are shown in Figs. 

7.2-7,8,9 for endfire, sum, and difference configurations respectively. These results are 

similar to those of Fig. 2.4-1. 

Carver, Poe, and Jedlicka [6] investigated a -30 dB sidelobe Dolp-Chebyshev linear 

array of microstrip patches with 0.6/..0 element spacing using measured coupling values. 

The elements used were rectangular patches (modeled as two radiating slots in the 

mathematical analysis). To obtain the total radiation pattern the array factor including 

mutual coupling was multiplied by the pattern of the two radiating slots. Both an 

E-plane and H-plane array were considered (i.e. coupling in the E-plane of the elements 

or the H-plane of the elements.). For the E-Plane array only small changes in the 

pattern were obtained for a scan angle ofless than 40°. However, at greater scan angles 
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the sidelobe level was found to rise above the -30 dB specification and at 45° sidelobe 

levels of -26.3 dB were calculated. For the H-plane array increased sidelobe levels were 

found for scan angles of less than 20°. Surprisingly, at scan angles of 25° - 45° the 

sidelobe levels actually decreased due to the additional current amplitude tapering 

caused by mutual coupling. 

2.4.3 Measured Values of Mutual Coupling in Microstrip Arrays 

Comprehensive data have been collected by Jedlicka and Carver [6,39,40] from' an 

empirical investigation of mutual coupling between microstrip patches. Figs. 2.4-2,3 

shows the measured jS12 j2 values of an antenna array as a function of distance for E- and 

H-plane coupling of rectangular patches for different substrate thicknesses. The 

difference in the results of Fig. 2.4-2 and 2.4-3 is due primarily to the difference in 

element shapes rather than substrate thickness as is shown in Fig. 2.4-4 which compares 

the variation of coupling with substrate thickness. Fig. 2.4-5 shows the measured jS12 j2 

values for circular patches.; these values closely resemble those of the almost square 

patches of Fig. 2.4-3. 

Coupling data were also obtained for an 8-element linear array of half-wavelength 

spaced pentagonal-shaped patches operating at 2280 MHz [39] and for the testbed array 

of quarter-wavelength patches (Section 7.2). The results of these measurements are 

shown in Figs. 2.4-6, 7. 

These measurements generally agree with other results available in the literature. 

For instance Debski and Hannan [3] measured the mutual coupling in a planar array of 

1000 circular waveguide elements and produced plots similar to those of Fig. 2.4-6 and 

Fig. 2.4-7. 

Theoretical investigations have also produced results which closely predict the 

measure values discussed above. Lil and Capelle [53] have developed a transmission line 
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model for predicting coupling, while Penard and Daniel [52] used a cavity model with 

equivalent sources. Both methods closely predict experimental values (see Fig. 2.4-8). 

Pozar (9] uses a integral equation approach. His results are compared to those of 

Jedlicka and Carver (40] in Fig. 2.4-9 with close agreement. 

2.5 Active Element Patterns 

For a general array containing N elements, the radiation pattern expression is 

(2.5-1) 

where ;n is a position vector from the coordinate origin to element n, r is a unit spherical 

vector for this coordinate system, and g.(0,q>,n) is the active radiation pattern of element 

n (12]. The active radiation pattern is the radiation pattern of an individual element in 

the presence of the fully excited array. This pattern usually differs from the pattern of 

an isolated element. When an element is placed into an array environment its pattern 

may be significantly altered by the surrounding elements due to mutual coupling 

phenomena. The extent of the pattern change is directly related to the type and 

orientation of the elements and to the physical characteristics of the array. In general, 

if the array is large and the elements are equally spaced, then the majority of the 

elements will see the same environment and have very similar active element patterns. 

Major differences occur only for the edge elements. If the array is large the percentage 

of edge elements is small and their effect on the total array pattern can be neglected with 

out significant error when assuming identical active element patterns. However, if the 

array is small or if the geometry is not uniform, then the above assumption is not 

necessarily valid. 
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In the event that the active element patterns are similar to one another and 

independent of the feed currents then g. (9,cp) may be brought outside of the summation 

in (2.5-1 ), as assumed in (2.i-15), to give 

-+ N . ,,. -, 
F(9, cp) = Sa(9, cp) L IneJ(!M n (2.5-2) 

n=l 

This expression neglects the changes in the element patterns due to edge effects and 

nonuniform geometry; however, distortion of the element pattern due to mutual 

coupling can be partially dealt with in (2.5-2) by realizing g1(9, cp) to be an "average" 

active element pattern, which may be significantly different from the isolated element 

pattern. For numerous situations, including many microstrip arrays, (2.5-2) is a valid 

expression. For example, Fig. 2.5-1 shows the in-situ element patterns for an eight 

element linear array of pentagonal microstrip patches. The in-situ element pattern is the 

pattern an element produces when excited with all other elements terminated in their 

characteristic impedance. This approximates the active environment and in the case of 

microstrip antennas the in-situ pattern of an element is found to be very close to the 

active element pattern. Clearly, from the patterns of Fig. 2.5-1 it is possible to assume 

identical active element patterns and utilize the simplicities provided by (2.5-2). A 

typical active element pattern for the testbed array of quarter-wavelength microstrip 

patches is shown in Fig. 7.2-6 and can be compared to the isolated element pattern in 

Fig. 7.2-3a. Again, the change is seen to be minimal. 

2.6 Existing Methods for Dealing with Mutual Coupling Effects 

The effects of mutual coupling discussed in the preceding two sections can, at times 

so affect the array performance that desired results are not achieved. One way to deal 

with this problem is to introduce compensation devices that restore the desired array 
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performance. Davies [41] claims that, in principle, it is always possible to compensate 

for mutual coupling. However, in practice, realizing such compensation is not always 

an easy task. 

Many techniques have been developed to compensate, or partially compensate for 

mutual coupling. Of these techniques, most do not consider the second order effect of 

network coupling and almost none deal with the problem of the active element pattern. 

Many techniques also simplify the problem further by treating the array as being infinite 

so that identical compensation may be used on each element [47). Such an approach is 

generally valid only for large arrays with a low percentage of edge elements or for small 

arrays with dummy elements added around the edge. Few techniques, if any, treat all 

the effects of mutual coupling. The remainder of this section presents an overview of 

some existing compensation techniques. 

A rather basic approach to compensation is that of modifying the external 

environment of the array. Early techniques employed fences or baffies [42], or 

corrugated plates [43) between the elements, based on the concept that coupling occurs 

via surface waves. The success of such techniques is highly dependent on the type of 

radiating element used and for some elements does more harm than good. In addition, 

such compensation is usually very ineffective when scanning in the endfire direction. 

Magill and Wheeler [44) proposed a more sophisticated modification consisting of a thin 

dielectric sheet placed in front of the array. The sheet acts as a shunt capacitive 

susceptance which varies with scan angle. This approach was tested on a triangular 

array of circular waveguides with satisfactory results. 

A somewhat different compensation approach is that of modifications to the feed 

network. These may appear as separate circuits or devices placed between an element 

and its feed, or as a connecting circuit which joins two or more feeds and elements. The 

simplest of such networks are those which attempt to isolate the antenna elements from 
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the network. Two such examples are series padding and terminated circulators (47]. For 

series padding a resistive element is placed between the antenna and feed to improve the 

VSWR (Voltage Standing Wave Ratio) and reduce reflected power. Such an approach 

is obviously inefficient and also contributes additional noise. The terminated circulator 

approach places a circulator between the element and feed to guide reflected power into 

a grounded termination. The main disadvantages of this approach are the complexity 

. involved and inability of the array to be used for both transmitting and receiving. 

A more attractive alternative is to place a network between the element and feed 

which would do more than simply isolate the element. An example of such a network 

is the tuned network presented by Hansen (42). Another, more unique type of network 

is that described by Elliott and Stern which matches a microstrip dipole array [45]. The 

dipoles are electromagnetically coupled to the feed thus allowing for amplitude and 

phase control by variations of this coupling. The necessary parameters are determined 

from the solution of a multi-variable equation and realized by the dipole position. 

Experimental results satisfactorily support the theory [46). In another technique Daniel 

and Terrett (50] provide pattern improvement by alteration of the networks loading the 

antenna elements. The technique incorporates the use of a Smith chart for 

determination of the optimal solution. Experimental verification of the theory was 

achieved with good agreement between theoretical and experimental results [51]. Davies 

presents a slight variation of the above approaches by placing matching networks not 

between the elements and the feed, but at the input of a Buttler matrix [41]. These 

networks are claimed to be independent of changes in aperture excitation necessary for 

beam scanning. 

The feed network can also be modified using connecting circuits which couple two 

or more of the elements together. The advantag~ of these circuits is that they have an 

effect which varies with scan angle, hence providing broad scan compensation. 
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Unfortunately, the theory of such networks is usually extremely complex· and most often 

it is necessary to assume an infinite array. The theory of connecting circuits is presented 

by Hannan, Lerner, and Knittel [48] for linear and planar arrays. Hannan [47] proves 

that for an infinite array it is possible to perfectly match all the elements over all scan 

angles for a single frequency and polarization. The proof relies on the fact that an 

infinite number of connecting circuits will mathematically realize _a Fourier cosine series. 

Therefore, it is possible to match any even function which is periodic in terms of the scan 

angle. The element impedance is such a function and thus may be matched as long as 

it does not become zero, infinite, or purely reactive. These conditions are satisfied except 

when the array pattern is zero or when the beam is scanned past endfire. In these 

situations the coupling network cannot provide compensation. 

An example for designing a connecting network for mutual compensation is 

presented by Anderson and Rasmussen [49]. Their technique requires a network that 

cancels the part of the element impedance due to coupling (see (2.4-1)). This means that 

in order for the compensation network to be lossless (i.e purely reactive) the coupling 

between elements must also be purely reactive. Good experimental results were achieved 

for two elements; however, with three elements a completely reactive impedance matrix 

could not be obtained and complete compensation was not achieved. 

Two somewhat different compensation approaches are presented by Kang and 

Pozar [55]. The emphasis here is on determining the terminal voltages required to 

produce the desired currents using numerical techniques. A relatively simple point 

matching technique is described for compensation in a given plane and a more 

complicated approach corrects the pattern over all space. These design techniques 

suggest that instead of using compensation networks or devices, the presence of mutual 

coupling can be incorporated into the array design and an appropriate feed constructed. 

However, such a technique seems to completely neglect feed network coupling. 
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These techniques may be summarized into three categories as shown in Table i.6-1. 
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Table ·2.6-1 Compensation techniques. 

Modifications to the external environment 

1. fences and baffies [42] 

2. corrugated plates [43] 

3. dielectric sheet [44] 

Modification to individual element feed 

I. isolation devices [42] 

2. magnitude-phase adjustment [45, section 4.2] 

3. active loads [50] 

Modification to the overall feed network 

1. Buttler matrix [41] 

2. connecting circuits [48,47] 

3. other circuits [55] 
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3. SCATTERING MATRIX FOAAIULATION FOR ARRAY 

ANALYSIS 

3.1 Formulation of Microwave Network Problem and Matrix Solution 

For solution of high frequency network problems it is most practical to utilize 

scattering parameters, or S-parameters. Although other useful techniques exist, such as 

h, y, and z-parameters, S-parameters have the advantage of directly relating to 

measurements. S-parameter measurements do not require ideal shorts or open circuits, 

but instead rely on matched terminations. This provides the opportunity for broadband 

measurements since the characteristic impedance of a port is typically frequency 

independent. In addition, S-parameters are complex quantities containing both 

magnitude and phase information, thus allowing for quick and accurate solutions to a 

network problem. 

3.1.1 Basic Definitions 

S-parameters are simply the normalized reflection and transmission coefficients of 

the system [4]. Specifically, for an n port network Stt is the reflection coefficient of port 

k with all other ports matched, where I ~ k ~ n. Sit represents the transmission 

coefficient between the k1h and j1h port with all other ports matched, where 1 s:: k, j s:: n 

and k :;e j. For S-parameters, the inputs and outputs are specified in terms of signal 

waves. A variety of equivalent definitions are in common use. We choose the input 

wave at port k as 

(3.1-1) 
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where Zok is the real characteristic impedance at port k. Likewise, the output wave at 

port k is 

(3.1-2) 

where v: and Y;: are the incident and leaving wave voltages. From the relationships [18) 

(3.1-3) 

(3.1-4) 

(3.1-1) and (3.1-2) may be alternatively written as 

a - 1 [ vk + lzok 1k] k - 2 .Jzok '\J 
(3.1-5) 

(3.1-6) 

This provides expressions for the voltage and current in terms of the signals ak and bk, 

which are 

(3.1-7) 

(3.1-8) 

From (3.1-7) and (3.1-8) the average power flowing into a port is seen to be 

(3.1-9) 
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To avoid unnecessary complication in development it is convenient to talk about 

normalized values for the voltage and current, where the voltage is normalized by 

dividing by the square root of the characteristic impedance and the current is normalized 

by multiplying by the square root of the characteristic impedance. When normalized 

(3.1-7) and (3.1-8) become 

(3.1-10) 

(3.1-11) 

The power expression of (3.1-9), however, remains the same. Throughout this paper the 

normalized definitions of (3.1-10) and (3.1-11) will be assumed when talking about 

currents or voltages. It should be noted that care must be taken when dealing with 

S-parameters which are not all normalized by the same impedance, for example when 

joining a 10on line with a son line. 

The S-parameters may now be defined in terms of the input and output signals of 

(3.1-1) and (3.1-2). Specifically, 

b· 1 S··=-' IJ a· 3tc =0 
J k ;e j 

(3.1-12) 

This enables a network to be completely described in terms of S-parameters. Fig. 3.1-1 

shows a general n port network in which 

n 
b· = "t'S·a· I ""' IJ J 

J 
i = 1, 2, 3, ... , n 

In matrix form (3.1-13) becomes 

(3.1-13) 
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b1 S11 S12 ... Sin a1 
b2 S21 S22 ··· S2n a2 

= (3.l-14a) 

bn Snt Sn2 ··· Snn an 

or 

[b] = [S][a] (3.l-14b) 

3.1.2 Interconnected Networks 

We now consider the problem of combining the S-matrices of two or more 

connected networks to form the S-matrix describing the overall configuration. To do this 

we consider two networks, one with m ports and one with n ports. It is assumed that 

connected ports possess identical real characteristic impedances. In general, q ports of 

each network may be connected as shown in Fig. 3.1-2. This configuration creates a new 

network consisting of the unconnected ports which is described by a completely new 

S-matrix obtainable from the multiport connection method presented by Gupta [4]. In 

this method the two governing relationships of (3.1-14) for the separate networks are 

combined into one equation to yield 

b1 a1 

bm = [[s:J [:"] l am (3.1-15) 
bm+I am+l 

hm+n am+n 
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Figure 3.1-2 Arbitrary connection of two distinct networks. 
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In general, such an equation may also be extended to combine more than two networks. 

By grouping the external ports and the internal ports we can rearrange (3.1-15) in the 

form given by Gupta [4] of 

(3.1 - 16) 

where [ap] and [bp] are the input and output signals of the external ports, and [ae] and 

[be] are the input and output signals of the internal ports. With the notation of Fig. 3.1-2 

bq+l aq+l 

(bp] = 
bm 

(ap] = 
am (3.1-17) 

bm+q+ I am+q+t 

bn+m an+m 

and 

b1 a1 

(be] = bq 
lacl = 

aq 
(3.1-18) 

bm+l am+! 

bm+q am+q 

By defining a connection matrix [r] as r 11 = I if port i is connected to port j and ril = 
0 otherwise, we can relate [be] and [ae] by 

[beJ = (r)[acJ (3.1-19) 

From (3.1-16) [be] and [bp] are seen to be 
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(3.1-20) 

(3.1-21) 

Combining (3.1-19) and (3.1-20) we obtain 

(3.1-22) 

or 

(3.1-23) 

Equation (3.1-23) is used in (3.1-21) to give 

(3.1-24) 

The overall scattering matrix for the combined network is 

(3.1-25) 

If an external port in a network such as that of Fig. 3.1-2 is excited by a generator 

then the multiport connection method may be extended to determine the circuit 

parameters. This theory is now developed for a general network of an arbitrary number 

of interconnected components. For a generator, the basic S-parameter equation of 

(3.1-14) must be modified to the form 

(3.1-26) 
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where S, is the reflection coefficient of the generator and c, is the wave impressed. by the 

generator. If a generator is attached to an arbitrary interconnected network as in Fig. 

3.1-3, the entire configuration is represented by the equation 

[bAJ [SA) 0 0 0 [a A] 0 
[bBJ 0 [S8 ] 0 0 (aB) 0 

= + (3.l-27a) 

[bN] 0 0 [SN) 0 [aN) 0 

bg 0 0 0 Sg ag 
Cg 

or, for simplicity 

[b') = [S'J[a') + [c] (3.l-27b) 

where [aA),[a8 ), ... ,[aN] and [bA],[b8 ), ... ,[bN] are vectors containing the input and output 

signals of the networks A, B, ... , N respectively. It should be noted that although (3.1-27) 

contains only one generator, the theory may be extended to situations with more than 

one. 

The relation between [b'] and [a'] existing from internal connections is 

[b') = [r)[a'] (3.1-28) 

where [r] is the connection matrix. This along with (3.1-27) results in 

[r][a'] = [S'][a'] + [c] (3.1-29) 

or 

[a'] = [r - S']- 1[c) (3.1-30) 

Defining 
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network A 

Figure 3.1-3 General form of a network consisting of N interconnected components. 
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[WJ = [f - S') (3.1-31) 

allows us to express (3.1-30) as 

(3.1-32) 

From (3. l-32) a method now exists for evaluating the circuit parameters of the 

network. Once the vector [a'] is obtained from (3.l-32), it is utilized in (3.l-28) to 

determine the [b'] vector. This information in conjunction with (3. l-10) and (3. l-11) 

enables the evaluation of the currents and voltages at any desired internal port of the 

network. In addition, (3.1-32) provides an alternative procedure for determining the 

overall scattering matrix of a interconnected network. This is done by exciting an 

external port with a wave of unity and simulating matched terminations at the other 

external ports by supplying matched generators with no incident wave, thus making a= 0 

for these ports. After the [b'] vector is found as above, a row of the S-matrix is obtained 

from (3.1-12). The remaining rows are determined by similarly exciting the remaining 

external ports with a wave of unity amplitude and zero phase. This concept is utilized 

by the program MCAP (Section 3.3) for determining the network S-matrix. 

3.2 Example of Scattering Matrix Network Solution 

The theory in Section 3.1 is illustrated with an example in which the. feed currents 

of the two-element array in Fig. 3.2-1 are to be determined. In this array network both 

the generator and the antenna elements are matched when the other elements terminated 

in Z0 In addition, the antenna elements are coupled by -6.02 dB with a phase of -180°, 

or -0.5. The problem is approached in two steps in order to preserve systems of 

equations which may be worked by hand. 
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Figure 3.2-1 Two element array network with mutual coupling present. 
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The first task is to find an overall S-matrix for the feed network. The feed consists 

of the ideal tee and the two half-wavelength transmission lines. For the tee the S-matrix 

is 

[
b81 1-0.5000 0.5000 0. 7071 lla81 
b9 = 0.5000 -0.5000 0. 7071 ~ 

b6 0.7071 0.7071 0.0000 ~ 

(3.2-1) 

and for the transmission lines 

(3.2-2) 

[ bs l [ 0 -1][ as l 
b10 = -1 0 a10 

(3.2-3) 

Combining these three S-mafrices and grouping external ports, as m (3.1-15) and 

(3.1-16), we obtain 

b4 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 a4 

bs 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.0 as 

b6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.707 0.707 0.0 ~ 

b7 = -1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 a1 (3.2-4) 

bg 0.0 0.0 0. 707 0.0 -0.5 0.5 0.0 ag 

b9 0.0 0.0 0. 707 0.0 0.5 -0.5 0.0 ~ 

b10 0.0 -1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 a10 

in which the external ports (4,5, and 6) have been grouped together. The connection 

matrix for ports 7, 8, 9, and 10 is 
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(r] = 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

(3.2-5) 

Equation (3.1-25) is solved using (3.2-4) and (3.2-5) to give the S-matrix for the feed 

network as 

:: = [-:::::: .:::::: ~:::::: ][:] 
b6 -0.7071 -0.7071 0.0000 ~ 

(3.2-6) 

The scattering relationship for the entire network of Fig. 3.2-1 (antenna, feed, and 

generator) is found from (3.1-27) 

b2 0.0 -0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 a2 0 

b3 -0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 aJ 0 

b4 0.0 0.0 -0.5 0.5 -0.707 0.0 ~ 0 
= + (3.2-7) 

bs 0.0 0.0 0.5 -0.5 -0.707 0.0 as 0 

b6 0.0 0.0 -0. 707 -0. 707 0.0 0.0 ~ 0 

b1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 a1 G 

where the tee and transmission lines are considered as one component. The connection 

matrix for this network is 
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0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 
(r] = (3.2-8) 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

By (3.1-32) 

a2 -2-/2 
a3 -2-/2 

(a'] = a4 = Q_ .j2 (3.2-9) as 4 .j2 
~ 
a1 4 

-2 

and from (3.1-28) 

(b'] = (3.2-10) 

The a's and b's at all ports have been obtained, thus allowing the use of (3.1-11) to 

calculate the feed currents. These currents are 

(3.2-11) 

(3.2-12) 
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3.3 Microwave Circuit Analysis Program (MCAP) 

The Microwave Circuit Analysis Program (MCAP) originated at the Indian 

Institute of Technology-Kanpar and is presented by Gupta in [4] accompanied by 

thorough documentation. This original version has been modified by New Mexico State 

University Physical Science Laboratory to provide enhanced capabilities. These 

modifications are extensively discussed by Henry and Jedlicka [29). 

MCAP determines the overall S-matrix of a multiport network using the known 

S-matrices of the individual components of the network. The calculations are based on 

the theory presented in Section 3.1 [4]. The program also provides routines to model 

various stripline and microstrip components as well as general transmission structures. 

A flow chart of MCAP is shown in Fig. 3.3-1. The matrix W is calculated by 

(3.1-31) and then factored into a lower and upper triangular matrix. For each of the 

external ports, a vector [C] is established for a given port i where ci = 1 and all other 

components are zero. This amounts to exciting each port alone in turn. The vector 

[a'] is then obtained from (3.1-32) and [b'] from (3.1-28) which allows calculation of the 

i1h row of the overall scattering matrix, [S). 

The modifications to MCAP in the Physical Science Laboratory version include 

provisions to specify stripline transmission line length in radians as well as meters and 

the ability to handle matched terminations and ideal short circuits. In addition, the 

revised code possesses the ability to handle externally supplied S-parameters for devices 

of up to nine ports; previously, the maximum number of ports was four. This 

modification is necessary in order to deal with the coupling matrix of antenna arrays of 

more than four elements. 
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START 

READ INPUT OAT,A ANO THE 
NJMBER OF EXTERNAL PORTS: k 

SET UP W MATRIX 

w: r-s 

MAKE L-U FACTORS OF 
THE W MATRIX 

SET UP VECTOR c WITH UNITY IN THE 

·ELEMENT CORRESPONDING TO i th 

EXTERNAL PORT ANO ZERO ELSEWHERE 

OBTAIN VECTOR a BY FORWARD-BACK-

WARD SUBSTITUTION THIS GIVES i th 

ROW OF SCATTERING MATRIX 

VES 

Figure 3.3-1 Flowchart of MCAP. From [4J. 
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3.4 Example of Network Solution Using MCAP 

The example in Section 3.2, which was solved by hand, is resolved in this section 

using MCAP. The array network is shown in Fig. 3.4-1 with the ports renumbered. The 

corresponding M CAP input file to the network of Fig. 3.4-1 is shown in Fig. 3.4-2. A 

description of the input file maybe found in [29). 

Recent modifications since the documentation of [29) necessitates a slight alteration 

when specifying the external S-parameters in the input file. Before the S-parameters are 

given there must be a card image containing the number of sets of external S-parameters 

which are to be specified. This is followed by one card image for each set of 

S-parameters which gives the dimension of the S-matrix. Following these cards the 

external S-parameters are entered as usual. 

MCAP produces an output file which is shown in Fig. 3.4-3. From this file the 

input signals to the ports of concern are found to be 

~ = 0.35355 

~ = 0.35355 

a8 = - 0.70711 

<l() = -0.70711 

Clearly b8 = a4 and b9 = a6 and from (3.1-11) 

11 = ag - ~ = - 1.06066 

12 = <l() - ~ = -1.06066 

(3.4-1) 

(3.4-2) 

(3.4-3) 

MCAP assumes an input of l~ at the external port when calculating the values of 

(3.4-1), thus the situation is equivalent to a generator of G= l~. The results of(3.4-2) 

and (3.4-3) are seen to be identical to those obtained in (3.2-11) and (3.2-12) with G = 

l~. 
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Figure 3.4-1 Two element array network with mutual coupling present. 
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UI 
N 

THO POR ARRAY EXAMPLE 
H 

O.OOOOOE+OO 
N y 

TEEl z 
TU 4 
TLZ 6 
SA 8 

l 

3 
5 

z 
3 
4 
6 

7 
9 

l 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0.47700E-04 

0 
0 
0 
0 

5 
7 
8 
9 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 0 TJ 
0 0 TL 
0 O TL 
0 0 SP 

O.Z4500E+Ol 0.79000E-03 

l.OOOOOE+OZ 0.50000E+OZ O.OOOOOE+OO 
l.OOOOOE+OZ 3.14159E+OO 0.30000E+l0 R 
l.OOOOOE+OZ 3.14159E+OO 0.30000E+l0 R 
O.OOOOOE+OZ O.OOOOOE+OZ O.OOOOOE+OO 

F 0.300000E+l0 0.300000E+l0 O.lOOOOOE+lOLIN 
l 
z 

O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO -.500E+OO O.OOOE+OO 
-.500E+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 

Figure 3.4-2 MCAP data file for network of Fig. 3.4-1. 



************************************************************************* PRINTOUT CONVERTED INPUT DATA FILE . 

TWO PORT ARRAY EXAMPLE 

MICROSTRIP LINE CIRCUIT COMPONENTS ARE CONSIDERED 
LINE LOSSES NOT CONSIDERED 

NE ELN 
lTEEl 
2TL1 
2TL2 
4SA 

IP 
2 
4 
6 
8 

JP 
3 
5 
7 
9 

KP 
1 

LP I2P J2P K2P L2P 

FIRST 1 PORTS ARE TREATED AS EXTERNAL PORTS 
INTERCONNECTION OF VARIOUS PORTS 

2 5 
3 7 
4 8 
6 9 

STARTING FREQ• 3.000000E+09HZ,END FREQ• 3.000000E+09HZ 
BY 1.000000E+09 HZ ON A LIN SCALE 

DISCONTINUITY EFFECTS ARE NOT CONSIDERED 
1.1 

2.9999991+09 HZ 

EXTERNAL S•MATRIX FOR ELEMENT NUMBER 
O.OOOOOE+OO 

•0.50000E+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 

COLUMN VECTOR A • INPUTS TO 
2 -0.353553 -0.000002 
3 -0.353553 -0.000002 
4 0.353553 0.000001 
5 0.707107 0.000000 
6 0.353553 0.000001 
7 0.707107 0.000000 
8 -0.707107 -0.000002 
9 -0.707107 -0.000002 

•0.50000E+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 

INTERNAL PORTS 

4 IS 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 

TYP 
TJ 
TL 
TJ 
SP 

VALUEl 
O.lOOOOOE+03 
O.l.OOOOOE+03 
0.100000E+03 

S·MATRIX IREAL,IMAGINARY COMPONENTS> FOR THE OVERALL CIRCUUIT IS FOUND AS 
1,1 ·0.50000E+OO ·0.34889E•05 

VSWR ··········•••••••••MAGNITUDE OF S·PARAMETERS•·• 
1,1 3.000 0.50000E+OO 

Figure 3.4-3 MCAP output file resuulting from data file of Fig. 3.4-2. 

VALUE2 
0.500000E+02 
0.361901E·Ol 
0.361901E·Ol 

SJ 



4. THE CONCEPT OF MUTUAL COUPLING COMPENSATION 

FOR PRECISE PATTERN CONTROL 

4.1 l\tlutual Coupling Compensation 

The distribution of feed currents across the elements of an array determines the 

resulting radiation pattern. The effect of mutual coupling is to introduce coupling 

between antenna elements and thus produce feed currents different than those which 

would exist in the absence of mutual coupling. These actual currents will usually result 

in a distorted radiation pattern. If mutual coupling is ignored in the design of the array 

the radiation pattern obtained may be quite different from the expected results. 

A solution is to consider the mutual coupling when designing the feed network of 

the array. In particular the mutual coupling can be modeled by a scattering matrix and 

then S-parameter theory used to analyze the total system consisting of the antenna feed 

network and the coupling impedances. A feed network may then be found which will 

provide the correct currents to the antenna elements in the presence of the coupling. 

As an illustration consider a two element array with one-half wavelength spacing 

between the elements. Assuming all components are matched and ignoring the coupling 

between the antenna elements, a pattern with a main beam maximum steered 30° off 

broadside may be obtained by introducing a 90° phase shift on the current feeding 

element two. A diagram of the network along with the corresponding power pattern is 

shown in Figs. 4.1-1,2. Obviously to obtain this type of pattern the currents must be 

of the form 

11 = Io 
12 = 10/90° 

(4.1-1) 
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element 1 \ 

A. 
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element 2 

----•X 

f'igure 4.1-1 Two element array network with main beam 30° off broadside. 
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I 

Figure 4.1-2 Power pattern for the network of Fig. 4.1-1 assuming isotropic radiating elements. 
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where I0 is a constant and I, is assumed to have a reference phase of zero . 

However, if mutual coupling is considered in the network of Fig. 4.1-1, it is found 

that the the currents in ( 4.1-1) do not result. To see this consider coupling of -10 dB 

between the antenna elements· (zero phase is assumed). In order to determine the 

currents the theory in Section 3.1 is used. The new network is shown in Fig. 4.1-3 with 

the ports labeled. For convenience the 90° phase shift was combined with the T-junction 

resulting in a S-matrix of 

-0.5000 LJr.. 0.5000 I 90° 

0.5000 I 90° -0.5000 /180° 

0.7071 LJr.. 0.7071 / 90° 

0.7071 LJr.. 1-0.5000 j0.5000 0.70711 

0.7071 J 90° = j0.5000 -0.5000 j0.7071 

0.0000 LJr.. 0.7071 j0.7071 0.0000 

where the S-matrix for the T-junction alone was taken to be 

1

-0.5000 0.5000 

0.5000 -0.5000 

0.7071 0.7071 

0.70711 
0.7071 

0.0000 

The total network is now described in the form of (3.1-27) as 

b1 -0.5000 j0.5000 0. 7071 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

b2 j0.5000 0.5000 j0.7071 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

b3 0. 7071 jO. 7071 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
= 

b4 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.3160 0.0000 

bs 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.3160 0.0000 0.0000 

b6 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

or 

[b] = [S][a] + [c] 

a1 0 

a2 0 

aJ 0 
+ 

~ 0 

aa 0 

~ 

(4.1-2) 

(4.1-3) 

(4.l-4a) 

(4. l-4b) 
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90° phase shifter 

G= 1 

Figure 4.1-3 Two element array network with a main beam 30° off broadside and -IOdB coupling 
between antenna elements. 
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The interconnection matrix for this network is given by 

b1 0 0 0 0 0 a1 

b2 0 0 0 0 1 0 a2 

b3 0 0 0 0 0 aJ 
= 

b4 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 

bs 0 0 0 0 0 aa 

b6 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 

or 

[b] = [r][a] 

Equations (4.1-4) and (4.1-5) are combined to yield 

[r][a] = (S)[a] + [c) 

[r - S)[a) = [c) 

[a)= [r - S)- 1[c] 

Equation (4.l-6c) now provides a solution for [a] which is calculated to be 

j0.2234 

0.2234 

1.0000 
[a)= 

0.7071 

j0.7071 

j0.3160 

The vector [b] is obtained from (4.1-5) and (4.1-7) and is 

(4.1-5a) 

(4.1-5b) 

(4.l-6a) 

(4.1-6b) 

(4.1-6c) 

(4.1-7) 
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0.7071 

j0.7071 

j0.3160 
[b] = 

j0.2234 

0.2234 

1.0000 

The currents can now be calculated using (3.1-11) to give 

11 = 34 - b4 = 0.7071 - j0.2234 = 0.7416/-17.533° 

12 = a5 - b 5 = -0.2234 + j0.7071 = 0.7416/107.53° 

(4.1-8) 

(4.1-9) 

It is seen that the mutual coupling has altered the currents from the no coupling 

situation; they now differ in phase by 125.06° instead of the desired 90°. The 

corresponding radiation pattern for the network of Fig. 4.1-3 is shown in Fig. 4.1-4 

where a shift in the main lobe direction and an increase in the back lobe are evident. 

It should be noted that in this example the relative magnitudes of the currents was not 

affected. This is due to the simplicity of the example, and the nature of the feed network 

and excitation currents ( see Section 8.4). 

Now suppose that the feed network is modified to include compensation devices. 

For this example, such compensation is provided by introducing a phase shift of 54.92° 

instead of 90° (the derivation of this result is covered extensively in Chapters 5 and 6). 

The network is now described by 
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Figure 4.1-4 Power pattern for the network of Fig. 4.1-3 assuming isotropic radiating elements. 
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b1 0.5 .5/54.92° 0.707 0.0 0.0 0.0 a1 0 

b2 .5L54.92° - .5009.84° .707/54.92° 0.0 0.0 0.0 a2 0 

b3 0.707 .707L54.92° 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 a3 0 
= + (4.1-10) 

b4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .316 0.0 ~ 0 

bs 0.0 0.0 0.0 .316 0.0 0.0 aa 0 

b6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ~ 

By following the same procedure as before the vectors [a] and [b] are found to be 

0.1285 + j0.1829 0.7071 + j0.0000 

0.2234 + j0.0000 0.4065 + j0.5787 

1.0000 + j0.0000 0.1817 + j0.2586 
[a] = [bl= ( 4.1-11) 

0.7071 + j0.0000 0.1285 + j0.1829 

0.4065 + j0.5787 0.2234 + j0.0000 

0.1817 + j0.2586 1.0000 + j0.0000 

which results in 

' 
11 = ~ - b4 = 0.7071 - 0.285 - j0.1829 = 0.6068/-17.54° 
12 = a5 - b5 = 0.4065 + j0.5787 - 0.2234 = 0.607002.44° 

( 4.1-12) 

If 11 is used as the zero phase reference the currents are equivalently represented as 

11 = 0.6068L0.0° 
12 = o.6070L89.98° 

(4.1-13) 

These currents are of the exact form as the desired currents given in ( 4.1-1 ). Thus, by 

altering the phase shift of the current entering antenna element two the desired currents 

have been restored and mutual coupling has been compensated for. In general, both a 
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phase and a magnitude correction is needed for compensation. The remainder of this 

section investigates ways of realizing networks capable of providing this compensation. 

4.2 l\'lathematical Model for Compensation Network 

The following three sections discuss the S-matrix representation of a few possible 

compensation networks. In general, these networks will be considered as ideal (i.e. no 

mismatch, insertion loss, etc.); however, in a practical application the nonideal 

parameters may necessitate consideration, as illustrated in Section 4.3 with the 

attenuator-phase shifter. When utilizing a compensation scheme one can choose the 

entire feed as the compensation network or isolate the variable components as discused 

in chapter 5. In some instances, such as power divider compensation, the entire feed 

network must be considered; and in other cases, such as transmission line impedance 

compensation, it would be extremely impractical to combine the compensation units 

with the feed. A situation between the two extremes exist with the attenuator-phase 

shifter compensation. Combination of the the compensation network with the rest of 

the feed network, in this case, will result in increased analytical work but less computer 

time since fewer nonlinear equations will result; while separation of the compensation 

network will ease computational efforts but increase computer usage do to the necessity 

to solve for the incident and reflected waves at the feed network ports (see Chapter 5). 

4.3 Compensation with Attenuator-Phase Shifter Network 

The attenuator-phase shifter compensation network is considered extensively in 

this section. The motivation for this indepth treatment is due to the proposed physical 

realization of this compensation technique in the experimental compensation network 

for the testbed array. For this reason nonideal components and practical feed networks 
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are analyzed in detail to provide support m the mathematical modeling of these 

compensation networks. 

4.3.1 Basic Compensation Unit 

A basic compensation network consists of a phase shifter in series with an 

attenuator as shown in Fig. 4.3-1. The primary function of the phase shifter is to alter 

the propagation phase of a microwave signal. In practice there exist a vast variety of 

phase shifting circuit configurations with each offering its own particular advantages and 

disadvantages such as bandwidth, size, simplicity of construction, etc. A good discussion 

of practical phase shifters is presented by White [ 19). 

The scattering matrix for an ideal phase shifter is 

( 4.3-1) 

where aP is the phase shift. Practical phase shifters, however, suffer from insertion and 

reflection losses. The insertion loss arises from the fact that the power available at the 

input of the phase shifter is greater than that which reaches the load. A detailed 

description of insertion loss is given in [ 19), and is represented in S-parametcrs as 

1sP1 = [ o. Beo- i<Xpl 
Be - lap 

(4.3-2) 

where B = I/A, with A being the attenuation as a ratio [4] and the corresponding 

attenuation in dB given by 

p 
Ade= 20logA = to log~ 

Pin 
(4.3-3) 
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phase shifter 

attenuator 

Figure 4.3-1 Basic attenuator-phase shifter compensation network. 
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A reflection loss arises from the fact that the network is not perfectly-matched. This 

may be represented by a rP in the diagonal entries of the S-matrix. lfwe include this loss 

a complete S-matrix for the phase shifter is given by 

(4.3-4) 

It has been assumed in the above discussion that the phase shifter is symmetrical; that 

is to say, the device appears identical looking into either port. If this were not the case, 

as with ferrite phase shifters, the S-matrix would be given by 

(4.3-5) 

We will assume in the remainder of this report that the phase shifters are symmetrical. 

The attenuator is a device which is used to alter the magnitude of the microwave 

signal. This may be accomplished in a variety of ways [ 19 ,20]. The S-matrix for an ideal 

attenuator is given by Gupta [4] as 

(4.3-6) 

A practical attenuator usually produces a phase shift as an unavoidable result [ 19]. This 

is represented in ( 4.3-7) along with any reflection which might occur due to imperfect 

matching. 

(4.3-7) 

where r. is the reflection coefficient and a1 is the phase shift of the attenuator. 
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Equations ( 4.3-4) and ( 4.3-7) may now be combined using the theory in Section 3.1 

to obtain a S-matrix for the two components in series. The network is drawn in Fig. 

4.3-2 with the ports renumbered. The scattering matrix for this reciprocal compensation 

network is 

b1 rP Be -jap 0 0 a1 

b2 Be -jap rP 0 0 a2 
= (4.3-8) 

bl 0 0 ra Ae-ja. al 

b4 0 0 Ae -ja. ra ~ 

Rearranging (4.3-8) we obtain 

b1 rP 0 Be - jap 0 a1 

b4 0 ra 0 Ae.-jcz. 
~ = (4.3-9) 

b2 Be -jap 0 rP 0 ai 

bl 0 Ae-ja. 0 ra al 

This is in the form of (3.1-16) or 

(4.3-10) 

with p representing external ports and c the internal ports. 

The connection matrix for the network is 

(4.3-11) 

and when used in conjunction with ( 4.3-9) and ( 4.3-10) in (3.1-25) yields an overall 

S-matrix of 
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phase shifter 

attenuator 

Figure 4.3-2 Labled attenuator-phase shifter compensation network. 
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(4.3-12) 

From (4.3-12) it should be observed that m situations where the phase shifter and 

attenuator are perfectly matched (or, alternatively, the reflection coefficients are small 

enough to be considered to be nearly zero) rP=r.=O and (4.3-12) reduces to 

[SPJ = [ .o ABe - i(a. + a.p)] 
ABe - J(a. + a.p) 0 (4.3-13) 

With c = AB and a= a.+ aP , ( 4.3-13) becomes 

[ 
O ce -jal 

[SP] = - ·a 
ce J 0 

(4.3-14) 

This represents an ideal phase shifter with value a and an ideal attenuator with value c. 

Thus, if mismatch is small, insertion loss and unwanted phase shift can be absorbed into 

an equivalent ideal situation, assuming c < 1. 

4.3.2 Attenuators and Phase Shifters in a Network 

An attenuator and a phase shifter may be combined in series and incorporated into 

the feed network for adjustment to compensate for mutual coupling. An example of 

how this might be accomplished for a two element array is shown in Fig. 4.3-3a. The 

total feed network consists of the Tee junction, the attenuator and phase shifter network, 

and the lengths of transmission line connecting them. This feed network is shown in 
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----·antenna clements----

phase shifter 

attenuator attenuator 

b 

Figure 4.3-3 Feed network including compensation devises. 
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Fig. 4.3-3b with the ports labeled for convenience. Although this example is only 

presented as a feed for a two element array, it represents a basic building block in the 

corporate feed structure. The results obtained from the analysis which follows can be 

used in conjunction with the theory in Section 3.1 to yield the S-matrix for much larger 

compensation networks. 

Assuming port 3 is matched, the S-matrix for the T-junction is given by 

[
-0.SOOO o.sooo 0.7071] 

[SJ = O.SOOO -0.SOOO 0.7071 

0.7071 0.7071 0.0000 

(4.3-lS) 

The lengths of the transmission lines connected to the Tee can be incorporated into the 

S-matrix [18]. Thus, (4.3-15) becomes 

.Se - jlJCl1+12) 

_.Se -j2p12 

.707e - j1Jl2 

.707e - ~ 131•] 

.707e -JPl2 

0 

where p is the phase constant of the transmission line. 

(4.3-16) 

From ( 4.3-12) the most general form of the S-matrix of a phase shifter in series with 

an attenuator is 

(4.3-17) 

The S-matrices for the two attenuator-phase shifter networks of Fig. 4.3-3 are 

represented as 
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(4.3-18a) 

(4.3-18b) 

where the variables Ni1 and Pi1 represent the entries described by ( 4.3-17) 

By using the theory in Section 3.1, we may determine the S-matrix for the feed 

network from (4.3-16) and (4.3-17), as shown below. With the ports number as in Fig. 

4.3-3b, the S-matrix is 

b1 -.Se-i2Pl1 .Se - iP(l1+12) .707e-iP11 0 0 0 0 a1 

b2 .Se - iP(l1+12) _ .Se-i2P12 .707e -iPl2 0 0 0 0 a2 

·h3 .707e-iP11 .707e-iPl2 0 0 0 0 0 a3 

b4 = 0 0 0 Nll N2t 0 0 ~ (4.3-19) 

bs 0 0 0 N21 N22 0 0 as 

b6 0 0 0 0 0 P11 P21 ~ 

b7 0 0 0 0 0 P21 P22 a7 

Which is rearranged in the form 

(4.3-20) 

to yield (4.3-21). The subscript p denotes ports which are external to the network, while 

c denotes internal ports. Grouping the external ports we obtain 
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b3 0 0 0 .707e -jPli .707e - iPl2 0 0 aJ 

b4 0 N11 0 0 0 N21 0 ~ 

b6 0 0 P11 0 0 0 P21 ~ 

b1 = .707e -iPli 0 0 _.Se -j2Plt .Se - il3(11+12) 0 0 a1 

b2 .707e -jPl2 0 0 .Se - il3(11+12) _.Se -j2p12 0 0 a2 

bs 0 N21 0 0 0 N22 0 as 

b7 0 0 P21 0 0 0 P22 a1 

The connection matrix r is given by 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 
[r] = 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

The scattering matrix for the network can be found from (3.1-25) which is 

Equation (4.3-21) and (4.3-22) are used in (4.3-23) to give 

[
o 0 0 I .707e - iPli .707e - iPl2 0 0 

[SP] = 0 N11 0 + 0 0 N2t 0 

0 0 P11 0 0 0 P2i 

.Se - i2Pl1 - .Se - iP(l1+12) 0 - 1 . 707e - iPl1 0 0 

• 
0 

0 

0 

-N22 0 

0 -P22 

.707e -jPl2 0 0 

0 

0 

(4.3-21) 

(4.3-22) 

(4.3-23) 

(4.3-24) 
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Equation ( 4.3-24) reduces to 

2P22N22e - i2P(l1 + l2)(N22e - i2Pl1 + P22e - iPl2) 

J2 N21e - iPl1(1 + P22e - i2Pl2) 

J2 P21e -iP\1 + N22e -i2Pl1) 

J2P21e-iP\l+N22e-i2P11 ) I lo O 0 I 
P21N21e-iP(l1+l2) + 0 N11 0 

- Pi2e - i2Pl2 0 0 P11 

(4.3-25) 

This equation may be rearranged for convenience so that it corresponds to the feed 

network with the ports labeled as shown in Fig. 4.3-4. The general S-parameter 

representation of the feed network becomes 

N2 -j2p11 
-1 21e 

P21 N21e - iP(l1+12) 

J2 N21e -jPl1(1 + P22e -j2Pl2) 
(4.3-26) 

P21N21e-iP(l1+l2) J2N21e-iPl1(1+P22e-i2Pl2) ][a'] [N11a11 
-Pt2e-i2Pl2 J2P21e-iPl2(l+N22e-i2Pl1) a2 + P11a2 

J2 P21e - iPl2( 1 + N22e - i2Pl1) 2P22N22e - i2P(l1 + l2)(N22e - i2Pl1 + P22e - iPl2) a3 0 

If the feed network were constructed with ideal phase shifters and attenuators, (4.3-8) 

would become 

(4.3-27a) 

(4.3-27b) 

Equation (4.3-26) in (4.3-27) yield the S-matrix for an ideal feed network, which is 
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Figure 4.3-4 Representation of compensating feed network. 
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(4.3-28) 

4.4 Compensation with Power Divider Network 

4.4.1 Two-way Power Divider 

Perhaps a more practical method for realizing control over the amplitude and phase 

in an array is through a power dividing network. A two-way power divider is shown in 

Fig. 4.4-1. Several physical realizations of the power divider using microstrip technology 

are presented by House [20). 

With a power divider, amplitude control is achieved through power division rather 

than by attenuation. Therefore, in the ideal case, a power divider is lossless. This has 

obvious efficiency advantages over control by attenuation. Actual power dividers are, 

of course, nonideal, and suffer from insertion loss and reflection loss. 

The power divider itself can only provide amplitude control, and the phase control 

must be accomplished by the addition of a phase shifting device to the circuit. In the 

discussion to follow, the phase shifting will be accomplished with lengths of transmission 

line .. However, other techniques of phase shifting could be utilized in which case a more 

rigorous treatment would be necessary, such as presented in Section 4.3 (i.e. 

consideration of the insertion loss and VSWR of the phase shifter). 

The scattering matrix can be determined by noting that the power at each port may 

be expressed in terms of the S-parameters, and that for a lossless passive reciprocal 

junction the scattering matrix is unitary and symmetric [21]. 

The expressions for the power entering the ports in terms of S-parameters are 
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Figure 4.4-1 Power divider network. 
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P1 = lati2 - lbti2 
P2 = lai - lbi!2 
P3 = laJl2- lbJl2 

(4.4-1) 

The power divider works by dividing input power at port 3 between ports I and 2 so that 

-P1 = (1 - K)P3 
- P2 = KP3 

(4.4-2) 

Using (4.4-1) in (4.4-2) we observe 

(4.4-3) 

If the power divider introduces no phase shift, the S-parameters are real and ( 4.4-3) 

becomes, 

(4.4-4) 

The general S-matrix is represented as 

[
St t S12 S131 

[~] = S21 S22 S23 

S31 S32 S33 

(4.4-5) 

where [b] = [S][a]. \Ve assume that port 3 is matched so that S33 = 0. For the case where 

a matched load is placed at ports 1 and 2, a1 = a2 = 0 , and ( 4.4-5) becomes 

b1 S1 1 S12 S13 0 

b2 = S12 S22 S23 0 

b3 S13 S23 0 a3 

(4.4-6) 
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where the symmetric property of the power divider has been incorporated. Equation 

( 4.4-4) reduces to 

(4.4-7) 

g1vmg 

(4.4-8) 

This results in ( 4.4-6) becoming 

(4.4-9) 

The unitary property for lossless networks is 

1 for j = k 
(4.4 - 10) 

and may be utilized in the determination of the remaining S-parameters. First we choose 

j = 1 and k = 3 to give 

S11.J 1 - K + s12.JK = O 

-s11.J 1 - K 
S12 = )K 

Next, choosing j = k = 1 gives 

(4.4-11) 
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Sf i + Sf 2 + 1 - K = 1 
2 

S2 + S11(l - K) + (1 - K) = 1 
11 K 

KSf i + Sf 1(1 - K) + K(l - K) = K 

S11 = ± K 

And finally, selecting j = k = 2 yields 

Sf 2 + S~2 + K = 1 

S~2 = 1 - K - Sf2 

S~2 = 1 - K - K( 1 - K) 

S~2 = 1 - 2K + K2 = (1 - K)2 

S22 = ± (1 - K) 

( 4.4-12) 

(4.4-13) 

The scattering matrix for an ideal power divider matched at port 3 has now been derived 

to be 

[SJ = ± [- JK~ - K) 
J1 - K 

- JK(l - K) 
(1 - K) 

J"K 
J1 - Kl J"K 

0 

With the physical lengths of ports 1 and 2 included this becomes, 

(4.4-14) 

(4.4-15) 

To realize a power divider network which will perform similar to the phase 

shifter-attenuator network it is necessary to have equal ratios of the powers out of ports 

1 and 2, neglecting array mutual coupling. The ratio is given by 
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From the phase shifter-attenuator network S-matrix of ( 4.3-28), R is given by 

R = 2Ar = [ A1 ] 2 

2A~ A2 

and from (4.4-15), (4.4-16), and (4.4-17) the parameter K is found as follows 

2 

R = [~~] = 
A~ K = _ ___;;.._ 

A~+ Ar 

1 - K 
K 

(4.4-16) 

(4.4-17) 

(4.4-18) 

Hence, a power divider with a K value given in ( 4.4-18) may be used in lieu of the phase 

shifter-attenuator network with corresponding attenuation values of A, and A2• 

Although the power divider can produce equivalent results, it is not completly identical 

to a attenuator-phase shifter network, that is to say their S-matrices are different. For 

this reason each must be considered separately when determining the compensation 

values. 

4.3.2 N-way Power Divider 

The above procedure can be generalized for power dividers of more than three 

ports. This was done to obtain a general S-matrix of the form 
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n -y'K1K2 -y'K1K3 -y'K1Kn v'Ki LK 
j =I J n 

- y'K2K3 - y'K2Kn j ~I LK y'K2 j =I J 

[SJ = 
-y'K1K2 j~2 

(4.4-19) n 
LK 

- y'K1Kn -y'K2Kn - y'K3Kn 
j =I J 
j~ n y'Kn 

v'Ki JI<; y'K; y'K; 0 

This is the form of the S-matrix coded into SANE-GECON (Synthesis of Arrays with 

Network and Element Coupling-for GEneral COmpensation Networks, see Appendix 

B). The phase shifts of the line lengths must be incorporated into (4.4-19), as was done 

in (4.4-15), to provide a complete expression for [S]. For a two-way power divider 

K 1 =(1- K) and K2 = K, as in Fig. 4.4-1, and (4.4-19) reduces to the form presented in 

(4.4-14). 

4.5 Compensation with Transmission Line Characteristic Impedance 

A type of compensation which appears to be extremly practical is that of 

transmission line characteristic impedance. A basic compensation unit is shown in Fig. 

4.5-1. Such a unit is placed between the antenna element and feed network. 

The S-matrix for the compensation network is obtained by considering Fig. 4.5-2. 

To determine S11 Fig. 4.5-2a is used. From this network and the concept of reflection 

coefficient it is seen that 

ZT- Zo 
ZT + Zo 

j sin PI(Z2 - z5) =-----------
2ZZo cos Pl + (Z2 + Z~)j sin PI 

I _ e - i2PI 
=y . 

I _ y2e - J2PI 

(4.5-1) 
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~--1-~~ 

i Zo Zo 

Figure 4.5-1 Basic compensation unit for transmission line compensation. 
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Zr 

~ I ~ 
a1 

z Zo f Zo 
b1~ 

0 0 

Zo z Zo 
---+a'1 b'2~ 

Figure 4.5-2 Networks used to detennine S-matrix of compensation unit. 
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where 

and 

Zr = Z Z0 + jZ tan PI 
Z + jZ0 tan Pl 

Z- Z0 y= z + Zo 

(4.5-2) 

(4.5-3) 

Similarly, from Fig. 4.5-2b S12 is determined usmg the concepts of reflection and 

transmission coefficients. The following relations can be observed: 

b1 = 2Zo b' -+ b'1 = Zo + Z b 
Zo+Z I 2Zo I 

(4.5-4) 

(4.5-5) 

(4.5-6) 

From the expression 

a, - Zo - z b' 2Z 
2 - Zo + Z 2 + Zo + Z a2 (4.5-7) 

and ( 4.5-4), ( 4.5-5), and ( 4.5-6); a relation between b1 and a2 can be established giving 

_ b1 _ 2Z0Z S12 - a2 I a1 =o - _____ _;;,_ ____ _ 

2ZZo cos Pl + (Z~ + Z2)j sin Pl · 
(1 - y2)e - jpt = ____ ;.._;_ __ 
I - y2e - j2p1 

The S-matrix is completed by noting S21 = Su and S22 = S11 • 

(4.5-8) 
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4.6 Effects of Nonideal Components 

It is constructive to examine the significance of the effects of nonideal components 

in a feed network on the currents supplied to the antenna elements, thus offering 

justification to consider ideal components, or conversly the necessity to acknowledge the 

nonideal characteristics. Our investigation into these effects will be made by analyzing 

a particular two element array network. The change in the feed currents due to 

variations in the VSWR, insertion loss, and phase error of the components are each 

considered separately. 

The circuit used for this analysis is a special case of Fig. 4.3-3a. The general 

S-matrix for the feed network of this circuit was developed in Section 4.3 and is given in 

(4.3-26). Specifically, it is assumed that the circuit has no electrical length 

(i.e. 11 =11 = 0), and that the values for the phase shifter and attenuator on the left arm 

are zero and the values for the right arm are 1 radian (57.296 degrees) and -1.94 dB 

(20%) respectively. The S-matrix for the antenna array is chosen to be 

[SA] = [ 0.178 0.000 ] 
0.000 0.237 (4.6-1) 

which arises from input VSWR values of 1.43 at the input to antenna element 1 and 1.62 

for antenna element 2. The incident wave of the generator is assumed to have a value 

of 1. The circuit modified by the constraints above is shown in Fig. 4.6-1. 

The currents 11 and 11 may be determined by using the theory in Section 3.1 to 

solve for the incident and reflected waves and then using these results to obtain the 

currents from 

(4.6-2) 
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----- --------------------. 
I element l element 2 1 
I 
I 

I - - ---- - .. ---- -- -- - - - - - - -
phase shift = l rad ( 57.3° ) 

attenuation = 1.94 dB 

Figure 4.6-1 Feed network use in the examples of Section 4.6. 
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With ideal components (i.e. VSWR = l, Insertion loss = 0 dB, and no phase error) the 

currents to the elements for the circuit of Fig. 4.6-1 are 

11 = 0.518 - j0.042 
12 = 0.285 - j0.386 

(4.6-3) 

First the effect of input VSWR greater than one is considered. Typically, phase 

shifters and attenuators have a maximum VSWR of l.5 [22, 23). It is assumed that the 

phase shifter and attenuator in Fig. 4.6-1 both have the same VSWR, which represents 

the mismatch the individual components would each have if operated alone. The input 

VSWR of both components was simultaneously varied from l to 1.8 and the 

corresponding values of 11 and 12 were calculated. In Fig. 4.6-2a the deviation of these 

currents from the desired currents, given in (4.3-35), is shown. However, the quantities 

of main concern are not the deviation of the individual currents, but the change in the 

ratio of the current amplitudes and of the difference in the current phases. These 

changes, expressed in percent of desired quantities, are plotted in Fig. 4.6-2b. 

Next, the effect of insertion loss on the excitation currents to the antennas is 

examined. The insertion loss for microwave components is typically in the 0.5 dB to 1.0 

dB range [22, 23). For this example the insertion losses of the attenuator and phase 

shifter of Fig 4.6-1 were simultaneously varied from 0 dB to 1 dB while the input VSWR 

was assumed to be one and the phase error zero. The currents 11 and 12 were calculated 

with the insertion loss considered and then compared to the ideal currents of ( 4.6-3). 

The results of this comparison are shown in Fig. 4.6-3a. The change of the current 

amplitude ratio and phase difference as a percent is shown in Fig. 4.6-3b as a function 

of insertion loss. 

Phase errors can also lead to changes in the excitation currents. Phase errors can 

occur in both attenuators and phase shifters. The phase change created by an 
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attenuator is usually a function of frequency and generally increases linearly with the 

attenuation [22, 24]. Both analog and digital phase shifters may produce phase errors. 

Analog phase shifters can produce phase error by incorrect calibration or a drift in the 

phase due to temperature or other causes [23]. Digital phase shifters introduce 

quantization errors. An m bit digital phase shifter is only capable of producing phase 

increments of 3;~0 
• These discrete values of phase shift may not match the needed 

phase shift. The effect of phase errors (no matter how they occur) was calculated for the 

two element array example in Fig. 4.6-1. It was assumed that the VSWR was 1 and the 

insertion loss was 0 dB for both the attenuator and phase shifter. The change in the 

excitation currents, 11 and 12, due to phase error is shown in Fig 4.6-4a, and the change 

in the amplitude ratio and phase difference is shown in Fig. 4.6-4b. 

Clearly, the necessity to consider nonideal components is dependant on the 

accuracy required in the excitation currents. However, this study shows that neglecting 

the nonideal aspects of the components used in the compensation network has the 

potential of introducing an unacceptable degree of error in the excitation currents. 
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5. ANALYTICAL FORMULATION OF ARRAY SYNTHESIS 

5.1 Nonlinear Equation 1\tlodels 

5.1.l Theoretical Developments for the General Case 

The most general case of an array network is that of an n element array connected 

to an n port feed network; such a network is shown in Fig. 5.1-1. This network may be 

fully described using S-parameters. The array elements are characterized by the matrix 

SA, and the feed by matrices s:-i and CN. It is assumed that the currents feeding the array 

elements are known and defined as flowing into the elements. These currents can be 

expressed in terms of the incident and reflected waves at the ports of the array elements. 

The notation used for these waves is illustrated in Fig. 5.1-2; a: is the wave incident on 

antenna element p a.nd b: is the wave reflected from element p. Thus, the total current 

into an element p is given by 

I _ A bA 
P - ap - P (5.1-1) 

where it should be noted that (5.1-1) carries the normalization developed in (3.1-11). 

For then elements (5.1-1) becomes 

I _ A bA 
1 - a1 - 1 

12 =a~ - b~ 
(5.1-2) 

I = aA - bA n n n 

Equation (5.1-2) is expressed in matrix form as 
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gA 

1 2 3 · • • n 

- - - - - --, 

Figure 5.1-1 General antenna array network. 
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• • • 

Figure S.1-2 S-parameters for antenna array. 
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Il a~ b~ 
I2 a~ b~ 

= (5.1-3) 

In aA bA n n 

Rearranging (5.1-3) we obtain 

a~ I1 b~ 
a~ I2 b~ = + (5.1-4) 

For convenience the following definitions are made, 

a~ I1 b~ 

(AA):: a~ (IA):: 
I2 

(BA]:: b~ 
(5.1-5) 

aA In bA n n 

Using these in (5.1-4) we find 

(5.1-6) 

From the definition of S-parameters, [BA] may be expressed as 

(5.1-7) 

Equation (5.1-6) in (5.1-7) gives 

(5.1-8) 
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Since (BA] = [I] (BA] (where [I] is the identity matrix and not a current matrix), (5.1-8) 

becomes 

(5.l-9a) 

(5.1-9b) 

(5.1-9c) 

This is the desired result. It gives (BA] in terms of known scattering parameters for the 

array and specified excitation currents. Afte~ a value is obtained for (BA], (AA] is found 

from ( 5.1-6). 

Next, consider the remaining portion of the network shown in Fig 5.1-3. This 

network consists of an n + l port feed network and a one port generator. The 

relationship between the incident and reflected waves of the feed network is given by 

bf 
F S11 F 

S12 
F 

S1,n+ I af 

bf 
F F F af S21 S22 S2,n+1 

= (5.1-10) 

F 
bn+l F 

Sn+ 1,1 
F F 

Sn+ 1,2 ···Sn+ l,n+ I 
F 

an+! 

where the notation used is consistent with that in Fig. 5.1-3. The generator is described 

by 

(5.1-11) 

where c is the wave produced by the generator, r 1 is the reflection coefficient of the 

generator, and b1 and a1 are as illustrated in Fig. 5.1-3. Equations (5.1-10) and (5.1-11) 

may be combined into one equation which describes the n port network combination 

of the generator attached to the feed network. The procedure for combining (5.1-10) and 
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Figure 5.1-3 S-parameters for the feed network. 
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(5.1-11) follows that of Setion 3.1. The two matrix equations in (5.1-10) and (5.1-11) 

are written as one matrix equation as follows: 

bf 
F F F F 0 F S11 S12 Sin S1,n+ I a1 

bf F F F F 0 F 0 
S21 S22 S2n S2,n + 1 a2 0 

= + (5.1-12) 
bF F F F F 0 aF 0 n Sn1 Sn2 Snn Sn,n+ 1 n 

b~+l F F F F F 0 
Sn+ 1,1 Sn+ 1,2 "'Sn+ l,n Sn+ l,n+ 1 0 an+ 1 c 

bg 0 0 ... 0 0 rg ag 

If subscript p is used to denote external ports, and subscript c to denote internal ports, 

(5.1-12) is of the form 

(5.l-13) 

where (bp} =: (bf, hr, ... , b~JT, (bcJ = [b~+1t bJT, [<lp} =: [af, a}, ... , ~JT, [a,,) =: (~+11 Cl;JT, and 

(cc] = (0, c)T . This may be expanded into two equations 

(5.1-14) 

(5.1-15) 

From Fig. 5.1-3 it is clear that bn+i = a, and b, = an+i• Written in matrix form this is 

(5.l-16a) 

or 

(5.1 - 16b) 
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where [r] is the interconnection matrix used to define the connections between port n + 1 

and port g. By equating (5.1-15) and (5.l-16b), we find 

(5.l-17a) 

(5.l-17b) 

(5.l-17c) 

This expression for [ ac] in ( 5.1-14) gives 

(5.1-18a) 

(5.l-18b) 

Let [SN] and [CN] be matrices describing the generator-feed network, defined as 

(5.1-19) 

and 

(5.1-20) 

Then (5.1-18) becomes 

(5.1-21) 

which is an important result relating external ports. The definitions for [bp] and [ap] 

established in (5.1-12) and (5.1-13) enable (5.1-21) to be written as 
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hi SN 11 SN SN 12 ··· In 
F a1 c~ 

bf SN 21 SN SN 22 ··· 2n af c~ 
= + (5.1-22) 

bF N N N aF CN n Sn1 Sn2 ··· Snn n n 

In Fig. 5.1-1 it is clear that 

for 1 S: p s: n (5.1-23) 

This relationship along with (5.1-22) gives 

(5.l-24a) 

or 

(5.l-24b) 

where the notation defined in ( 5.1-5) was used. 

Equation (5.1-24) provides the basis for designing the compensation network. If a 

network is found that produces [SN] and [CN] which satisfy {5.1-24), then the desired 

currents will be produced at the elements. (AA] and (BA] are known vectors which 

· contain the design currents and the effect of mutual couplin~. [SN] and [CN] are functions 

of the S-matrix of the feed network and thus contain the same amount of unknown 

information as the feed network. In most cases a feed network with a certain number 

of unknowns will be assumed and (5.1-24) used to solve for these unknowns. The result 

will be a feed network which compensates for mutual coupling. However, (5.1-24) will 
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yield only n independent equations and therefore only n unknowns in [SF] may be solved 

for uniquely. 

Example: Attenuator-Phase Shifter Compensation - Two Elements 

As an example, consider the network in Fig. 5.1-4 where X1 and X2 must be solved 

for in order to compensate for the mutual coupling of [SA]. Arbitrary currents of 

11 = ll.Q: and 12 = 1/90° are chosen. This network is realized by a generator coupled with 

an ideal tee which evenly divides the input power. The variable X1 and X2 represent ideal 

phase shifters in series with ideal attenuators (see Fig. 4.3-2) as described in (4.3-14). 

All components are assumed to have zero physical length and be identically matched. 

The S-matrix of the feed network is given by 

x2 - I X1X2 ./ix1 
(SF) = l_ 

2 X1X2 x2 - 2 -/2x2 (5.1-25) 

J2x1 J2x2 0 

Assume a matched generator which produces a wave G, then (5.1-12) becomes 

b7 - x~ X1X2 J2x1 0 a1 0 

b9 X1X2 2 J2x2 0 0 
= l_ 

- X2 ~ 
+ (5.1-26) 

b2 2 .J2x1 .J2x2 0 0 a2 0 

b1 0 0 0 0 ai G 

From (5.1-19) and (5.1-20). 

(5.1-27) 
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G 

Figure 5.1-4 A two port attenuator-phase shifter compenation network with mutual coupling 
defined by (SAj. 
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For this example assume matched antennas with -10 dB mutual coupling: 

[ 0 0.3016] [SA]= 
0.316 

From (5.1-9c) 

-I 

[BA]= [ _l -0.316] [ 0 0.316][ 1 l = [0.3687/72.46°] 
-0.316 1 0.316 0 1/90° 0.3687/17.54° 

From (5.1-6) 

[ 
1.1651 /17 .54°] 

[AAJ = 
1.1651/72.46° 

Using (5.1-27), (5.1-28) and the above results in (5.1-24) we find 

or 

[ l.1651/17.54°] I [-x~ XiX:][0.3687/72.46°] + G [xi] 
1.1651/72.46° = 2 X1X2 -X2 0.3687/17.54° .J2 X2 

1.1651/17.54° = - X~0.1843/72.46° + X1X20.1843/17.54° + 0.7071GX1 

1.1651/72.46° = X1X20.1843/72.46° - X~0.1843/17.54° + 0.7071GX2 

(5.1-28) 

(5.1-29) 

(5.1-30) 

(5.1-31) 

(5.l-32a) 

(5.l-32b) 

Equation (5.1-32) presents two nonlinear equations and two unknowns with solution 

values X1 = 1.6477 /17.54° and X2 = 1.6477 /72.46°. This indicates that the desired 
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pattern could be restored by incorporating compensation networks with these values of 

X1 and X2 between the feed network and the antenna elements. 

5.1.2 Nonlinear Equations for General Compensation 

The formalism presented so far for obtaining the nonlinear equations requires 

extensive operations on matrices with imbedded unknowns. This is undesirable since it 

does not easily lend itself to computer solution. In addition it is necessary to develop 

an S-matrix describing simultaneously both the compensation network and the feed 

network , which could be a very difficult task. A more appropriate approach would be 

to consider separately the portion of the feed network containing the unknowns, 

enabling the remaining network to be easily handled and preventing the need to develop 

an overall S-matrix. The general form of a network in which the unknowns· are 

separated is shown in Figure 5.1-5 where the unknowns are contained in (SC) . Such a 

formalism may increase the number of equations; however, this is often an acceptable 

alternative. In this approach the antenna network and the feed network are treated as 

discussed previously. The compensation network is now described by 

bf 
c S11 c 

S12 
c 

Sin 
c 

S1,n+ I 
c 

S1,n+m af 

br 
c 

S21 
c 

S22 
c 

S2n 
c 

S2,n+ I 
c 

S2,n+m 
c 

a2 

be c c c c c c (5.1-33) = Sn1 Sn2 ... Snn Sn,n+ I Sn,n+m an n 
c 

bn+t c 
Sn+t,t 

c c 
Sn+ 1,2 ... Sn+ l,n 

c c 
Sn+ t ,n + I ... Sn+ l ,n + m 

c 
an+ I 

b;+m c c c c c c 
Sn+m,I Sn+m,2 ... Sn+m,n Sn+mn+t ... Sn+mn+m an+m . . 

In addition, from Fig. 5.1-3 it is seen that 
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t 
t c 

I b 

b~ 

t -
t c a1 

c 
1 bn+ 1 

t 
t 
b F 

1 

t 
i-
a{ 

~ 

-

Antenna Array 

5A 

A ht A bA a2 an n 

t t t ~ --- • • • - -
ti t t 
~c c c c 

a2 bn an 

Compensation ~etwork 

5C 

c c an+ 2 bn+l 
c c an-m bn..:..m 

t t t t 
-- • • • --ti t t 

bf F 
a1 

F F bm am 

Feed/Generator Network 

sN:cN 

Figure 5.1-5 General form of an array network in which the unknowns may be separated from 
the feed network. 
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c SN N N c c~ an+! II S12 ···Sim bn+ I 
c SN N N c c~ an+2 21 S22 ... S2m bn+2 

= + (5.1-34) 

c SN N N c CN an+m ml Sm2 ·•· Smm bn+m m 

or 

for 1 s: i s: m (5.1-35) 

also from Fig. 5.1-5 it is clear that 

a<::-= bA I I (5.1-36) 

(5.1-37) 

for l s: i s: n. For clarity it is convenient to make the substitution 

(5.1-38) 

for 1 s: i s: m. This definition emphasizes the fact that the values b~+ 1 are to be treated 

as unknown variables and not known constants. 

Equations (5.1-35), (5.1-36), (5.1-37), and (5.1-38) are used in (5.1-33) to give 
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b~ 

a~ SC. c c c c b~ 11 S12 Sin S1,n+t S1,n+m 

a~ c c c c Sc . S21 S22 S2n S2,n+ I 2,n+m 
bA n 

aA c c c c c N m N 
= Snt Sn2 Snn Sn,n+! Sn,n+m C 1 + :I: S1 ·Z· (5.1-39) n j =I J J 

Z1 c c c c c N m N 
Z2 Sn+l,I Sn+ 1,2 ···Sn+ l,n Sn+ l,n+ I ···Sn+ l,n+ m C2 + :I: S2.Z. j =I J J 

S~+m,I c c c c 
Zm Sn+m,2 ··· Sn+m,n Sn+m,n+ I··· Sn+m,n+m N m N 

Cm + . :I: SmjZj 
J =I 

From this the resulting nonlinear equations are 

A ncA me [N mNJ O = -ak + :I: Sk·b· + :I: Sk +· C + :I: s .. z. i = I I I i = I ,n I I j = I IJ J 
(5.1-40) 

for I ::s: k ::s: n, and 

(5.1-41) 

for n + 1 ::s: k ::s: n + m. 

The elements of [Sc] may be thought of as functions of a group of variables X1 

where the particular functions are determined by the compensation network considered. 

In other words 

(5.1-42) 

For example, if an attenuator-phase shifter compensation network like that of Fig. 5.1-4 

is used, then 
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sfn+i = fi,n+i(X1, X2, ···, Xn) =Xi 

S~+i,i = fn+i,i(X1, X2, ... , Xn) = Xi 
for 1 ~ i ~ n 

and SW= f;i(X" X 2, ... , Xn) = 0 for all other components of [Sc]. 

(5.1-43) 

If the definition made in (5.1-42) is substituted into (5.1-40) and (5.1-41), the 

unknown variables in the equations of (5.1-40) and (5.1-41) become Z1 for 1 ~i~m. X1 

for 1 ~ i ~ p, and possible c (the wave impressed by the generator). Since there exist 

n + m nonlinear equations it is thus necessary for there to be a total of n + m unknown 

variables. Thus p must equal n-1 if c is consi9ered as a variable, and p = n if c is treated 

as a known constant. This, in essence, implies that the compensation network must be 

described by either nor n-1 complex variables (2n or 2n-2 real variables). 

In situations where the compensation network is described by more than n or n-1 

complex variables it may be possible to utilize additional constants in solving for the 

extra parameters (i.e. extend the set of nonlinear equations). For example, if a 

compensation network realized 2n complex variables in a situation where c was 

constant, then two different current distributions (two scan angles) might be used to 

generate two unique sets of m + n equations. The unknowns would then be two sets of 

Z;'s, each m in number, and the 2n parameters of the compensation network. Thus 

2(n + m) equations and 2(n + m) unknowns would result. The parameters of the network 

would be solved for yielding compensation at two scan angles. Such an approach could 

be useful in array applications involving multibeams, such as reflector feed clusters. 

Example: Attenuator-Phase Shifter Compensation-Two Elements 

As an example of the use of(5.l-40) and (5.1-41), consider the network of Fig. 5.1-4 

where m=n=2. Vectors [AA] and [BAJ are given in (5.1-30) and (5.1-31), and [SN) and 

[CN) are found from (5.1-19) and (5.1-20) to be 
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~I l 
(5.1-44) 

In this example c is treated as a constant with value G. Thus, there are a total of two 

complex variables, X, and X2, describing the compensation network. From ( 5.1-43 ), 

Sf3 = Sf, = X, , S~ = Sf2 = X2 , and all other components zero, giving 

This yields the following set of equations for (5.1-40) and (5.1-41). 

0 = -1.1651/17.54° + XLh - ~I + ~'] 

0 = -1.1651/72.46° + x{ Ji + ~I - ~2 l 
0 = - Z 1 + 0.3687/72.46°X 1 

0 = - Z2 + 0.3687/17.54°X2 

(5.1-45) 

(5.1-46) 

The four unknowns may now be solved for and the values for X1 and X2 obtained. In 

general, the Z/s are of no real interest and utilized only as an intermediate step in solving 

for the X1's. In the above example, however, the Z/s are easily eliminated by noting that 

the last two equations of ( 5.1-46) yield 

Z 1 = 0.3687/72.46°X1 (5.1-47) 

Z2 = 0.3687/17.54°X2 (5.1-48) 
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.. 
Using these results in (5.1-46a) and (5.1-46b) gives 

0 = -1.1651/17.54° + J:I -0.1843/72.46°X~ + 0 .. 1843/17.54°X1X2 (5.1-49) 

0 = -1.1651/72.46° + J:2 - 0.1843/17.54°X~ + 0.1843/72.46°X1X2 (5.1-50) 

Which are the same equations obtained in (5.1-32b) 

5.1.2.J Nonlinear Equations/or Ideal Attenuator-Phase Shifter Compensation 

This section will develop the reduced set of nonlinear equations for ideal 

attenuator-phase shifter compensation (see Section 4.2). Due to the special structure 

of[SC] the m+n equations of (5.1-40) and (5.1-41) can be reduced ton equations. To 

see this consider the compensation network shown in Fig. 5.1-6 and note that 

(5.1-51) 

The matrix [Sc] is given by 

bf X1 af 
0 

be Xn ac n n = 
b~+I c 

X1 an+! 
(5.1-52) 

0 
c b2n Xn c a2n 

The information of(5.l-51) and (5.1-52) is used in (5.1-40) to.obtain 

(5.1-53) 
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Figure S.J-6 Attenuator-phase shifter compensation network. 
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for I s: ks: n. This result represents n equations in n unknowns which may be solved 

using numerical techniques. 

5.2 Solution Approaches 

The previous section developed a set of nonlinear equations which must be solved 

for the parameters of the compensation network. Specifically, the equations are those 

of (5.1-40) and (5.1-41) for a general network, and (5.1-53) for attenuator-phase shifter 

compensation. Equations such as these generally must be solved using iterative 

numerical techniques. 

When dealing with a system of equations, it is natural to use matrix notation. Each 

equation is a function of a group of unknowns which is represented by a matrix [X], with 

each component of [X] being one of the unknowns. These individual equations may be 

expressed in the form f;(X) = 0 which states that some function of the vector [X] is equal 

to zero. For convenience the brackets have been omitted from the vector [X] when used 

as a function argument. If n is now used to represent the number of equations and 

unknowns, a nxl matrix [F(X)] can be defined which represents the set of functions f;(X) 

where 1 s: is: n. Specifically, 

(F(X)] = (5.2-1) 

The set of nonlinear equations is thus expressed as 

(F(X)) = (0) (5.2-2) 
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Where [O] is an nxl matrix with all elements being zero. The problem is reduced to 

finding the [X] which satisfies (5.2-2). For clarity, such a matrix will be referred to as 

[X,] or the solution vector. · 

The general procedure for determining [X,] is to establish an initial value [X0] for 

the solution. This value is then refined by some process to give [X1]. [Xi] is then refined 

to give [X2], and so on until an acceptable solution is reached. To determine if a solution 

is acceptable [F(X1)] may be examined to see if it is close to [O], or the change in 

[F(X1•1)] to [F(X1)) might be looked at to see if progress is being made. 

The details of the iterative process are important. If not done carefully 

convergence to the solution vector will not occur. Many techniques exist and a few 

basic ones are discussed below. In these discussions a one dimensional situation, where 

n = 1, is considered. This provides an intuitive feel for the process All the concepts 

presented may be extended to higher order systems as is done in Section 5.3 for 

Newton's method. 

A relatively simple method is the basic fixed point method. In this method the 

problem of ftx) = 0 is reformulated as x + ftx) = x [ 56). The iterations then proceed as 

for i = 1,2,3, ... (5.2-3) 

as illustrated in Fig. 5.2-la. 

Riess and Johnson [27] present the above method as a specific case of general fixed 

point theory, which is discussed in detail in Section 5.3. This theory may be developed 

to yield other methods such as Newton's method and the secant method. In Newton's 

method the curve is approximated by a line tangent to ftx) at point X,. The next value 

is then obtained by using this approximation, or 

for i = 1, 2, 3, ... (5.2-4) 
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Figure 5.2-1 Basic iteration method for nonlinear equation. from 156). 
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as illustrated in Fig. 5.2-1 b. 

The derivative in (5.2-4) is often difficult to compute and for this reason can be 

estimated using the previous two approximations of x.. This is known as the secant 

method and the iterations proceed as 

for i = 1, 2, 3, ... (5.2-5) 

as illustrated in Fig. 5.2-lc. 

The above methods all utilize a linear model for approximating the function f{x). 

However; a better approximation is possible by using polynomials as estimates for f{x). 

Muller's method models f{x) as a quadratic using the previous three values for x.. The 

root of the quadratic closest to the previous value for x. is then taken as the next 

approximation to the solution. Similarly, f{x) may be modeled by a Taylor series from 

which the roots are calculated and one chosen as the next approximation. Such an 

approach is known as the high-order Newton's method. 

These above methods described for the one-dimensional case can be extended to 

solving systems of nonlinear equations. However, Muller's method and the high-order 

Newton's method are impractical since the amount of work necessary increases quickly 

with the number of equations. Newton's method and the secant method adapt nicely 

to systems of equations. The following section develops Newton's method in a strict 

mathematical context. As in the one-dimensional case, the derivatives required can be 

estimated using the last two values, yielding the secant method. 

5.3 Newton's Method in Several Variables 

The system of nonlinear equations given in ( 5.1-39) may be easily solved using 

Newton's method. Although other methods, such as those mentioned in Section 5.2, 
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yield solutions to (5.1-39), Newton's method was found to be adequate in most 

situations. A discussion of Newton's method is presented below; more detailed 

treatments may be found in [26,27,28]. 

Adopting the notation in Setion 5.2, the problem now becomes one of finding a 

vector [X1] such that 

[F(X5)) = [OJ (5.3-1) 

where [O] is an nxl vector with all elements zero. Now consider some vector [G(X1)] 

which is defined so that [G(X1)] = [X.] if and only if [F(X.)] = [O]. In other words, replace 

the problem (5.3-1) with 

(5 .. 3-2) 

If a solution [X.] can be found for (5.3-2) then (5.3-1) will also be solved. 

The above concept is the vector analogy to a class of problems referred to as 

fixed-point problems. In order to replace (5.3-1) with (5.3-2) it is necessary to choose a 

[G(X)] so that (5.3-2) has a unique solution which exists on the interval being 

considered. The necessary conditions for which (5.3-2) has a unique solution are 

discussed in [27]. 

Assuming that a satisfactory [G(X)] can be found, the problem reduces to finding 

the solution of (5.3-2). The procedure in determining the solution consists of choosing 

a vector [X0] and then obtaining improved solutions through iteration: 

n = 0,1,2, ... (5.3-3) 

If a unique solution to (5.3-2) exist then (5.3-3) will converge to this solution. To gain 

insight as to why (5.3-3) converges it is helpful to consider the scalar equivalent, or 
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n = 0,1,2, ... (5.3-4) 

The desired solution is x, such that g(x1) = x, or 

(5.3-5) 

where 

y(x) = x (5.3-6) 

The two functions are shown in Fig. 5.3-1 and it is clear that x1 is the point on the x-axis 

corresponding to the intersection of the two curves. An initial value of Xo is assumed, 

and a corresponding g(x0) is found. From (5.3-4) x1 = g(x0), and since y(x1) = x1 = 

g(Xo), x1 may be determined by extending a horizontal line from (x0, g(Xo)) to the y(x) = 

x curve and taking the vertical projection of this point on the x-axis to be x1• Using x1, 

x1 is found by taking the projection of g(x1) on the x-axis. The process is then repeated 

with x1 to obtain x3, and so on as shown in Fig. 5.3-1. This geometrical interpretation 

shows the convergence of (5.3-3) for n= l, thus allowing the basic principles to be 

extended to higher order systems. 

The final step is to find a [G(X)] to use in (5.3-3). Remembering that the necessary 

restriction on [G(X)] was [G(X.)] = [X1] if and only if[F(X1)) = [O], one possible solution 

is 

[G(X)) = [X) + [M)[F(X)) (5.3-7) 

Where [M] is an (n x n) nonsingular matrix. Clearly, if [G(X1)] = [X1] then [M][F(X1)] 

= (0) or [F{X1)] = [O] since [M] is nonsingular, and if [F(X1)] = [O] then [G(X1)] = 

[X1], thus satisfying the necessary restrictions. It is desirable to choose a [M] such that 

the iterations will converge as quickly as possible. This is done by making as many 
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y(X)=X 

Figure S.3-1 Graphical illustration of the convergence for fixed point iteration. From (21 ]. 
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entries of [G'(X)] zero as possible, where the prime denoted the vector equivalent to the 

derivative. The reason for this may be understood when considering the one dimensional 

example in Fig. 5.3-1 in which a flatter curve (i.e. one with a derivative close to zero) 

will usually have faster convergence. The vector equivalent to a scalar derivative is the 

Jacobian which, for a general n x 1 vector [V(X)], is defined as 

[V'(X)] = [J] 
(5.3-8) 

1 s: i,j s: n 

The Jacobian can be shown to possess all the properties of a derivative. Thus, the 

derivative of (5.3-7) is 

[G'(X)] = [I] + [M][F'(X)] (5.3-9) 

where [I] is the identity matrix and the standard derivative notation was used to indicate 

the Jacobian. If the convergence is optimized by making [G'(X)] equal to zero, then 

[I] = - [M][F'(X)] (5.3-10) 

or 

- [F'(X))- 1 = [M) (5.3-11) 

The matrix [F'(X)] is the Jacobian of [F(X)] and is usually written as [J(X)]. By using 

the value of[M] obtained in (5.3-11) in (5.3-7), [G(X)] is now expressed as 

[G(X)) = [X] - [J(X))- 1[F(X)] (5.3-12) 

The iterations are given by (5.3-3), or 

(5.3-13) 
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In practice (J(Xn)]- 1 is not solved for, but (5.3-13) is evaluated by defining 

[~X) = - (J(X)]- 1[F(X)) 

or 

(J(X))[~X] = [F(X)) 

and then solving (5.3-15) for [~X]. The iterations are then given by 

The process for finding a solution vector [X.J is summarized below. 

1) Determine an initial value [X0]. 

2) Use (5.3-16) to obtain Xn+i 

3) Repeat step 2. 

5.4 l\tlodifications to Newton's Method 

(5.3-14) 

(5.3-15) 

(5.3-16) 

It is possible to further modify (5.3-16) to provide algorithms which have 

advantages over Newton's method (i.e. global convergence, analytical derivatives, etc.). 

These modified algorithms are known as Quasi-Newton methods [28]. One example is 

the Damped Newton's method which introduces a variable un into (5.3-16) to give 

(5.4-1) 

Normally un is treated as being real valued. This treatment could easily be extended to 

complex-valued un 's. It is not clear, however, that there is an advantage to doing so. 

In general, an un is selected for each iteration which provides an improved guess Xn+t to 
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the solution vector [X]; this may not occur when using the basic Newton's method. To 

present the theory of the Damped Newton's method, it is useful to define a function 

f(X) = tlF(X}([F(X)) (5.4-2) 

where the asterisk signifies the complex conjugate. The function f{X) is in essence a 

norm of F(X). In this context the problem is restated as finding an an such that 

(5.4-3) 

where E need not be a constant. The advantage of redefining the problem in the form 

of (5.4-3) is that we may now concentrate on minimizing a real single-valued function 

in lieu of a complex vector. It is important to note that at any one iteration the values 

of [Xn] and [~Xn) are fixed and thus f(Xn + a~Xn) , = f(Xn+i) , is a function of a only. To 

emphasize this we define 

(5.4-4) 

The process for determining an begins by choosing an initial value of an= 1. The 

motivation for this is that the use of an= 1 provides the fastest rate of convergence and 

is most desirable as long as (5.4-3) is satisfied. However, before (5.4-3) can be used as 

a standard for choosing an, it is necessary to establish an appropriate value for E. This 
. . . 

is done by considering the slope of f{a) at f{O), or f '(O). Specifically, we require that the 

amount of improvement in our next value, Xn+h is at least as great as that predicted by . 
a linear approximation at a= 0 with a slope Pf '(O), where p is between 0 and 1. 

Mathematically this is expressed as 

.. .. 
f(a) - f(O) < Pf'(O) 

a (5.4-5) 
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or 

.. .. .. 
f(a) < f(O) + aPf'(O) (5.4-6) 

. . 
which is the form in ( 5.4-3) with & =-a Pf '(O). The reason for using f '(O) as a measure 

for & is that it provides information on the rate of descent of the function. If we are in 

an area of fast descent, then it is valid to have a relatively large & and require a 

substantial improvement in the solution vector. Conversely, in areas where the function 

is flat, little improvement in the solution vector can be expected and & must be relatively 
. 

small. By including f '(O) in the expression for & these adjustment are automatically 

made. 

If it is found that the initial value of an= 1 is unsatisfactory, then it is necessary· to 
. 

search for a new an . The logical choice is the amin which minimizes f (a) in the interval 

of 0 s: as: I. The methods for finding am in which minimizing I( a) are numerous and come 
. 

under the category of unconstrained optimization. The ideal option is to minimize f (a) . 
exactly by calculating 0~~) and equating it to zero. Unfortunately, taking the derivative 

. 
of f(a) proves to be relatively complicated. However, it does reduce to a minimum the 

amount of calculations necessary to find amin and could reduce the overall number of 

iterations (improve convergence), thus eliminating computer time at the expense of an 

increase in the complexity of the code. An attractive alternative is an iterative process 

which utilizes polynomial interpolation to estimate amin• 
. . . 

The iterative process begins by realizing that the values of f(O), I( I), and f '(O) are 

all known. Using this information f(an) is easily approximated as a quadratic, which is 

given by [28] 

f(an) - [f(l) - f(O) - f'(O)]a~ + f'(O)an + f'(O) (5.4-7) 
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The value of amin is then estimated by taking the first derivative of (5.4-7) and setting it 

equal to zero, which gives 

n -. - a(!) = ___ -_f'-'--(0-'--) --
-mm n " " (5.4-8) 

2[f(l) - f(O) - f'(O)) 

where the superscript on an signifies that this is the first approximation to amin using the 
. 

polynomial modeling. We then calculate f(ah1>) and this value is then checked in (5.4-6). 

If satisfactory, ah1> is used as the an in the n1h iteration of the Damped Newton's method. 

If unsatisfactory, we search for a better approximation to amin using an improved 
. . . 

polynomial model. At this point the values ofr(O), f (0), ftl) and ftah1>) are known and 

may be used to modify the polynomial approximation to a cubic (or a quadratic can 
. . . 

again be used which interpolates f '(O), ftO), and ftah1>) ). This new polynomial is then 
. 

minimized to yield ah2> • Again f (ah2>) is found and checked in (5.4-6). If unsatisfactory, 
. . " "' ... " 

we use f '(O), ftO), ftah1>) , and ftah2>) to find a new interpolating cubic ( or f '(O), ftO), and 
. 
ftah2>) to find a new quadratic). It should be noted that in each progressive polynomial 

. . 
model, we drop the point which is farthest from an= 0 (i.e. first drop ft 1 ), then f ( ah1>), 

etc. The polynomial interpolation is continued until an approximation to am;n is found 

which satisfies (5.4-6) at which time this value is taken to be an. 

The expressions for the coefficients of the cubic are fairly involved and thus not 

presented here. They can be found in [28]. The program SANE-GECON used in this 
. 

report incorporates a cubic model in all but the first approximations to fta). . 
. 

It is still necessary to discuss the values of p and f'(O) which appear in (5.4-6). The 

value for p is chosen somewhat arbitrarily depending on the type of functions being 

considered and the restrictions on convergence time. In this report a p of 10-4 is used. 

This value was given by Dennis and Schnabel [28] as adequate in most situations. For 
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. 
f (0), straight forward algebra can be performed to find an analytical expression. This 

algebra was done by the author and resulted in 

(5.4-8) 

which is easily calculated using previously obtained information. With numerical values 
. 

for j3 and f'(O) it is possible to complete the inequality of (5.4-6) and execute the 

Damped Newtons algorithm. 

A second very useful modification to the basic Newton's method is the use of 

finite-difference derivative approximations in creating the Jacobian matrix. The 

advantage of such an improvement is obvious in that the user is no longer required to 

provide analytical derivatives of the equations to be solved. In addition, the results 

obtained using finite-difference derivatives are virtually indistinguishable from those 

obtained using analytical derivatives [28). Since it is possible to reduce the effort without 

significant loss of accuracy, finite-difference derivatives are very attractive. 

From (5.3-8) it is seen that 

(5.4-20) 

which is approximated by 

(5.4-21) 

where ei is the j1h column vector of the identity matrix, or the j1h canonical unit vector, 

and hi is a complex number representing the . step size taken in the derivative 

approximation. Clearly, in mathematical terms the approximation of (5.4-21) improves 

as hi goes to zero; however, with the finite-precision of the computer the evaluation of 
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(5.4-21) becomes increasingly more inaccurate once h; reaches some minimum due to 

round off errors. Hence, we must choose h; small but not too small for the computer 

to handle. 

One method used for finding h; is that which is presented by Dennis and Schnabel 

[28). In this approach hi is chosen to be 

(5.4-22) 

where Em is the machine epsilon and defined to be the smallest number, E, such that 

(5.4-23) 

The effect of this choice is to provide a f;(X + h;e;) which differs from f;(X) in the latter 

half of its reliable digits where the perturbation has been introduced by the ..jf:; term in 

(5.4-22). This method is shown to work well in practice. 

In the research performed it has been observed that the step size is very critical to 

obtaining convergence in complicated equations. In these situations a small step size is 

not necessarily prefered. There appears to exist a limited range, related to the initial 

guess, in which convergence occurs. At this time we have no means to predict this step 

size range other than trial and error. 
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6. THE ARRAY SYNTHESIS PROGRMI 

6.1 Merging of the Synthesis Techniques and MCAP 

The array synthesis programs SANE (Synthesis of Arrays with Network and 

Element coupling) and SANE-GECON (SANE-for GEneral COmpensation Networks) 

are designed to. be used in conjunction with MCAP (Microwave Circuit Analysis 

Program, Physical Science Laboratory version) to provide a complete package for the 

synthesis of feed networks capable of realizing compensation for the effects of mutual 

coupling. SANE is generally used in the investigation of attenuator-phase shifter 

compensation while SANE-GECON is designed to handle all other networks. MCAP 

is primarily used to supply the S-matrix of the uncompensated feed network which in 

tum is used as an input to SANE and SANE-GECON. SANE or SANE-GECON then 

determines the required values of the mutual coupling compensation network. MCAP 

yields the feed network S-matrix when only a paper design of the feed network is 

available. However, situations may exist when alternative methods of obtaining the feed 

network S-matrix, such as direct measurement, are more desirable. 

A second use for MCAP is to provide verification of the program results. Although 

SANE and SANE-GECON both have an internal check, it may be desirable to obtain 

additional reassurance that the compensation netwoi:-k will provide the correct currents. 

This is accomplished by considering a network consisting of the original feed network, 

the calculated compensation network, and the antenna array. This network is easily 

analyzed by MCAP to determine the inputs to the internal ports. From this information 

the currents are obtained from (3.1-11). The examples in this chapter demonstrate both 

of these uses of M CAP in conjunction with SANE; an identical procedure would be 

followed when using SANE-GECON. 

The array synthesis process can be summarized as follows: 
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1) Obtain the antenna array coupling parameters in S-matrix form, usually by 

measurement. 

2) Find the S-matrix of the feed network, from M CAP or measurement. 

3) Use SANE or SANE-GECON with the information m 1) and 2) to 

determine the values of the compensation network. 

6.2 Reduction of Compensation 1\tlagnitudes 

When determining the values for a compensation network such as the 

attenuator-phase shifter network, it is possible that the results will represent a 

undesirable physical realization such as an attenuation larger than unity, or a negative 

resistance. Theoretically this is of no concern, but physically the network may be 

impossible to construct or else be impractical as in the case of an attenuation larger than 

unity which represents a gain. In certain compensation schemes it may be feasible to 

correct for impractical results by reduction of the magnitudes of the devices. 

Particularly, for attenuation values greater than unity it is desirable to develop a scaling 

algorithm which reduces values to less than one. A very intuitive approach in this 

situation is to normalize the results; however, due to the nonlinearity of the problem this 

is not a valid solution. An example of an approach which is valid in reduction of the 

attenuation value is presented below in detail for the attenuator-phase shifter 

compensation. Similar procedures would most likely be followed for other compensation 

techniques necessitating magnitude control. 

As an example consider the four-element array in Fig. 6.2-1 with half wavelength 

spacings. The feed network for this array consists of three ideal tees which are each 

described by 
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Figure 6.2-1 Four element array network with compensation for mutual coupling. 
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(6.2-1) 

where port 3 is assumed to be the input to the tee and ports I and 2 the side arms. For 

simplicity the tees are assumed to have no physical length. MCAP was used to find the 

S-matrix for the feed which is given by 

b10 -3/4 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/2 a10 
b12 1/4 -3/4 1/4 1/4 1/2 a12 
b14 = 1/4 1/4 -3/4 1/4 1/2 a14 (6.2-2) 
b16 1/4 1/4 1/4 -3/4 1/2 a16 

b1 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 0 a1 

An approximation for the S-matrix of the antenna elements is obtained by 

assuming the magnitude of the coupling to be linear in dB; specifically -klO ~ . The 

phase of the coupling is taken as the spatial delay -kd, where k is the propagation 

constant of air and d is the physical separation of the elements. These approximations 

lead to an S-matrix for the elements given by 

b 18 O -0.562 0.316 -0.178 a18 

b19 -0.562 0 -0.562 0.316 a 19 
= 

0.316 -0.562 0 -0.562 a20 

-0.178 0.316 -0.562 

Suppose that a broadside radiation pattern is desired, thus requiring excitation 

currents of 
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11 = li..Q:. 

12 = li..Q:. 

13 = lLQ: 

14 = li..Q:. 

Also we assume that the generator is matched and produces a wave of 

G = li..Q:. 

(6.2-4) 

(6.2-5) 

If the nonlinear equations of ( 5.1-55) are solved using SANE, it is found that phase 

shift attenuation networks are needed with the values 

X 1 = 1.57416 

X2 = 0.98776 

X3 = 0.98776 

X4 = 1.57416 

to compensate for coupling. 

(6.2-6) 

If the network of Fig. 6.2-1 is entered into M CAP with the values of ( 6.2-6), the 

excitation currents are found to be 

11 = 0.999792 

12 = 1.000263 

13 = 1.000259 

14 = 0.999790 

(6.2-7) 

This demonstrates that the compensation network found will theoretically eliminate the 

effects of mutual coupling; however, the problem remains of how to physically realize 

the compensation network in hardware. Obviously X2 and X3 may be realized by 0.107 

dB attenuators, but X1 and X4 represent 3.94 dB gain which must be realized by an 
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amplifier that would, most likely, not have the necessary form of S-matrix assumed in 

the derivation of the nonlinear equations. Hence, it is critical that all magnitudes of the 

solutions be less than or equal to unity. 

In changing the magnitude of the compensation network it is only necessary to 

preserve the relative relation between the excitation currents and not the actual value. 

For example, if the currents were 

11 = 0.25 

12 = 0.25 

13 = 0.25 

l4 = 0.25 

(6.2-8) 

instead of those given in (6.2-4), the radiation pattern would not be affected since these 

currents still possess the proper relationship to each other. In other words, they are still 

proportional to each other in the same manner. Consequently, it is possible to 

normalize the feed currents by any value without changing the radiation pattern. With 

this in mind it may seem intuitively logical that the feed current could be normalized by 

normalizing the values of the compensation by some constant. Unfortunately, it turns 

out that this is not a valid conclusion except for a few isolated situations such as a 

symmetrical two element arrays and cases with no mutual coupling. 

As a proof of the above claim consider the compensation values of (6.2-6). If these 

are normalized by 1.57416 then the resulting values are 

X 1 = 1.0 

X2 = 0.62748 

X3 = 0.62748 

X4 = 1.0 

(6.2-9) 
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If the network of Fig. 6.2-1 is entered into MCAP with the values of (6.2-9) it is 

found that the currents are 

11 = 0.65458 

12 = 0.62140 

13 = 0.62140 

l4 = 0.65458 

(6.2-10) 

These do not compare with the solutions in (6.2-7). These currents will obviously not 

produce the desired broadside radiation pattern, and therefore, the normalized values of 

the compensation networks are not valid solutions. 

To gain insight into why a linear change in the compensation network does not 

produce a linear change in the excitation currents, it is helpful to try and establish the 

excitation currents as functions of the compensation values. In the four port example 

consider a simplified situation where for convenience it is assumed that the coupling is 

only between adjacent elements and is -12.04 dB. An intuitive feel of what is happening 

is best obtained by considering the components which contribute to the excitation 

currents. Fig. 6.2-2 illustrates some of the major contributions to current I1• Clearly 

from the generator I1 receives a wave of 0.5X1G, where G is the wave induced by the 

generator. Similarly, I2 receives a wave of 0.5X2G which is in tum coupled to element 

one and contributes a wave of -(0.25)(0.5X2G) where the minus sign arises from the fact 

that the wave is traveling in an opposite direction to I1• The current I1 is now given by 

(6.2-11) 

for first order coupling and 11 is a linear function of X1 and X2• If only first order 

coupling exists, the array problem would be a system of coupled linear equations 

resulting in straight forward solutions. However, the mutual coupling between elements 
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Figure 6.2-2 Elements one and two of four element array network. The figure shows components 
of current due to mutual coupling. 
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results in additional nonlinear contributions to the excitation current 11. For instance, 

the wave in element 1 of0.5X1G is coupled to element 2 which results in a wave of0.125 

X1G flowing out of element 2. This wave will flow through X2 , through the power 

divider, and finally through X1 to give an additional contribution to 11 of 0.0625X~X2G .. 

This gives 

(6.2-12) 

which includes first and second order coupling. Higher orders of coupling could be 

included, but the terms in (6.2-12) are sufficient to illustrate the nonlinearity of 11 as a 

function of the compensation values. If the compensation values are divided by two, 

11 will clearly not be one half its original value. 

Similarly 12 will also be a nonlinear function of the compensation values; but since 

element 2 is coupled to both elements 1 and 3, 12 will possess additional terms not found 

in the expression for II' This difference results in 12 reacting in a slightly different 

manner than 11 to changes in the compensation values, and in turn, leads to the 

alteration of the ratios of the excitation currents. This discussion is based on only 

nearest neighbor coupling, but can be generalized. 

The above argument is offered only as a possible intuitive explanation of what is 

physically occurring in the network. Ideally, a mathematical formulation is desired to 

provide total assurance that the excitation currents are indeed nonlinear functions of the 

compensation values. Unfortunately, the mathematics necessary for such a development 

are overwhelming in the four element case. However, it is possible to obtain expressions 

for the two element case given in Fig. 6.2-3. This is done below. For this network 

(6.2-13) 
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Figure 6.2-3 Two element array network with compensation for mutual coupling. 
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also 

(6.2-14) 

or 

(6.2-15) 

The fact that a3 = G, (6.2-13) yields 

(6.2-16) 

The procedure for finding the currents is to equate (6.2-15) and (6.2-16) and solve for 

a1 and a2• These resulting values may be used in either equation to find b1 and b2• The 

currents are then found from 

11 = b1 - a1 

12 = b2 - a2 

This procedure yields 

where 

(6.2-17) 

(6.2-18) 

(6.2-19) 
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and 

(6.2-20) 

The results of (6.2-18) show clearly that the expressions for the currents are not linear 

function of the compensation values and thus normalization of the compensation values 

is not a viable solution for reducing the magnitude of the compensation networks below 

unity. 

The problem still remains of how to reduce the gains of the attenuators below 

unity. The solution employed in SANE is to alter the ratio of the generator to the 

excitation currents. To see the effect of changing this ratio consider the one port 

network of Fig. 6.2-4 where an excitation current of 11 = 2~ is desired. If the 

generator is to produce a current of G = I~ it will be necessary for X1 = 2, which is 

undesirable. However, if the generator is increased to provide a current of G = 2~, 

then X1 = I which is acceptable. Obviously there are infinite combinations of X1 and 

G which will produce the desired current 11• The program SANE alters the generator 

until a value is found such that all the compensation values have a magnitude less than 

or equal to unity. The exact process for finding the necessary generator value is an 

iterative one which is explained in detail in Chapter 11. 

6.3 Examples of the use of SANE 

To illustrate the use of SANE a simple two element broadside array will ?e 

examined under various coupling situations. The array network is shown in Fig. 6.3-1. 

The S-matrix for the feed network for this array obtained from MCAP is 
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-1 j·/2 
(SF) = J_ 

2 
-1 j·/2 (6.3-1) 

j·/2 jJ2 0 

Throughout this discussion it is assumed that the generator is matched to the feed 

network and produces a wave of value G. 

The primary function of SANE is to develop a network capable of producing the 

feed currents requested by the user. For this example desired currents of 

11 = 11..Q: 

12 = 11..Q: 
(6.3-2) 

were selected for simplicity. In addition, it is necessary to specify a value for G, the wa·ve 

impressed by the generator. This value may be altered by SANE in order to provide 

physically realizable solutions, thus the inputted value of G is solely a starting location 

for SANE. In this case G was chosen to be 1/-90° 

As a first example consider the ideal case with no mutual coupling and matched 

antenna elements. The corresponding S-matrix for the antenna array is 

Obviously the uncompensated network would result in feed currents of 

11 = 0.707111..Q: 

12 = 0.707111..Q: 

Thus, to produce the desired currents of (6.3-2) a compensation network of 

(6.3-3) 

(6.3-4) 
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X1 = l.41421L.Q: 
(6.3-5) 

X2 = l.41421L.Q: 

would be required. Unfortunately these solutions are not practical since they represent 

gain. SANE recognizes this problem and searches for an alternative solution where the 

magnitudes are less than unity; specifically where 

(6.3-6) 

with E being a value inputted by the user (in this example E = 0.05). SANE was run for 

this example and produced solutions of 

X 1 = 0.97536L.Q: 
(6.3-7) 

· X2 = 0.97536L.Q: 

where a generator value of G = 1.4499/-90° is required to produce the currents of 

( 6.3-2). This simple example fails to illustrate the nonlinearity of the relationship 

between the feed currents and the compensation networks. In other words, dividing the 

compensation network by a constant did result in the linear decrease of currents by the 

same constant. However, this is only due to the extreme simplicity of the antenna 

S-matrix and is not true in general, as illustrated in the next example. 

For the second example the elements are assumed to have -5 dB coupling with a 

phase delay of -kd. This· is more coupling than generally experienced in practice; 

however, the large numbers were chosen to illustrate the effects more dramatically. In 
' 

addition, element 1 is assumed to be mismatched and possess a reflection coefficient of 

0.75. These conditions lead to an antenna S-matrix of 

[ 
0.75 

(SA]= 
-0.562 

-0.562] 

0.0 
(6.3-8) 
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With no compensation network present the currents are 

11 = 0.61716flr 

12 = l.16465LQ: 
(6.3-9) 

which are very different from the desired currents of (6.3-2). Again, using G = 1/-90° 

SANE yields 

X1 = 1.13705/95.276° 

X2 = 0.80566/81.356° 
(6.3-10) 

However, to obtain a magnitude of less than unity SANE iterates to the solution of 

X1 = 0.95517LQ: 
(6.3-11) 

X2 = 0.36791/180° 

where a value of G = 14.0/90° is required. Note that the values of (6.3-11) are not 

obtained by simply dividing (6.3-10) by a constant. This illustrates the nonlinear relation 

between the feed currents and the compensation values. 

The final task is to verify the solutions with MCAP. The network of Fig. 6.3-1 was 

entered into MCAP using the values of (6.3-8) and (6.3-11). MCAP is limited in the 

sense that the external port may only be excited with a value of l~. This is no serious 

problem since the relationship between the excitation currents and the generator current 

is linear for a particular network. Hence, we can verify that the currents of (6.3-2) are 

produced by the network with a generator ofG= 14.0/90°, is equivalent to verifying that 

the currents of 

l.OLQ: 
11 = --- = 0.07143/-90° 

14.0/90° 
l.OLQ: 

12 = --- = 0.07143/-90° 
14.0/90° 

(6.3-12) 
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are produced by a generator ofG = l~. These currents were confirmed by the MCAP 

run. 

The above example could have also been performed using SANE-GECON. 

However SANE-GECON does not have the capability to iterate the generator for 

magnitude reduction; this must be done by the user. For this reason it is recommended 

that SANE be used when considering attenuator-phase shifter compensation and 

SANE-GECON be used with other compensation schemes (SANE will only handle 

attenuator-phase shifter compensation). 
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7. SYNTHESIS OF A TESTBED ARRAY 

7.1 l\tlicrostrip Arrays 

7.1.1 Introduction 

Basic work on microstrip antennas began in the 1960's both in the United States 

and France [30]. Since that time the popularity of microstrip antennas has rapidly 

increased. Much of this success is due to the tremendous advantages of microstrip 

technology. Microstrip arrays are economical to manufacture and are very durable. The 

feed network can be etched in microstrip transmission line on the same substrate as the 

array, which allows for easy integration of electronic systems such as diode phase 

shifters, and amplifiers. Alternatively, the antennas can also be fed from the back by 

coaxial probes. Microstrip arrays have the advantage of a low profile and the ability to 

conform to complex surfaces making them ideal for applications such as missiles, 

rockets, satellites, and high speed aircraft. To date practical microstrip antennas have 

been constructed for frequencies ranging from 400 MHz to more than 38 GHz, and 

microstrip arrays have realized gains on the order of 35 dB, as in the case of SEA SAT 

Synthetic Aperture Radar. Unfortunately, microstrip arrays do have some 

disadvantages over conventional antennas, most noticable being their low bandwidth. 

But in general the advantages far outweigh the disadvantages. 

The analysis and design of microstrip arrays follows that of conventional array 

theory. From the pattern multiplication theorem [ 12] the far field expression for the 

normalized radiation pattern of a planar array oriented on the xy-plane is given by 

F(9,q>) = g(9,q>) 11 ~I Amnejm(lldxsin0cosq>+ CXx)ejn(lldysin0sinq>+ «y) 
m=O n=O 

(7 .1-1) 
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where the array contains M elements in the x-direction separated by <lx wavelengths and 

N elements in they-direction separated by dy wavelengths. Each element is characterized 

by the radiation pattern g(0,<p ). The feed currents are represented by the magnitude 

Amn and the parameters ax and ay which are the phase variations between adjacent 

elements in the x and y directions, respectively. For a linear array of elements along the 

z-axis (7.1-1) reduces to 

- N-1 F(0, <p) = g(0, <p) l: Anejn(Pdzcose+ exz) 
n=O 

(7.1-2) 

where the array now consists of N elements separated by ~ wavelengths and a phase 

difference of a1 between adjacent elements. 

To utilize (7.1-1) or (7.1-2) it is necessary to determine the element radiation 

pattern_ g(0, <p). Also other information may be desired such as the input impedance of 

the elements and the resonant frequen~y of the array. To solve these problems one of 

a variety of analysis techniques may be chosen. Among some of the more common 

alternatives are the transmission line model [5,30,32,34], the modal expansion model 

[30,5,35], Dyadic Green's Function approach [5], and numerical techniques such as the 

method of moments [12, 37]. For most applications the relatively simple methods will 

provide adequate results. Two of the least complicated techniques are the transmission 

line model and the modal expansion cavity model, both of which are discussed in detail 

later in this chapter. However, before discussing these analysis methods the physical 

properties of a microstrip antenna are reviewed. 

A microstrip antenna consists of a radiating patch mounted on one side of a 

dielectric substrate with a ground plane on the opposite side. The patch and ground 

plane are electrical conductors, usually copper or gold. The patch itself may have any 

geometry and is commonly fabricated using simple photoetching techniques. However, 
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due to the necessity to analyze the patch simple geometries are normally employed such 

as rectangles and circles. 

The dielectric substrate can be one of a variety of materials with a dielectric 

constant, Er, ranging from about 1 to 25 [5, 30). The substrate is a very critical part of 

the microstrip antenna. Fortunately, improvements in recent years have lead to 

substrates with better dimensional stability, larger sheet sizes, and superior tolerances in 

Er • The tolerance of Er is especially important since it is often the most sensitive 

parameter in microstrip antenna performance estimations [30). It is shown in [33] that 

increased antenna efficiency and bandwidth is obtained from increasing the thic~ness of 

the substrate and lowering its permitivity. However, these modifications may increase 

the sidelobe level and cross-polarization by means of surface waves and other coupling 

phenomena. In general, a compromise is often required by the designer. 

The basic mechanism in a microstip antenna for radiating energy is the fringing 

fields between the edge of the conductor and the ground plane. It is intuitive that a 

thicker substrate and lower permitivity will lead to larger amounts of fringing, thus the 

reason for improved performance as mentional above. Fringing will also be present in 

the microstrip transmission lines feeding the array elements; however, these fields tend 

to cancel and do not provide a significant contribution to the radiation of the antenna. 

Many techniques are available to analyze the microstrip antenna as mentioned 

previously. The following section will investigate two of the least complicated methods. 

These are the transmission line model and the modal expansion cavity model. 

7.1.2 Analysis of Microstrip Patches 

7.1.2.1 The transmission line model 

The transmission line model provides a simple method for analyzing microstrip 

antennas. Although this technique is usually only applicable to rectangular geometries, 
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it is simple and provides adequate results for most applications. The model assumes that 

there exists no variation in the transverse fields of the patch, which is the z-direction in 

the geometry of Fig. 7.1-1, and that radiation occurs only from the fringing effects at the 

open circuit ends (Fig. 7.1-2). This fringing is viewed as two parallel radiating slots each 

of length a and (effective) width w, where w is approximately equal to the thickness of 

the substrate t [30]. The admittance of a radiating slot is derived in [31] using the 

approximation that w < < A.. This admittance is 

Y = G + jB - ~ na [1 + j(l - 0.636 ln(kow))] (7.1-3) 
fl.ollo 

where llo = .J ~; , ko = t, and A.0 is the free space wavelength. The characteristic 

admittance of the patch is given by [30] as 

a.Jr; Yo= - (7.1-4) 
t110 

where t is the thickness of the substrate and tr is the relative dielectric constant. By using 

(7.1-3) and (7.1-4) the microstrip antenna may now be modelled as a transmission line 

as shown in Fig. 7.1-3 with G1 +jB1 representing the admittance of slot #1 and G2 +jB2 

representing the admittance of slot #2. 

The input admittance is determined directly from Fig. 7.1-3 by transmission line 

theory to be 

. y. = G + 'B + y G1 + jB2 + Yo tanh(yl) 
'" 1 1 1 0 Y0 + (G2 + jB2) tanh(yl) 

(7.1-5) 

where y is the propagation constant of the line usually equal to j2nx{ tr This 

expression is valid only for patches fed from the edge. The input admittance for other 

feed locations may be calculated by similar methods; some general results are presented 
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Figure 7.1-2 Modeling of fringing fields as radiating slots in a rectangular microstrip patch. Ar-
rows represent electric field magnitudes. 
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Figure 7.1-3 Transmission line model of a rectangular microstrip patch. 
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by Bahl and Bhartia in [5]. It should be noted that different approximations for the 

admittance of the slots are available in addition to that of (7.1-3). However, once the 

slot admittances have been established by any method, (7.1-5) provides a valid 

expression for the input admittance. 

The radiation field of the patch slots are estimated by replacing the magnetic 

dipoles with an equivalent current sheet of intensity 

_. 2Vo" 
M=-wy (7 .1-6) 

over the extent of the equivalent slot. V0 is the edge voltage of the patch [ 5]. The pattern 

may then be calculated using classical antenna theory [ 12]. 

An important consideration for the construction of a patch antenna is the selection 

of the dimensions so that resonance will occur at the desired frequency. For a 

rectangular patch this is usually done by choosing the dimension b to be close to ~· 
where A., is the wavelength in the substrate. This will cause the two slots to radiate 180° 

out of phase and consequently produce radiated fields which add in a direction normal 

to the patch (z-direction). In reality the necessary value for b is from 0.481.., to 0.491.., 

due to the fringing effects. The dimension a is also of importance, since it dictates the 

input impedance, as illustrated in (7.1-3). Obviously the transmission line model cannot 

predict these results and thus some experimental work may have to be performed when 

using the model as a design tool. 

7. I .2.2 The model expansion model 

Another useful analysis tool is the modal expansion cavity model which alleviates 

the problem of dealing with nonrectangular geometries that was encountered with the 

transmission line model. This technique still manages to maintain a somewhat simpler 

approach than that of sophisticated mathematical methods such as the dyadic Green's 
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function technique, or complicated numerical methods such as the moment method. 

The cavity model views the patch as a resonant cavity with perfect electrical conductors 

on the top and bottom and perfect magnetic conductors for the walls. The justification 

for the magnetic wall assumption stems from the fact that the magnetic field at the edge 

of the patch is minimum due to the high impedance at this point and may be treated as 

zero. The zero magnetic field condition is modeled by the magnetic conducting walls. 

The fields inside the cavity are expanded into a series of resonant modes satisfying the 

boundary conditions. It is possible to obtain a more accurate formulation by modeling 

the sides using impedance boundary conditions instead of perfect magnetic conductors 

[30]; however, this tends to significantly complicate the mathematics of the problem. 

In the cavity model three approximations are made [5]: 1) the electric field has a 

component only in the direction normal to the plane of the patch (z-dire~tion) while the 

magnetic field has components only in the plane of the patch (xy-plane, see Fig. 7.1-1). 

2) The height of the cavity is much less than a wavelength and thus -ft-{E} = -ft-{H} = oz oz 
O; or in other words, there is no variation of the fields in the z-direction. And 3) the 

electric current in the microstrip has no components normal to the edge of the patch, 

(the basis for the magnetic wall approximation). The electric field in the cavity must 

satisfy the wave equation 

<v2 + ~)E = jcoµ] (7.1-7) 

where Vis the del operator and k.i( = cm}µ;) is the wavenumber of the dielectric. If no 

sources exist in the cavity (7 .1-7) reduces to 

(7.1-8) 

By applying boundary conditions to the solutions of (7.1-8) and enforcing Maxwell's 

equations along with the third assumption, the electric field within the cavity, E,, may 
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be determined. Once the field distribution is found, its effects are modeled by those of 

a magnetic surface current density on the sides of the cavity. This density is found from 

Huygen's principle and given by 

(7.1-9) 

where E, is the electric field at the cavity side and n. is a unit vector normal to the side. 

The problem of the radiating patch has now been replaced by that of a magnetic current 

density over a ground plane. The radiation pattern is obtained from the current density 

by calculating the associated electric vector potential, F , and applying [ 12] 

-+ -+ I\ 

E = jkF xr (7.1-10) 

The input impedance of the patch is approximated by once again considering the 

field distribution on the cavity. If the patch is fed at (x0,y0) then the input voltage, Vin 

is given by [30] 

(7.1-11) 

The input impedance of the patch then becomes 

z. =Vin 
m Io (7.1-12) 

where I0 is the .current of the feed. The amplitudes of the cavity field modes are found 

to be proportional to the feed current, giving an expression for V1n which contains a 

factor of I0• This enables the I0 in the numerator and denominator of(7.l-12) to cancel 

and result in an analytical expression for Zini the details of which are presented in [30]. 
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7.1.3 The Quarter-wavelength Patch 

The quarter-wavelength microstrip patch was chosen as the element to be used in 

the testbed array. This patch is realized by taking a corresponding half-wavelength 

patch and constructing an electrical short circuit at the location of the zero voltage line. 

The short circuit is often accomplished by a series of conducting pins which are placed 

through the substrate to connect the patch to the ground plane. However, these pins 

will not provide a perfect short, but rather a inductance which tends to influence the 

resonant frequency of the patch. The effect of the pins may be minimized by choosing 

~ = 0.105 (7.1-13) 

where r is the radius of the pins and s is the distance between them [35]. 

To calculate the radiation pattern of the quarter-wavelength patch the cavity model 

of Fig. 7.1-4 is used. Since the fields inside the cavity must satisfy the wave equation 

of (7 .1-8), a possible expression for the E-field is . 

E2 = E'o(A sin kxx + B cos kxx)(C sin kyY + D cos kyy)(E sin kzZ + F cos k2z). (7.1-14) 

where the assumption that only a z-component exists has been utilized (see Section 

7.1.2). In addition, the basic assumptions dictate that Ez is constant in the z-direction, 

thus (7.1-14) reduces to 

E2 = Eo(A sin kxx + B cos kxx)(C sin kyY + D cos kyY) (7.1-15) 

Maxwell's equations must be satisfied by the fields inside the cavity. Specifically, 

..... 
Vx E = -jcoµH (7.1-16) 

Since Ex= EY =Hz= 0, (7.1-16) can be separated into its rectangular components to yield 
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Figure 7 .1-4 Cavity model of quarter-wavelength microstrip patch. Walls 1,2, and 3 are pcrf ect 
magnetic conductors while all other walls are perfect electrical conductors. 
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and 

__Q_E = - jcoµHx ay z 

- __Q_E = - jcoµHy ox z 

(7.1-17) 

(7.1-18) 

The boundary conditions at the walls, Hx(y=O)= Hy (x=O)=Hy(x=a)= Ez (y=b)=O, 

are used in conjunction with (7.1-17) and (7.1-18) to solve for the constants in (7.1-15). 

This results in 

_ ( m7t ) [ (2n + l)7t ] Ez - Emn cos -a-x cos 2b Y (7.1-19) 

where 

m,n = 0, l, 2, 3, ... 

The total electric field inside the cavity may in the most general case consists of all 

possible combinations of m and n. This leads to a multi-mode solution given by 

_ oo oo ( m7t ) [ (2n + l)7t ] 
Ez - m"'i:,O n~O Emn cos -a-x cos 2b y (7.1-20) 

In most situations only the mode closest to the excitation frequency will have a 

magnitude great enough to be of significant importance. For this reason only one mode 

will be assumed to resonate and the electric field is taken to be that of (7.1-19). 

The fields inside the cavity are now replaced by a magnetic current density on the 

surface of the cavity walls by the Equivalence Principle (31). Using (7.1-9) these current 

densities are found to be 
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-+ ( m7t )" M 1 = Emn cos -a-x x 

- [ (2n + l)7t ]" M2 = - Emn cos 2b y y 

- _ [ (2n + l)7t ]" M3 - Emn cos 2b y y 

(7.1-21) 

with Mtt M1 and M3 representing the current densities on walls l, 2, and 3 respectively. 

The ground plane is replaced using image theory and the resulting current densities are 

illustrated in Fig. 7.1-5. 

These current densities are now treated using the theory in [12] to determine the far 

field radiation pattern. First the electric vector potential is found from 

M e - jki"r - r'I F = _1 SS s dr' 
47t s if - r'I 

(7.1-22) 

where S is the surfaces of walls l, 2, and 3 and Ms is either M1 , M1, M3 depending on 

the surface of integration. The integral of (7.1-22) can be simplified using far field 

approximation giving 

F = e - jkr SS Msejk(x' sine cos <P + y' sine sin <P + z' cos e>dx'dy'ciz' 
4nr s 

The evaluation of (7.1-23) yields 

with 

--+ A A 

F = F 1 x + ( F 2 + F 3 )y 

Fo[eika sine cos <P cos m7t - 1 J sin 0 cos <P 

[ ~7t ] 2 - (k sine cos <P)2 

(7.1-23) 

(7.1-24) 

(7.1-25) 
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Figure 7.1-5 Equivalent magnetic current density problem. 
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F - jFo 2--k 

[ (2n+l)1t]. [<2n+l)7t] jksin0sinq> "k. 9. 
2b srn 2 e - J srn srn <P 

[ (2n + 1 )7t ] 2 - (k . 9 . )2 
2b srn srn <P 

.E - ikr 
Fo = J mne sin(kt cos 9)e - jtk cos a 

21tr cos 9 

The electric field is obtained from 

... ... .. 
E = -jk(F ~r) 

or 

Ea = jk[F1 sin <P - (F2 + F3) cos <Pl 

E<P = jk[F I cos <p cos 9 + (F2 + F3) sin <p cos 9) 

(7.1-26) 

(7.1-27) 

(7.1-28) 

(7.1-29) 

(7.1-30) 

The mode of most interest is the m = 0, n = 0 mode. For this mode the principal 

plane fields become 

E ( = 900) = jEoota e - jkr [ sin(kt cos 9) - jkt cos a] 
a <p x r kt cos 9 

. [ ka . 9] . - "kr srn - 5111 ka . 
E (9 = oo) = JEoota e J 9 2 [ - h- sin a s111(kt cos 9) 

q> x. r cos e 2 k . 9 ka . t cos 
-Slll 9 

2 

(7.1-31) 

- ikt cos a J 

Since t is usually less than 0. IA. the value of terms involving ktcos9 may be approximated 

by unity with little error. In addition the peak electric field magnitude is E00 , thus E00t 

is the peak voltage on the patch equal to V00 • With these modifications (7.1-31) 

becomes 
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l·v a -jkr 
Ea(<p = 90°) = + ~ 

. [ ka . e] ·v - jkr srn 2 srn . ka . a 
E ( <p = 00) = l ooa _e __ cos e -lT sm 

<p ----r::- r ka · -srne 
2 

(7.1-32) 

These expressions are similar to those derived in [35] by considering the radiation as edge 

slot field sources on the plane of the patch instead of current densities on the edges of 

a cavity. Both the E-plane and H-plane patterns of a patch with a= 0.75'>.. and 

t=0.023/... are shown in Figs. 7.1-6 and 7.1-7 where the fields used were those of(7.1-31). 

The fields were also calculated using the approximations of (7.1-32), and it was found 

that they agreed with those of (7.1-31) to within 0.03 dB. 

The input impedance of the quarter-wavelength micro strip patch is easily estimated 

by considering the transmission line model of Fig. (7.1-3). The admittance of slot #1 is 

given by (7.1-3) while slot #2 is now a short circuit with Y2 = oo. If an admittance of 

infinity is viewed a quarter-wavelength down a transmission line it appears to be zero. 

As a result the input admittance of the patch is that of slot # 1 plus zero or simply that 

of slot #1. For a patch with a= 2.00", t= 0.06", and f= 2732 MHz the input admittance 

calculated form (7.1-3) is 

(7.1-33) 

This result was obtained using the assumption that w= t; however, the accuracy of this 

approximation is very questionable. For this reason, along with the typical erratic 

behavior of the imaginary part of an admittance near resonance, the accuracy of the 

value 9.823 x 10- 3 is highly uncertain .. In (7.1-33) it is known that the patch being 

considered resonates at 2732 MHz and thus the imaginary part of (7.1-33) may be taken 

as zero. The input impedance is then 
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Zin = yl. = 259.8.Q 
m 

(7.1-34) 

This result compares closely to the measured input impedance of 273.6.0 supplied by 

NMSU. 

The electromagnetic coupling between two patches can be analytically 

approximated by considering the reation theorem [31] given by 

(7.1-35) 

where v is· the volume of patch #2. It is convenient to assume that the currents on the 

patches can be modeled as line sources. With this in mind and noting the geometry in 

Fig. 7.1-8 we find that the currents for patch #2 are given by 

A 

M1 = 2tEmnX 
Tty A 

M2 = - 2tEmn cos 2b y 

-> - rry A 

M3 - 2tEmn cos 2b y 

(7.1-36) 

where the m = 0, n = 0 mode was assumed. To find the magnetic field for patch # 1 we 

first establish the electric vector potential using the line current approximation. This 

potential is 

tE - jk.J(x - xi + y2 
F = ---1!!!!...f e dx' 

x 2rr o .J<x _ x')2 + y2 

F - -- cos --
- tEmn Jb [ rry' J[ e - jk.J (x - a)2 + (y - y')2 

y 2rr o 2b .J<x _ a)2 + (y _ y')2 

The magnetic field from patch # 1 is then found from 

e -jk.j x2 + (y-y')2 

.Jx2 + (y _ y')2 

(7.1-37) 
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(7.1-38) 

With considerable computational effort, and neglecting least significant terms, (7.1-38) 

yields an expression for H1 which is used in conjunction with (7.1-36) in (7.1-35) to give 

where 

- iklx-x'I 
R 1 = r s1 + 1 e dxdx' 

o I Ix - x'I 

and 

b b TCY Tty' 
R2 = so so cos 2b cos 2b 

[ 
- jk.j 12 + (y - y')l 

• 2-e--======-
.jl2 + (y - y')2 

e - jk.j (I+ a)2 + (y- y')2 

.j(l + a)2 + (y - y')2 

(7.1-39) 

(7.1-40) 

- e dydy' 
-jk.jd~ + (y-y')l l (7.1-41) 

.jd6 + (y - y')2 

This result can be compared to that of Penard and Daniel [59) who present this approach 

in finding the coupling between two quarter-wavelength microstrip patches. Differences 

evident in the two results are not totally explained. Penard and Daniel do consider the 

feeding microstip line in their development which is neglected in the results of (7.1-39). 

To complete the determination of the S-matrix for the antenna coupling we note 

that (7.1-39) provides Z21 and an identical procedure will yield Z 12• The values for Zu and 

Z22 are acquired as presented in (7.1-5). This will then complete the impedance matrix 

for patch #I and #2. Network parameter conversion is then implemented to yield 

(SJ = (IZ] + IZoD - 1((Z] - (ZoD (7.1-42) 
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Figure 7. t-8 Geometry for coupling of two quarter wavelength micro strip patches. 
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where [Z0] is the characteristic impedance of the patch inputs multiplied by the identity 

matrix. 

7.2 Testbed Array 

The 2732 MHz testbed array used in this investigation of mutual coupling 

compensation is composed of three sections; the microstrip antennas, the coupler board, 

and the feed network. The microstrip antennas are an eight-element array of 

quarter-wavelength patches fabricated on 0.060" thick 3M substrate with Er= 2.45 (see 

Fig. 7.2-1 ). These elements are spaced 1.65" (0.38A.) apart on a Ir x 6" piece of 

substrate which is mounted to a 3' x 4' ground plane. The individual elements are 0.74" 

x 2.0" and contain a row of sixteen shorting pins placed along one of the 2.0" edges. 

These pins are approximately 0.66", ( ~d) , from the opposite edge. This shorted design 

is commonly used when insufficient space is available for a conventional half-wavelength 

patch or when an element is desired for enhanced radiation in the endfire direction. 

Power is fed to the patches from the edge opposite the short via a 500 microstrip 

transmission line which is matched to the patch using a 1090 quarter-wave transformer. 

The geometry of the patches is shown in Fig. 7.2-2 along with the corresponding 

measured radiation patterns in Fig. 7.2-3. 

The coupler board consists of eight stripline directional couplers of approximately 

20 dB. By insertion of the couplers between the feed network and antenna array, it is 

possible to measure the incident and reflected waves of the individual antenna elements. 

The separate construction of the coupler board allows for its removal when desired. 

Two feed networks have been constructed: an ordinary end-fire feed and a 

sum/difference feed. The ordinary end-fire feed network is a corporate power divider 

with additional line lengths used to provide a 137.2° inter-element phase shift at 2732 

MHz. The sum/difference feed network uses an offset 90° hybrid with two inputs to 
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Figure 7.2-2 Geometry of the quarter-wavelength radiating element used in the testbed array. 
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provide either the sum or difference pattern. The sum pattern is obtained from all 

elements having equal amplitude and equal phase, while the difference pattern requires 

one-half of the array (elements 1-4) to be 180° out of phase with the other half (elements 

.5-8). Both feed networks have been constructed in microstrip transmission line on 3M 

Cu Clad 250 (0.060" thick, Er = 2.45). The details of the feed networks are shown in 

Fig. 7.2-4 and Fig. 7.2-5. 

Testbed Array Patterns 

Theoretical investigation of the array radiation pattern was performed m the 

E-plane of the testbed array. The element pattern was modeled by 

g(0) = 
[ cos(0.90))112 

0 

- l 00° < 0 < 100° 

otherwise 
(7.2-1) 

which gave and adequate representation to the measured pattern of 7.2-3a. An 

enhanced computer model of the element pattern was also developed for more accurate 

comparisons to measured results. This pattern is expressed as 

g(0) = .j cos(0.90) 

g( 0) = a04 - b03 + ce2 - d0 + e 

a= l.79689xl0- 5 

b = S.34144xl0- 3 

c = 5.87683xl0- 1 

d = 2.83513xl01 

e = 5.07060xl02 

g(0) =a'+ b'cos0- c'0- 3·714 sin(20 - 180) 
a' = 0.707107 
b' = 0.644011 
c' = 10798830 

g(0) = 0.0532974 

0° s; e < 60° 

60° ~ e < ss0 

85° s; 0 < 167° 

0 ~ 167° 

(7.2-2) 
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A comparison of the element patterns of (7.2-1) and (7.2-2) to a typical ( element #4) 

measured active element pattern is shown in Fig. 7.2-6. 

The overall E-plane radiation pattern of the three array configurations was 

determined using (7.1-2) with the element pattern of (7.2-1) for both the ideal case of 

no mutual coupling and the case of coupling between adjacent elements where the 

magnitude of the coupling was -10 dB and the phase was -k0d, with d being the distance 

between elements. These patterns were evaluated to gain insight into methods in which 

mutual coupling alters the radiation patterns of the array. Figs. 7.2-7,8,9 show both the 

pattern with no mutual coupling and the pattern with couplings of - lOdB/ - k0d for the 

three array configurations. To obtain the patterns incorporating mutual coupling effects . 

the antenna array and feed were analyzed as a microwave network using S-parameter 

theory with the mutual coupling of the array modeled by an 8x8 S-matirx. The theory 

of Chapter 3 then provided the resulting feed currents to the antenna elements which 

were then used in (7.1-2) to evaluate the radiation pattern. The currents used in 

producing Figs. 7.2-7,8,9 are shown in Table 7.2-1. Additional patterns which 

incorporate the element pattern of (7.2-2) and measured mutual coupling, are presented 

in Section 8.5. 
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Figure 7.2-6 

element pattern of (7.2-1) 
elc~ent pattern of (7.2-2) 
typical measured active element pattern 

Comparison of element pattern models. 
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b 
Figure 7 .2-7 a) Endfire pattern with no coupling. b) Endfire pattern with -1 OdB coupling. 
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b 

Figure 7.2-8 a) Sum pattern with no coupling. b) Sum pattern with - lOclB coupling. 
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b 

Figure 7.2-9 a) Difference pattern with no coupling. b) difference pattern with -IOdB coupling. 
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Table 7.2-1 Currents used to produce patterns of Figs. 7.2-7,8,9. 

Endfire Pattern Currents 

Element No coupling -1 OdB coupling 

1 0.3530/209.02° 0.5158/177.61° 
2 0.3519/ 71.42° 0.2986/ 49.66° 
3 0.3546/-66.13° 0.2276/-89.0 l 0 

4 0.3535/ l 56.28° 0.0883/ l 93.33° 
5 0.3536/ 18.57° 0.4840/-20.19° 
6 0.3525/240.98° 0.2436/213.66° 
7 0.3552/ 103.43° 0.2336/ l 03.61° 
8 o.3541L-34. l 7° o.2106L 3.26° 

Sum Pattern Currents 

Element No coupling -lOdB coupling 

1 o.3536L -0.37° 0.4559/ 11.21° 
2 o.3536L -0.37° 0.4559L 11.21° 
3 0.3536/ -0.37° o.5796L 16.18° 
4 0.3536/ -0.37° o.5796L 16.18° 
5 o.3536L -0.37° o.5796L 16.18° 
6 o.3536L -0.37° o.5196L 16.18° 
7 o.3536L -0.37° 0.4560L l l.21° 
8 o.3536L -0.37° 0.4560L ll.21° 

Difference Pattern Currents 

Element No coupling -1 OdB coupling 

1 0.3536/ 89.63° 0.5216/103.28° 
2 o.3536L 89.63° 0.5216/ 103.28° 
3 o.3536L 89.63° 0.4186L 92.10° 
4 o.3536L 89.63° 0.4 l 86L 92. l 0° 
5 0.3536/-90.37° 0.4186L-87.90° 
6 0.3536/-90.37° 0.4 l 86L-87. 90° 
7 o.3536L-90.37° 0.5216/-76.72° 
8 0.3536L-90.37° o.5216L-76.72° 
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8. EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS 

8.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents a collection of results obtained using the computer programs 

SANE and SANE-GECON. These examples are constructed to illustrate the capabilities 

and short-comings of the computer programs as well as the possibility for mutual 

coupling compensation. 

8.2 Two Element Compensation Examples 

The two element example arrays in this section have elements spaced 0.4A. apart 

on the z-axis. An array factor with a maximum in the 00 = 51.318° direction was the 

design objective. The feed currents are 

11 = 1.0 I 0.0° 
(8.2-1) 

12 = 1.0 I - 90.0° 

In the subsections that follow, results were obtained for the three types of 

compensation discussed in Chapter 4. Except for power-divider compensation, the feed 

network was taken to be an ideal tee with 

s' = [ 

- 0.5000 0.5000 0 7071 l 
0.5000 - 0.5000 o: 7071. 

0.7071 0.7071 0.0000 

Three coupling situations were investigated; they are: 

Case 1) No coupling, matched elements. 

(8.2-2) 
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[ 
0.00000 j0.00000 0.00000 j0.00000 l 

SA = 
0.00000 j0.00000 0.00000 j0.00000 

Case 2) -10 dB coupling with - Pl phase, matched elements. 

SA = [ 0.00000 j0.00000 - 0.25583 - j0.18587 l 
- 0.25583 - j0.18587 0.00000 j0.00000 

Case 3) -10 dB coupling with - Pl phase, mismatched elements. 

[ 
0.20000 j0.10000 - 0.25583 - j0.18587 l 

SA = 
- 0.25583 - j0.18587 0.10000 j0.15000 

8.2.1 Attenuator-Phase shifter Compensation 

(8.2-3) 

(8.2-4) 

(8.2-5) 

In the attenuator-phase shifter compensation network an attenuator in series with 

a phase shifter was placed between the feed and each element (see Fig. 8.2-1). In this 

compensation technique the generator was considered as a constant; however, SANE 

iterated this constant to find a value such that the greatest gain of any attenuator was 

unity (no attenuation). The results are shown in Table 8.2-1. It can be observed that 

the rate of convergence was exceptional with the solution being acquired in three 

iteration or less. In general, it is found that the attenuator-phase shifter compensation 

network produces equations with excellent convergence characteristics. 

Table 8.2-1 Results for attenuator-phase shifter compensation. 

case phase attenuation phase attenuation G eff.(%) # iterations 
shift #1 #1 (-dB) shift #2 #2 (-dB) 

(degrees) (degrees) 

1 0.0 0.0000 270.0 0.0000 1.414+ j0.000 100.0 2 
2 23.1 0.1528 263.4 0.0000 1. 762 + j0.000 67.3 2 
3 39.4 0.1396 268.2 0.0000 1.941 + j0.000 65.5 3 
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phase shifter # 1 phase shifter #2 

attenuator # 1 attenuator #2 

G=constant 

Figure 8.2-1 Attenuator-Phase shifter compensation network for two port array. 
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8.2.2 Power-Divider Compensation 

In the power-divider compensation network the generator value and the percentage 
I 

of input power to the left arm along with the phase shift of the left arm relative to the 

right arm was solved for (see Fig. 8.2-2). The results are shown in Table 8.2-2. Here the 

convergence rate is seen to be somewhat slow with the actual number of iterations being 

highly dependent on the initial value of the solution vector. It was found that, in 

general, convergence was usually slow; however, the program normally did converge. 

Table 8.2-2 Results for power-divider compensation. 

case K ~I( degrees) G eff.(%) # iterations 

1 0.5000 90.0 0.000-j 1.414 100.0 9 
2 0.2034 124.5 -0.205 -j 1.492 92.0 23 
3 0.1624 136.5 0.008 -jl.674 87.9 32 

8.2.3 Transmission Line Compensation 

In the transmission line compensation a section of transmission line of 

characteristic impedance Z and length 1 was placed in the right arm of the feed network 

(see Fig. 8.2-3). The parameters of the network where then solved for with the results 

shown in Table 8.2-3. Convergence rates were again seen to be slow with the necessary 

number of iterations increasing with the complexity of mutual coupling. Situations were 

encountered in which convergence to a solution could not be obtained. This was · 

remedied in the two element case by an improved initial value. ·In the eight element case 

convergence could not be acquired. The problem seems due to the inadequacy of the 

algorithm and not to the lack of an obtainable solution, which is further discussed in the 

conclusion. 
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I (1 - K>P1n 

G=variable 

Figure 8.2-2 Power divider compensation network for two port array. 
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T 
Z I 

j_ 

G=variable 

Figure 8.2-3 Transmission line compensation network for two port array. 
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Table 8.1-3 Results for transmission line compensation. 

case Z(ohms) ~!(degrees) G eff.(%) # iterations 

1 50.0 90.0 1.414+ j0.000 100.0 7 
2 27.1 117.7 1.638 + j0.485 71.5 26 
3 25.7 120.2 1.857+j1.058 53.9 80 

8.2.4 PQwer and Efficiency 

Table 8.2-4 summarizes the powers and efficiency encountered m the various 

compensation methods. The following notation is used in this table. 

Pinc = incident power produced by the generator 

Pref = reflected power back into the generator 

P dis = dissipated power by the circuit 

P rad = radiated power = Pinc - Pref - P dis 

The efficiency is defined as 

Eff. = Prad 
Pinc 

Table 8.2-4 Powers and efficiencies ( all powers in watts ). 

case attenuator-phase shifter transmission line 

Pinc P..,r Pdis p rad Eff. Pinc Prer Pnd Eff. 

1 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 100.0 1.000 0.000 1.000 100.0 
2 1.552 0.077 0.432 1.044 67.3 1.459 0.415 1.044 71.5 
3 1.884 0.147 0.503 1.233 65.5 2.285 1.052 1.232 53.9 

(8.2-6) 

power-divider 

Pinc P..,r Pnd Eff. 

1.000 0.000 1.000 100.0 
1.134 0.090 1.044 92.0 
1.402 0.169 1.232 87.9 

~ 

This comparison reveals the high efficiency of the power divider and a somewhat 

low value for the transmission line. It is important to realize that these values represent 

only the case of the feed network assumed in this example. If an alternative feed was 

realized which limited the power reflected back into the generator, it is clear that the 
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efficiency of the transmission line and power divider compensation schemes would 

drastically improve due to the reduction of pref • 

8.3 Eight Element Compensation Examples 

Both the attenuator-phase shifter and power divider compensation have been 

successfully determined for the eight element testbed array. The coupling values used 
I 

were those measured by New Mexico State University. While the accuracy of these 

values is somewhat questionable due to uncertainties in the directional coupler 

measuring scheme, they do represent a typical coupling phenomenon and are adequate 

to illustrate the compensation techniques. 

8.3.1 Attenuator-Phase shifter Compensation 

The variables for this example were defined as follows 

Attenuation = -1-
IXI 

Phase = PI where d~1 = -1L 
IXI 

The results are shown in Table 8.3-1. 

Table 8.3-1 Results for attenuator-phase shifter compensation. 

case x, X1 XJ 

Sum -0.0861/-16.65 -0.0348/-16.37 -0.0444/-21.25 
Difference -0.0626/ 262.0 -0.1191/ 247.8 -0.1544/ 241.2 

End fire -0.3784L 148.9 -0.3429L 157.5 -0.3233L 160.6 

Xs x6 x, 
-0.0181/-13.03 -0.0274H4.46 -0.000lL -8.20 
-0.1157/ 168.l -0.0886L 172.9 -0.0352L 168.6 
-0.3577L 168.o -0.2668L 172.3 -0.2726L 160.3 

(8.3-1) 

x4 
-0.0470/-16.00 
-0.0002/ 269.5 
-0.3153L 165.o 

Xs 

-0.0156/- 10.15 
-0.0775L 168.9 
-o.ooooL -87.2 
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8.3.2 Power Divi'der Compensation 

For the power divider compensation the complex variables are defined as shown 

below 

% Input power= IXI 

Phase = Pl where ej!Jl = ..1l. 
IXI 

(8.3-2) 

The results are shown in Table 8.3-2. 

Table 8.3-2 Results for power-divider compensation. 

case X1 X1 X3 "4 

Sum 0.1250/·0.003 0.1250/-0.003 0.1250/-0.003 0.1250/-0.002 
Difference 0.1285/ 247.8 0.0705/ 232.5 0.0644/ 227.2 0.2343/ 259.4 

Endfire o.0840L 103.8 0.1437L -26.4 0.1957L 211.8 o.o83?L 92.5 

Xs x6 X1 Generator 

0.125QL-0.002 o.1250L-o.002 o.1250L-o.003 3.1662L -14.8 
o.1256L-o.oo5 o.1256L-o.oo3 0.1256/-0.003 3.0421L 90.o 
o.0420L -53.6 0.0551~ 0.2127Lfl:.1 2.6035/ 244.9 

8.4 Ideal Power Divider Compensation 

In the investigation of compensation techniques it was noticed that an ideal power 

divider could be used to produce a sum pattern which would be insensitive to the 

presence of mutual coupling. Specifically, if for a n element array, the power divider 

described in ( 4.4-19) with K = l/n is used, then the relative magnitudes of the feed 

currents would be preserved no matter what coupling was present. 

Mathematical verification of this observation was performed for the two and three 

element cases. If the power divider described above is assumed, then the feed currents 

are given by 
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2.828G( 1 - sf1 - s2\ - s~si} + s~ s~2) 11 = 12 = ---------------------
(2 - s~ + Si})(2 - s2\ + S~) + (S~2 - S~2)(S~ - S~1) 

(8.4-1) 

for the two element case, and 

I1 = 12 = 13 = ~11 - s~ - s2\ - st + s~s~2 + s~st + s~2st - sf1s2\st 
- S~2S~1 - s~s~ - S~2S2\ + S~1sts3\ (8.4-2) 

+ S~2S~3S~ + sts~2S~1 - S~S~3S~1 - S~3S~2S~i) 

for the three element case wherein 

. with 

SN = S-matrix for the power divider/generator 

SA = S-matrix for the antenna array 

(8.4-3) 

The important point to note is that the expression for the currents are identical and thus 

any coupling which occurs will load the elements to provide equal feed currents and thus 

the same sum radiation pattern. 

8.5 Measured Results 

As discussed in Section 8.3, networks have been designed to provide compensation 

for mutual coupling in the eight element testbed array. The effect of this coupling was 

to alter the radiation patterns of the antenna array. These altered patterns have been 

both measured and calculated ( using the element pattern of (7.2-2) ), and are compared 

to the ideal patterns in Figs. 8.5-1,2,3. It can be noticed in these figures that the 
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greatest distortion of the radiation pattern is experienced in the endfire case, and little 

or no distortion occures in the broadside patterns. This agrees with expected results .. 

Future work is scheduled to construct one of more of the compensation networks 

disribed in this report. When completed, the resulting array radiation patterns will be 

measured and should approach the ideal patterns shown in Figs. 8.5-1,2,3. 

The success of these compensation networks relies on both the accuracy of 

measurements and network modeling, and the degree of precision with which the 

compensation network can be. constructed. Presently, the observed agreement of the 

calculated and measured patterns tend to suggest the validity of the antenna coupling 

measurements and feed network calculations from MCAP. Unfortunatly, measurements 

are needed to confirm the accuracy of the modeling of the compensation network. 

However, SANE-GECON has been developed in such a manner as to allow significant 

modifications to the compensation model. If necessary, this flexibility will allow an 

improved representation of the compensation network capable of yielding adequate 

experimental results. 
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Comparison of measured and calculated radiation patterns to the desired endf rre 
pattern for the testbed array. 
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Figure 8.5-2 Comparison of measured and calculated radiation patterns to the desired sum pat-
tern for the testbed array. 
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Figure 8.5-3 
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Comparison of measured and calculated radiation patterns to the desired difference 
pattern for the testbed array. 
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9. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has discussed the research performed on mutual coupling compensation. 

Below is a summary of the major points and observations resulting from this research 

effort. 

1. Array Formulation 

Mutual coupling in microstrip arrays has been investigated in an attempt to 

formulate the problem in a network context. Based on meas_ured results [39,60) we 

have concluded that factoring the array pattern into a product of an active element 

pattern and an array factor does not lead to accuracy loss. Limited mutual coupling 

effects are represented in the average active element pattern as discussed in Section 

2.5. The largest mutual coupling effects appear in the element feed current 

variations. These effects are modeled in scattering parameter form as presented in 

Section 2.3. 

2. Compensation approaches tried 

Three networks have been designed to compensate for the effects of mutual 

coupling. The first network consists of an attenuator in series with a phase shifter 

placed between the antenna elements and the feed network (Section 4.3). The 

second network, which attempted to eliminate the efficiency disadvantage associated· 

with an attenuator, is a lossless power divider (Section 4.4). A third network, which 

in addition to being lossless also has the advantage of simple physical construction, 

is lengths of transmission line placed between the elements and feed (Section 4.5). 

Other networks, specifically shunt and series impedances, were investigated; 
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however, the results represented components with negative resistance and thus of 

no practical value. 

3. Solution method used 

A set of equations has been developed in Section 5.1 which describes a 

completely general antenna network consisting of the antenna elements, the feed 

network, and the generator. These equations are solved numerically using a 

modified Newton's method (Section 5.3). The modifications primarily consist of 

weighting the step taken in the decent direction, and using a finite difference 

approximation to estimate the Jacobian (Section 5.4). 

4. Computer codes 

The computer code M CAP ( Section 3.3 ) has been used to determine the 

S-matrix representation for various feed networks. The basic theory in M CAP has 

been adopted in the programs SANE (Chapter 11) and SANE-GECON (Chapter 

12) to establish the nonlinear equations for the antenna network. SANE is designed 

to handle attenuator-phase shifter compensation with an option to investigate the 

behavior of an uncompensated network. SANE-GECON is designed to handle any 

type of compensation network. This generality was gained at the expense of 

efficiency, specifically the introduction of more unknowns. Both programs can 

handle any size array and any type feed network. 

5. Results and examples 

Three compensation networks have been successfully designed for a two 

element array as discussed in Section 8.2. For the eight element testbed array only 

compensation networks using an attenuator-phase shifter and power divider have 

been obtained. The solutions for the transmission line compensation have not been 
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determined due to the lack of convergence of the program SANE-GECON. It has 

been observed that changes in the stepsize used in the Jacobian approximation have 

a significant effect on the convergence properties of the program. In fact, in some 

situations there appears to exist a limited range in which the stepsize must be inorder 

for convergence to occur. In addition the constant, a , used in weighting the step in 

the decent direction is though to have some influence on the convergence problem. 

Presently, the transmission line compensation network S-matrix is coded in a 

characteristic impedance representation. Alternative representations, such as 

reflection coefficient (see (4.5-1) and (4.5-2) ) may yield better results due to the 

restricted range of the new variables. 

6. Future work 

The present codes offer a proof-of-concept, but are not yet as reliable and 

efficient as desired. More research needs to be performed to fully understand the 

convergence process and the corresponding difficulties. 

Experimental verification is needed to suggest the next major step of this 

research effort. If the networks presently designed can be successfully realized then 

other new and innovative networks can be developed. Otherwise, a more rigorous 

approach must be taken to better model the actual array and compensation 

networks, such as described in Section 4.3. 

It may also be possible to utilize an optimization technique to develop 

networks with partial compensation, such as phase shifters alone. In addition; new 

techniques could be developed to provide compensation over scan angle. This 

would involve the introduction of additional unknowns and equations. 

Finally, an analytical approximation to the mutual coupling could be 

incorporated into the software to eliminate the need to obtain measured coupling 
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values when designing compensation networks. Such measurements may become 

very impractical for large arrays. 
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11. APPENDIX A: COMPUTER PROGRAM SANE 

This chapter presents a brief description of the program SANE (Synthesis of Arrays 

with Network and Element Coupling). SANE is designed to determine phase 

shifter-attenuator settings for mutual coupling compensation given the desired antenna 

feed currents and the S-matrix of both the feed network and the antenna array. SANE 

can also be used to analyze the coupling effects of an uncompensated network by 

specifying compensation values of unity. A description of the code along with a User's 

Guide and program listing are included in this chapter. A detailed discussion of the 

theory used in SANE was presented in Chapter 5. 

11.1 Description of the Code 

The program SANE consists of three primary blocks: 1) Input data required for 

establishing the set of nonlinear equations for the compensation network, 2) An option 

of finding acceptable solutions to the nonlinear equations and the resulting 

compensation network settings, and 3) Calculation of the resulting currents with the 

compensation network present as a check on the solution accuracy. A block diagram 

of the program is shown in Fig. 11.1-1. 

The nonlinear equations are setup with the subroutine INFO. INFO reads in the 

information describing the complete array network including data on the generator, the 

desired feed currents, and the S-matrix for both the feed network and the antenna array. 

A discussion of the input data file is given in the user's guide of Section 11.2. INFO then 

utilizes this data to establish the corresponding set of nonlinear equations. This is done 

by the theory of Section 5.1. The details of the subroutine INFO are shown in Fig. 

11.1-2. 
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Figure 11.l-l 

no 

START 

Input data 

Detennine compensation network? 

yes 

Find solutions to nonlinear 
equations 

Is maximum magnitude between 
1 and 1-E? 

yes 

Calculate the feed currents 
with the compensation network 

present 

STOP 

Block diagram of SANE. 

Guess new generator 
magnitude 

no 
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Input the program options 

Input S,.,., Sc,,, Src• Sec 
as given in (5.1-13) 

Input antenna scattering matrix an<l 
establish I - SA as given in ( 5.1-9) 

Input the current vector 
given in (5.1-3) 

Calculate BA from (5.1-9c) 
and AA from (5.1-6) 

Calculate SN from ( 5.1-19) 
and CN from (5.1-20) 

Print out the information on the network 

return 

Figure 1 t.1-2 Block diagram of the subroutine INFO. 
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The second major section of SANE calculates the values of a phase 

shifter-attenuator compensation network described by the nonlinear equations found in 

INFO. However, the user has the option of inputting these compensation values, in 

which case this section would be skipped. The advantage of such an option is that it 

enables the user to supply compensation values of unity (i.e. no compensation) to 

investigate the effects of mutual coupling on the uncompens~ted network. In addition, 

this option also provides the opportunity to investigate the effects of partial 

compensation; for instance, one could see if adequate feed currents would be obtained 

by using a phase shift-only compensation network. 

If the compensation values are to be determined SANE proceeds by solving the 

nonlinear equations using Newton's method in several variables. The theory of 

Newton's method was dealt with extensively in Section 5.3 and thus only the major 

points are presented in the block diagram of Fig. 11.1-3. The results of Newton's 

method are a set of complex numbers which represent the values of the necessary 

compensation networks. 

For this set of values there is a maximum magnitude (called MAG in SANE) which 

must be less than or equal to unity for physical realization of the network. SANE 

requires that MAG be less than one and also that it be greater than 1- t where t is 

supplied by the user. If the MAG originally found using the inputted generator value 

is not in the required interval [1-t,l] then the generator value must be altered. The 

following discussion describes how an appropriate value for the generator is determined. 

Clearly, if both a value for the generator, G., which produces a MAG larger than the 

interval [1-s,l ], and a value for the generator, Gb , which produced a MAG less than 

the interval [1-s,l] are found, then the generator value which produces a MAG in the 

desired interval lies somewhere between G1 and Gb. The goal is thus to find values G1 
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Make an initial guess for the 
solutions of the nonlinear equations 

t 
Calculate the solutions to the nonlinear 

equations at X and call the solution 
vector F(X) 

t 

See if F(X) is close enough to zero 
yes 

tno 

Calculate or approximate the Jacobian, 
JO(X) 

t 
I\ Calculate the decent vector, 

DELTAX (5.3-14) 

t 
Calculate the new solution vector \/ 

from (5.4-1) 

t 
Print the results of the iteration 

t 
no Check for maximum iterations 

or other stopping criteria 

ryes 

Print the final results 
I 

Figure 11.1-3 Block diagram of Newton's method. 
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and Gb which bracket the desired generator value and then use the method of bisection 

to iterate to the solution. 

Instead of using absolute generator values in this discussion, the values will be 

discussed in terms of real multiples, G, of the inputted generator value. For example, a 

value G = 3 means a generator vallue three times that of the inputted generator value. 

The advantage of such ·a transformation is that only real nu~bers must be dealt with 

and in addition the phase of the generator will remain fixed to that inputted by the user. 

The value MAG is thus a function of G. Intuitively it can be reasoned that if G = 0 then 

MAG would have to go to oo to produce the feed currents, also if G = oo then MAG 

would have to go to zero to maintain the fixed feed currents. This leads to the 

conclusion that the graph of MAG as a function of G will result in a curve resembling 

that of Fig. 11.1-4. 

The task now is to bracket an appropriate value of G, call it G. , with values G, 

and Gb. From Fig. 11.1-4 it is seen that G = 0 will always be to the left of G so G, = 0 

is a left bracketing value .. Although G, = 0 will result in MAG= oo, no calculations are 

made using this value of G, and thus it is acceptable. Finding Gb is slightly more 

difficult. However, by examining Fig. 11.1-4 it can be seen that if we were to guess a 

value of G which resulted in a MAG< 1 then this value of G would be to the right of 

G. and we could use it as our Gb. This is the procedure used. For the first guess of G 

we have no other information than the MAG calculated with the inputted generator 

value. For lack of anything better, the curve is approximated by a line with slope -1 

passing through this one calculated value. Using this linear approximation we find a G 

resulting in MAG< 1; specifically, G=G1 such that MAG=0.9. Thus the first guess, 

G1, is found as shown in Fig. 11.1-4. the true MAG is then found for G1 and if it is 

indeed less than one we known G1 is to the right of G. and thus Gb= G1• However, if 

MAG> 1 then G1 is to the left of G. and we must guess again. At this point it is seen 
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Figure 11.1-4 Plot of maximum compensation magnitude as a function of generator magnitude. 
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that G1 is a better left bracketing value than G = 0 so we set G, = G1• For the second 

guess two points on the curve are known thus allowing a linear approximation passing 

through these points to be utilized. The second guess, G2 , is then found in the same 

manner as G1• G2 is checked to see if it is to the right of G* and if not the process is 

repeated. At each stage the curve is approximated using the last two sets of points and 

new values of G are guessed until a value for Gb has been determined. 

When Gb has been established the solution is bracketed and the Method of 

Bisection may be implemented. This method simply consists of taking the midpoint 

between the two bracketing end points G, and Gb and calculating the corresponding 

MAG for this midpoint. If this value of MAG is greater than unity then the midpoint 

becomes the new G, otherwise it becomes the new Gb. The process is repeated until a 

point is found such that 1::=:MAG::=:1-& at which time the values for the compensation 

networks are taken as the solutions. A block diagram of the process is shown in Fig. 

11.1-5. 

The final major section of SANE computes the feed currents with the 

compensation values incorporated into the network. In the case where the 

compensation values were calculated this provides verification that the solutions are 

indeed correct and have not been affected by round off error or erroneous solutions to 

the nonlinear equations. These calculations are performed by the subroutine GETCUR 

(Fig. 11.1-6). 

11.2 . SANE User's Guide 

To use SANE two tasks must be performed. The first is to modify the parameter 

statements and the second is to create a data file. The parameter statements are of the 

form PARAMETER (NE= n), where n is the number of antenna elements in the 

network being considered. Thus, the proper value of n must be entered into the 
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Calculate. the MAG for the _,. 
present generator value "' 

\/ Use linear approximation to 
guess a new generator value 

no ..._ 
Is MAG < 1? I ,, 

yes 

Calculate the midpoint of 
~ 

the two bracketing values "' 

\I Take midpoint as new 
bracketing value 

no 
Is 1 > MAG> 1-e:? .... 

/ 

yes 

I continue l 

Figure 11.1-5 Block diagram of process for determining appropriate set of solutions. 
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Combine the compensation network 
with the feed network 

Set up the matrix equation 
as in (ll.l-9b) 

Solve for the currents using 
(ll.l-9c) 

return 

Figure 1 J. J-6 Block diagram of the subroutine GETCUR. 
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parameter statements. There are a total of nine parameter statements occurring at the 

beginning of the main program and also in the subroutines INFO, CALCF, CALCJO, 

DAMPED, GETCUR, MATSOL, NEWCW, and NE\VTON. 

The data file is established as 1/0 unit 5 and consists of a set of card images 

containing the information required by SANE. Before describing the format of the data 

it is necessary to develop a convention for the numbering of the ports in the array 

network. Consider the general form of the network shown in Fig. 11.2-1. The ports on 

the feed network must be numbered so that the n + 1 port is that which is connected to 

the generator. The remaining n ports are the feeds to the antenna elements and may be 

numbered in any convenient manner. The ports on the antenna array are numbered 

corresponding to the ports of the feed network. In other words, port p of the feed 

network must be connected to port p of the antenna array for all 1 ~ p ~ n. The feed 

currents arc numbered consistent with the ports. For example, the current 11 is that 

which flows into port 1 of the antenna array, and out of port 1 of the feed network. 

With this notation in mind, the data file is set up as a series of card images as 

shown in Fig. 11.2-2. The first card contains the flags FIND and PNTITS. FIND is 'Y' 

if the compensation network is to be found and 'N' otherwise. PNTITS is 'Y' if the 

information on the iterations is to be printed and 'N' otherwise. The second card 

contains the absolute error of the norm of vector F{x) (see Fig. 11.1-3) and E, the 

allowable deviation of the maximum attenuation value from unity (see Fig. 11.1-5). The 

third card contains the maximum number of iterations for both Newton's method and 

determining the necessary generator magnitude. The fourth and fifth cards contain the 

reflection coefficient of the generator and the wave induced by the generator 

respectively. The following (n + 1)2 squared cards contain the S-matrix of the feed 

network beginning with the first column. Each card contains one element of the 

S-matrix. The next n2 cards contain the S-matrix of the antenna array. beginning with 
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Figure 11.2-1 General form of a network handled by SANE. 
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Input file for SANE 

Actual input Description Formllt 

YN Find compensation,Print iterations 2Al 
0 l .OE-05 00.5E-03 Absolute crror,e A3 
20 20 Max. iterations,Max. generator tries 214 
0.00000 0.00000 Reflection coef. 2Fl0.5 
1.00000 0.00000 Generator value 2Fl0.5 
0.00000 0.00000 Column 1 Feed S-matrix 2Fl0.5 

0.00000 0.00000 Column 2 Feed S-matrix 2F 10.5 

0.00000 0.00000 Column n Feed S-matrix 2F 10.5 

0.00000 0.00000 Column 1 Antenna S-matrix 2Fl0.5 

0.00000 0.00000 Column 2 Antenna S-matrix 2Fl0.5 

0.00000 0.00000 Column n Antenna S-matrix 2Fl0.5 

1.00000 0.00000 Current / 1 2Fl0.5 
1.00000 0.00000 Current /2 2F10.5 

1.00000 0.00000 Current In 2Fl0.5 
1.00000 0.00000 Compensation variable Ai 2Fl0.5 
1.00000 0.00000 Compensation variable Xi 2Fl0.5 

1.00000 0.00000 Compensation variable x;: 2Fl0.5 

• Not necessary if Find compensation equals N 

Figure 1 t.2-2 Set up of SANE data file. 
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the first column. Following these, there are n cards each containing a desired current 

which is referenced positive into the antenna element. If FIND is 'N' the there are n 

more cards containing the values of the compensation network, otherwise these cards 

are omitted. 

As an example consider case 3 of the network in Fig. 8.2-1, of which the data file 

is shown in Fig. 11.2-3. The corresponding output is shown in Fig. 11.2-4; note the 

resulting values where reported in Table 8.2-1 are seen to result. 
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YN 
01. OE-OS 
20 20 

0.00000 
1. 00000 
-.50000 
0.50000 o. 70710 
0.50000 
-.50000 o. 70710 
0. 70710 
0. 70710 
0.00000 
0.20000 
-.25583 
-.25583 o. 10000 
1. 00000 
0.00000 

00.5E-03 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 o. 10000 
-. 18587 
-. 18587 
0. 15000 
0.00000 

-1. 00000 

Figure 11.2-3 SANE data file for network of Fig. 8.2-1. 
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=========> PROGRAM INFORMATION <=====•=== 
The maxilllUll nris for SANE is 20 
The maxi111U111 deviation of the largest attenuation from 1.S1ity is O.SOOE-03 
The maxi111U111 iterations for Newtons method is 20 
The allowable error for the norm of Flxl is O.lOOE-04 
The values for the compensation naoftwork are to be fOU1d 
The information on the iterations is not to be printed 

=========> NETHORK INFORMATION <========• 
The network contains 2 elements. 
Have impressed by the generator = I O.lOOOE+Ol, O.OOOOE+OOJ 
Reflection coefficient of the generator = I O.OOOOE+OO, O.OOOOE+OOJ 

The S-matrix of the ant.,..,. array is: 
I 0.200, 0.100Jl-0.256,-0.186JI 
1-0.256,-0.186)( 0.100, 0.150)( 

The S-matrix for the feed network is: 
1-.500,o.000110.500,o.000J10.101,o.000J1 
10.500,o.000>1-,500,o.000J10.101,o.000J1 
10.101,o.000J10.101,o.000J10.ooo,o.00011 

The desired currents are: 
CURRENT 
CURRENT 

1 = ( O.lOOOE+Ol, O.OOOOE+OOJ 
2 = ( O.OOOOE+oo, -0.lOOOE+Oll 

=========> RESULTS <========= 

The program was successful ( NormlFJ< O.lOE-04 J 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• The solution vector is: 
XI lJ •I 0.55997 + 0.46033 J J = 0.72489 expl 39.42242) 
Xl 21 = 1-0.03142 + -0.99917 J J = 0.99966 expl 268.198731 

The necessary generator/feed current ratio is 0.19413E+Ol + O.OOOOOE+OO J 
This is 1.9412699 times the inputed value of O.lOOOOE+Ol + O.OOOOOE+OO J 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• =========> CURRENT CHECK <========= 
The calculated feed currents are: 

CURRENT 1 = I 1.00000 + 0.00000 J) = 1.00000 EXPI -0.00019) ERROR HAG= 0.00000 
CURRENT 2 = 1-0.00001 + -1.00000 J) = 1.00000 EXPI 269.999511 ERROR MAG= 0.00000 

Figure 11.2-4 The resulting output from data in Fig. 11.2-3. 
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•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~ * C• SANE * 
C• * C• Synthesis of Arrays with Network and Element Coupling * 
~ * C• AUTitOR: R. Stephen Smith * 
C• LANGUAGE: FORTRAN * 
C• REVISION: 01/16/86 * 
C• * C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

c 

PARAMETER INE=2 l 
INTEGER PLACE,TRY 
REAL HAINEl,NORH,LOHER,MAG,HAXIH,LHAG 
COMPLEX AINEl,BINEl,SNINE,NEl,CNINEl,FINE),.JOINE,NEl,G, 

$XINEl,DELTAXtNEl,VALUE,CURRINEJ,CHECKINEl,XNINEl,ORGCNtNEl, 
$SAi NE ,NE l 

CHARACTER•l FIND,PNTITS 
COMHON/CONST/A,B,SN,CN,ERROR,HAXIT,HAXTRY,AERROR 
COHHON/RESLTl/F,X 
COHHON/RESLTZ/.JO 
COHHON/RESLT3/DELTAX,ALPHA 
COHHON/RESLT4/CHECK 
COMHON/RESLTS/ORGCN,GHULT 
COHHON/INPTl/CURR,SA,G 
COHHON/NUMELE/N 
COHHONIQUSTNS/FIND,PNTITS 
COHHON/FLAGS/PLACE,IT 
N=NE 
PLACE=O 
LOHER=o.o 
GHULT=l.O 
TRY=O 

c-----STEP A: c READ IN THE INFORMATION ON THE FEED NETI«JRK, ANTENNA 
COUPLING, AND DESIRED CURRENTS. THIS INFORMATION IS 
PROCESSED TO BE USED IN DETERMINING THE NONLINEAR EQ. c c 

CALL INFO c 
C IF COHPENSATION NETI«IRKS ARE INPUTED THEN SKIP NEHTON'S c 

IF I FIND.NE. 'Y' l GOTO 9999 c 
c-----STEP B: SAVE THE CN VECTOR CORRESPONDING TO THE INPUTED GENERATOR 
C VALUE. c 

DO S I=l,N 
ORGCN( I l=CNI I) 

S CONTINUE c 
C-----STEP C: BRACKET THE NECESSARY GENERATOR MAGNITUDE c 

IF IPNTITS.EQ. 'Y') HRITE16,l5l 
lS FORMAT( •1•,2ox,··=·======> ITERATION INFORMATION<==·=·=·=•'//) 
9997 TRY=TRY+l 

IF I PNTITS.EQ. 'Y' l HRITEI 6,10) TRY ,GWGMULT 
10 FORMAT (. THE GENERATOR VALUE FOR TRY',I4,' IS ',El0.3,' + ',ElO. 

$3, • .J. '//) 
CALL NEHTON 
IF ITRY.GT.HAXTRY> GOTO 9999 
HAG=HAXIHI N,X) . 
IF CHAG.GT.l.OJ THEN 

IF CTRY.EQ.ll THEN 
SLOPE=-1.0 

ELSE 
SLOPE•tLHAG-HAGl/ILOHER-GtlJLTJ 

ENDIF 
LOHER=GHULT 
LMAG=HAG 
GHULT=LOHER-IHAG-.91/SLOPE 
CALL NEHCNt CN) 
GOTO 9997 

ELSE 
UPPER=GHULT 

ENDIF 
C-----STEP 0: USE THE METHOD OF BISECTION TO FIND THE CORRECT GENERATOR 
C MAGNITUDE. c 

c 

9996 TRY•TRY+l 
GHULT=tUPPER+LOHERl/2.0 
IF IPNTITS.EQ.'Y'J HRITE 16,10) TRY,G*GHULT 
CALL NEHCNI CN J 
CALL NEHTON 
HAG=HAXIHt N ,X) 
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C SEE IF HAG IS ACCEPTABLE 
c IF IHAG. LE •. 1.0.AND.HAG.GE. tl. 0-AERRORJ> GOTO 9999 
c 
C SEE IF HAXTRY HAS BEEN REACHED 
c 

c 

PLACE=3 
IF CTRY.GT.HAXTRY) GOTO 9999 
PLACE=l 

C DETERMINE NEH INTERVAL 
c 

c 

IF IHAG.LE.1.0) THEN 
UPPER=GHULT 

ELSE 
LOHER=GHULT 

ENDIF 
GOTO 9996 

c-----STEP I: PRINT THE RESULTS c 
9999 HRITEl6,65) 
65 FORHATI •1•,2ox,··==•=••=•> RESULTS<====·==•='//) 

IF IPLACE.EQ,0) HRITE 16,85> 

70 
80 

75 
85 

60 

IF IPLACE.EQ.l) HRITE 16,70) ERROR 
IF IPLACE.EQ.2) HRITE 16,80) IT,TRY 
IF IPLACE.EQ.3) HRITE 16,75) TRY 
FORMAT!' The program was successful ( NoM111F)<',E9.2,' )'//lX,70(' 

$*')/'The solution vector is:'/lX,701 '-')) 
FORHATI' The program was unsuccessful, nta><intUnt iterations reached 

$' ,I4,' on try• ,I4//1X,70( '*' )/' The last solution vector was:' 
$,lX,/70( ·-·)) 

FORMAT!' The program was 1.nSuccessful, maxintUnt tries reached 
$',I4,//1X,70( '*')/'The last solution vector was:',lX,/701 •-• )) 

FORHATI' The solution vector was inputed'//lX,701 '*' )/' the soulut 
$ion vector is:'/lX,70( '-')) 

DO 90 I=l,N 
HRITE (6,60) I,XlIJ,CABSCXIIJl,PHASEIXIIl> 

FORHATISX,'XI ',I3,'). I ',Fa.s,• + ',Fa.s,· J ) • ',Fa.s,• exp(•, 
$Fl0.5,')') 

90 CONTINUE · 
HRITE 16,105) G*GHULT,GHULT,G 

105 FORMAT (//' The necessary gel'lerator/feed current ratio is ', 
tE12.s,• + •,Elz.s, 'J'/' This is •,Fl4.7,' times-the inputed valu 
•• of •,E12.s,• + ',E1z,5,• J'/) 

HRITE I 6,100) 
100 c FORHATllX,701 '*')) 

c-----STEP J: USE THE RESULTS TO CALCULATE THE ELEMENT CURRENTS c . 
CALL GETCUR 
HRITE I 6,110) 

110 FORMAT! •1•,zox,··===••=••> CURRENT CHECK<====···=='//' The calcul 
tated feed currents are: '/) 

DO 120 I•l,N 
DIFF=CABSCCURRCill-CABSICHECKII>J 
HRITE (6,130) I,CHECKIIJ,CABSlCHECKlIJJ,PHASEICHECKlI)J,DIFF 

120 CONTINUE 
130 FORMAT c • CURRENT' ,I4, • • 1 • ,Fa.s, • + • ,Fa.5, • J > = • ,Fa.s, 

$'EXP( •,F10.s,•J ERROR HAG• •,F7.SJ 
STOP 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~ * C• INFO * 
~ * C* This sLbroutine will read in the infomation on the feed * 
C• network being considered, the coupling of the antennas, and the * 
C• desired currents. * 
~ * C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

c 

SUBROUTINE INFO 
PARAMETER INE=ZJ 
REAL HAINE) 
CHARACTER•l FIND,PNTITS 
COMPLEX AINEJ,BINEJ,SNINE,NE>,CNINEl,SPPlNE,NEl,SCPl2,NEl, 

tsccc2,2J,SAINE,NEJ,TEHPHINE,NE>,CURRINEJ,TEHPVINE),G,TEHP, 
$SPCCNE,2J,FINEJ,XINE> 
COHHON/CONST/A,8,SN,CN,ERROR,HA><IT,HAXTRY,AERROR 
COHHON/INPTl/CURR,SA,G 
COMHON/RESLTl/F,X 
COHMON/QUSTNS/FIND,PNTITS 
N=NE 
TEST=l.O 
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C----- STEP l: READ THE INFORMATION IN DATA FILE c 
z 
5 
10 

30 
20 

60 
so 

70 c 

READ C5,ZJ FIND,PNTITS 
FORMAT C ZAl l 
READ C5,5l ERROR,AERROR,HAXIT,HAXTRY 
FORMATC2El0.3/2I4J 
FORMAT C2Fl0.5l 
READ c5,101 scccz,21 
READ 15,lOJ G 
DO 20 I=l,N 

DO 30 .J=l,N 
READ 15,lOJ SPPC.J,IJ 

CONTINUE 
READ 15,101 SCPCl,Il 

CONTINUE 
DO 40 .J=l,N 

READ C5,10J SPCC.J,lJ 
CONTINUE 
READ 15,10) sccc1,1J 
DO SO I=l,N 

DO 60 .J=l,N 
READ 15,lOJ SAl.J,IJ 
TEHPHC.J,I>=c-1.0,0.oJ•SAl.J,IJ 
IF 1.J.EQ.IJ TEMPHl.J,IJ=TEHPHIJ,IJ+Cl.O,O.OJ 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
DO 70 I=l,N 

READC5,10J CURRIIJ 
CONTINUE 

C----- STEP Z: CALCULATE THE ANTENNA VECTORS A AND B c 

90 
80 c c 

100 c 

DO 80 I=l,N 
TEHPVCI>=co.0,0.01 
DO 90 J=l,N 

TEHPVIIJ=TEMPVCIJ+SAII,Jl*CURRIJl 
CONTINUE 

CONTINUE 
SOLVE B VECTOR FROM TEMPH*B=TEMPV IEQ. 5.1-98) 
SOLVE A VECTOR FROH A:CURR+B IEQ S.l-6J 
H=l 
IJOB=O 
CALL LEQTlCITEHPH,N,N,TEHPY,H,N,IJOB,HA,IERJ 
DO 100 I=l,N 

Bl I >=TEMPVI I J 
AIIl:CURRCil+BCil 

CONTINUE 
C----- STEP 3: CALCULATE SN AND CN c 
c TEMP=SCCIZ,ZJ/((l.O,o.01-sccc1,11-scccz,211 

SOLVE FOR SN:SPP+SPC•TEMP•SCP CEQ. S.l-19) 
DO 110 I=l,N 

DO 120 .J:l ,N 
SNII,JJ=SPPII,.JJ+TEHP*SPCII,lJ*SCPCl,JJ 

lZO 
110 c 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
SOLVE FOR CN:SPC•TEHP*G IEQ. 5.1-211 
TEHP=C1.o,o.oJ/lll.O,O.Ol-SCCll,1J*SCCCZ,ZJJ 
DO 130 I=l,N 

130 c 
CNIIJ=TEHP*6*SPCCI,1J 

CONTINUE 
C----- STEP 41 PRINT OUT THE INPUTED OPTIONS c 

NRITE C6,131J HAXTRY,AERROR 
131 FORMAT ('1',l.SX,'•=•=••===> PROGRAM INFORMATION<•=•••••••'//' The 

$ maxilllUlll l"'\.l"tS for SANE is'rI4/' The maximun deviation of the large 
$st attenuation from unity is',El0.3/J 

HRITE 16,132) HAXIT,ERROR 
13Z FORMAT I' The maxilllUlll iterations for ~tons 111athod is' ,I4/' The 

$allowable error for the nonn of FCxJ is',El0.3/J 
IF IFIND.EQ. 'Y' l THEN 

HRITE 16,133) 
ELSE 

HRITE C6, 134 J 
ENDIF 
IF IPNTITS.EQ. 'Y' J THEN 

HRITE C6,135l 
ELSE 

HRITE C6,136J 
ENDIF 

133 FORMAT (' The values for the compensation ,,.,twork are to be fo 
$\.nd'/) 

134 FORMAT ( ' The values for the cmipensation network are to be input• 
$d'/) . 

135 FORMAT c• The infon.tion on the iterations is to be printed'/) 
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136 FORMAT(' The information on the iterations is not to be printed'/) 
c 
c---~- STEP 5: READ IN THE COMPENSATION VALUES IF REQUIRE. 
c 

IF <FIND.EQ. 'Y' J GOTO 
DO 210 I=l,N 

141 

220 
210 c 

READ (5,220) X<IJ 
FORMAT (2Fl0.5J 

CONTINUE 
c----- STEP 6: PRINT OVT THE INFORMATION ON THE NETWORK c 

141 
140 

HRITE (6,140lN,G,SCC(2,2J 
FORHAT( 'l',l5X,'=========> NETWORK INFORMATION<===•====•'//' The 

$network contains ',I4,' elements.'/ ' Hava impressed by tha genera 
$tor= I ',El2.4,',',El2.4,')'/ 'Reflection coefficient of the gena 
$rator = ( •,e12.4,•,•,E12.4,'l'/// 'The S-matrix of tha ant~ ar 
$ray is:'/) 

DO 160 I=l,N 
HRITE 16,l50llSA<I,JJ,J=l,Nl 

150 FORMAT! 3X,8( ' ( I ,F6. 3. I. I ,F6. 3.' ) ' ) J 
151 FORHATI 3X,9( ' ( ',F5.3, I. I ,F5.3, I)')) 
160 CONTINUE 

HRITE ( 6 , 170 ) 
170 FORHAT(/' The S-matrix for tha feed network is:'/) 

DO 180 I=l,N 
HRITE (6,l5lllSPP(I,Jl,J=l,Nl,SPC(I,1J 

180 CONTINUE 
HRITE (6,l51J<SCP(l,Jl,J=l,Nl,SCC(l,1J 
HRITE (6,190) 

190 FORMAT(/' The desired currents are:'/) 
HRITE (6,200llI,CURRlil,I=l,Nl 

200 FORHATl • CURRENT •,I4,' • 1 ',E12.~.·.·,E12.4,•1•1 
RETURN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~ * C* NEHTON * 
~ * C• This s\broutine will use Newton's methode to solve the * 
C• syst- of nonlinear equations. All necessary information is * 
C• passed through tha common statements. * 
~ * C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

c 

SUBROVTINE NEHTON 
PARAHETER <NE=2l 
COMPLEX AlNEl,B<NEJ,SN<NE,NEJ,CN<NEJ,FlNEJ,JO<NE,NEJ,X<NEJ, 

$DELTAX<NEJ 
REAL NORM 
INTEGER PLACE 
CHARACTER•l FIND,PNTITS 
COHMON/CONST/A,B,SN,CN,ERROR,HAXIT,HAXTRY,AERROR 
COMHON/RESLTl/F,X 
COHMON/RESLT2/JO 
COHHON/RESLT3/DELTAX,ALPHA 
COMHON/QUSTNS/FIND,PNTITS 
COHHON/FLAGS/PLACE,IT 
N=NE 
IT=O 

C-----STEP A: HAKE AN INITIAL GUESS FOR THE SOLUTION VECTOR X(NJ c 
DO 10 I=l,N 

XII )•C 1.0,1.0) 
10 CONTINUE c 

C-----STEP 8: CALCULATE THE HATRIX FlNJ FOR THE VALUES OF XlNJ c 
1000 CALL CALCF<F,XJ c 

C-----STEP C: CHECK TO SEE IF THE NORH OF F IS LESS THAN ERROR. IF IT 
C IS THEN GOTO TO STEP I. c 

PLACE=l 
IF (NQRH(f,NJ.LT.ERRORl GOTO 9998 c 

C-----STEP D: CALCULATE THE JACOBIAN HATRIX FOR THE VECTOR X<NJ c 
CALL CALCJO c 

C-----STEP E: CALCULATE DELTA<Nl HHERE DELTAlNl=-JOIN,Nl**-l*FlNJ. 
C FIND DELTAINJ FROM [JOJ[DELTAJ=C-Fl c 

DO 20 I=l,N 
DELTAXU J•-F(IJ 

20 CONTINUE 
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CALL 11ATSOLIJO,DELTAXJ c 
c-----STEP F: CALCULATE NEH SOLllTION VECTOR USING DAMPED NEHTON HETHOD c 

CALL DAMPEDINJ 
DO 30 I=l,N 

XIIl=XIIJ+ALPHA•DELTAXIIl 
30 CONTINUE c 

c-----STEP G: PRINT THE RESULTS OF THE ITERATION AND GOTO STEP I IF THE 
C HAXIHl.tt ITERATION HAS BEEN REACHED, c 

40 
50 
60 

61 c 

IT= IT+l 
IF I PNTITS.EQ. 'N' 1 GOTO 61 
HRITE 16,501 IT,ALPHA 
DO 40 I=l,N 

HRITEl6,601 I,XIIJ,CABSIXtill,PHASEtXIIJJ 
CONTINUE 
FORMAT I/' The rasul ts of the• ,I4, • iteration are as follows I alpha • = ',Fl0.5, I ) I) 

FORMATCSX,'XI ',I3,'). (',F8.5,' + 1 ,Fs,5,• J ) = 1 ,Fs,5,• •><Pl', 
$F8.3,' 1' 1 

PLACE=Z 
IF IIT.LT.HAXITJ GOTO 1000 

9998 RETURN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

C• * C• CALCF • 
~ . 
C• This subroutina will calculate the vector Fl NJ given a • 
C• independent vector XI N), Fl N 1 is calculated by the equation • 
C• 15.1-55 1, The argument in the PARAMETER statemant must be • 
C• changed to the correct value of N. • 
~ . 
C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

SUBROllTINE CALCFIF,XJ 
PARAMETER INE=ZJ 
COMPLEX Fl NE 1 ,XI NE 1 ,Al NE 1,BlNE1 ,SHI NE ,NE 1 ,CHI NE 1 
COHHON/CONST/A,8,SN,CN,ERROR,HAXIT,11AXTRY,AERROR 
N=NE 
DO 10 I=l,N 

FIIJ=XIIJ*CNIIJ-AIIJ 
DO 20 J=l,N 

FIIJ=FIIJ+BIJJ•XIIJ•XIJJ*SNII,JJ 
20 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

C• * 
C• CALCJO • 
~ . 
C• This S&broutine will calculate the Jacobian matrix JOCN,NJ. • 
C• The Jacobian is a fuoiction of the vector XINJ and consist of • 
C• partial derivatives of FINJ. These derivatives have been • 
C• predetermined and are coded into the subroutine. The argument • 
C• in the PARAMETER statement must be changed to the correct value • 
C• of N. • 
~ . C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

SUBROUTINE CALCJO 
PARAMETER INE=21 
COMPLEX AINEJ,BINEJ,SNINE,NEJ,CNINEJ,JOfNE,NEJ,XINEJ,FINEJ 
COHHON/CONST/A,B,SN,CN,ERROR,HAXIT,HAXTRY,AERROR 
COHMON/RESLTl/F,X 
C0tlt10N/RESLT2/JO 
N=NE 
DO 10 I=l,N 

DO 20 J•l,N 
IF II.NE.JJ THEN 

JOII,JJ=XIIJ•SNII,JJ*BIJ) 
ELSE 

JOII,J1=2•XIIJ*SNtI,J1*81IJ+cNtI> 
DO 30 K•l,N 

IF CK.NE.I> JOII,JJ•JOII,JJ+XIKJ*SNtI,KJ*BtKJ 
30 CONTINJE 

END IF 
20 CONTINJE 
10 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

C• * 
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cw DAMPED * 
cw * cw This subroutine will detennine the value of alpha necessary * 
C• to provide a damped Newton iteration I i. a so that the * 
C• nonn(FIX+alpha*deltaXll is less than the nonn(Flx)}, The * 
C• dimension of X must be passed in the parameter list. The * 
C• arguments in the COMPLEX statement must be changed to the correct• 
C• value of X. * 
~ * C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

SUBROUTINE DAMPED 
PARAMETER INE=2l 
REAL NORM 
COMPLEX FINEl,FTEMPINEl,XINEJ,XTEHPINEJ,DELTAXINEJ 
COMMON/RESLTl/F,X 
COHMON/RESLT3/DELTAX,ALPHA 
N=NE 
COUNT=O 
ALPHA=2.0 

10 ALPHA=ALPHA/2 
COUNT=COUNT+l 
IF ICOUNT.GT.101 GOTO 30 
DO 20 I=l,N 

XTEMPIIl=XIIl+ALPHA•OELTAXIIJ 
20 CONTINUE 

CALL CALCFIFTEMP,XTEMPJ 
IF INORHIFTEMP,Nl.GT.NORHIF,NlJ GOTO 10 

30 RETURN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

C• * C* NEHCN * 
~ * C• This subroutine calculates the CN corresponding to the * 
C• new generator value. • 
~ * C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

SUBROUTINE NEHCNICNl 
PARAMETER INE=2J 
COMPLEX ORGCNINEJ,CNINEJ 
COMHON/RESLTS/ORGCN,GHULT 
N=NE 
DO 10 I=l,N 

CNIIl=ORGCNIIlMGHULT 
10 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~ * Cw GETCUR * 
~ * C• This subroutine solves for the feed currents into the * 
C• anterna using the compensation networks which have been fOU1d. * 
C• The routine is designed as a check to assure the user that * 
C• the solutions to the nonlinear equations are indeed usable * 
C• solutions to the mutual ~ling problem. * 
~ * C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

c 

SUBROUTINE GETCUR 
PARAMETER INE=2> 
COMPLEX AINEl,BINEl,SNINE,NEl,CNINEl,TEMPSINE*2•NE•2l,TEMPCtNE*2l, 

$FINEl,XINEl,CURRINEl,SAINE,NEl,CHECKINE>,CNTINE>,SNTINE,NE> 
REAL HAINE•2) 
COMHON/CONST/A,B,SN,CN,ERROR,HAXIT,HAXTRY,AERROR 
COMHON/RESLTl/F,X 
COMHON/RESLT4/CHECK 
COHHON/INPTl/CURR,SA 
COHHON/MJHELE/N 

C----- STEP 1: INITIALIZE TEHPC AND TEHPS TO ZERO c 

c 

DO 3 I=l,N*2 
TEMPCIIJ•(O.o,o.oJ 
DO 4 J=l,N*2 

TEMPSII,JJ•IO.O,O.Ol 
4 CONTINUE 
3 CONTINUE 

C----- STEP Z: COMBINE COMPENSATION ELEMENTS HITH FEED NETWORK c 
DO 10 I=l,N 

CNTIIJ=CNIIl•XIIJ 
DO 20 J=l,N 

SNTII,JJ=SNII,JJ•XIIJ•XIJJ 
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20 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE c 

C----- STEP 3: SET UP THE MATRIX EQUATION DESCRIBING THE ENTIRE NETHORK c 

40 
30 

so c 

DO 30 I=l,N 
TEMPCCI>=CNTlI) 
DO 40 .J=l,N 

TEMPSCI+N,.J+N>=-SA(I,.J> 
TEMPSlI,.J>=-SNTlI,.JJ 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
DO SO I=l,N 

TEMPSCI,N+I>=c1.o,o.o> 
TEMPSCN+I,I>=ll.O,O.O> 

CONTINUE 
c----- STEP ft: SOLVE FOR THE CURRENTS c 

NZ=ZttN 
CALL LEQTlCCTEMPS,NZ.NZ.TEMPC,1.Nz.o,HA,IER> 
DO 60 I=l,N 

CHECKlI>=TEMPC(N+IJ-TEMPC(IJ 
60 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~- . 
C• MATSOL * 
~ . 
C• 'This· subroutine solves the nmtrix .iquation Ax=B. • 
~ . C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

c 

SUBROUTINE MATSOL u.e> 
PARAMETER CNE=Z> 
COMPLEX ACNE,NEJ,TEMP,B(NEJ 
REAL DI,HAX 
INTEGER IPIVOTCNE-lJ 
N=NE 

c-----STEP 1: FACTOR THE MATRIX INTO AN UPPER TRIANGUUR MATIX USING 
C IMPLICIT PIVOTING. 
c 

DO 10 K=l,N-1 c 
C PERFORM THE IMPLICIT PIVOTING c 

HAX=O.O 
DO ZO IROH=K,N 

DI=CABSCACIROH,KJ) 
DO 30 .J=K+l,N 

IF CDI.LT.CABS(AlIROH,.JJ)) DI=CABSlA(IROH,.JJJ 
30 CONTINUE 

IF CCABSlACIROH,KJl/DI.LE.HAXJ GOTO ZO 
IPIVOT (KJ=IROH 
HAX=CABS(A(IRON,K))/DI 

ZO CONTINUE c 
C CHANGE THE TWO RONS c 

DO SO I=K,N 
TEMP=AC K ,I ) 
ACK,I>=ACIPIVOTlKJ,IJ 
ACIPIVOTCKJ,IJ•TEHP 

SO CONTINUE c 
C ZERO THE K COL~ c 

70 
60 c 
10 c 

DO 60 I=K+l,N 
TEHP•-ACI,Kl/ACK,K> 
ACI,K>•TEMP 
DO 70 .J=K+l,N 

AlI,.J>=A(I,.J>+TEMP•ACK,JJ 
CONTINUE 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 

C-----STEP Z: 
c 

ESTABLISH THE CORRESPONDING B VECTOR 

c c c 

DO 61 K=l,N-1 
PIVOT THE B VECTOR 

TEMP=BCKJ 
BCK>=BCIPIVOTCKJJ 
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BIIPIVOTIK>>=TEMP c 
C PERFORM THE ROH MULTIPLICATIONS ON B 
c 

71 
61 c 

DO 71 .J=K+l,N 
81.Jl=BIK)•Al.J,K)+81.J) 

CONTil'IJE 
CONTINUE 

C-----STEP 3: 8ACKSOLVE c 
81NJ=81NJ/AIN,NJ 
DO 80 II=2,N 

I=N+l-II 
TEMP=BII J 

FOR THE SOLUTION VECTOR 

DO 90 .J=I+l,N 
TEMP=TEMP-81.JJ•AII,.J) 

90 CONTil'IJE 
81Il=TEMP/AII,IJ 

80 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~ . 
C* NORM * 
~ * C• This f~tion will return • value for 2 norm of the vector * 
C• specified in the parameter list. The dimension of· the vector * 
C• must also be supplied in the parameter list. * 
~ * C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

REAL FUNCTION NORMIVECTOR,NJ 
COMPLEX VECTORCNJ,TEMP 
TEMP=co.o,o.oJ 
DO 10 I=l,N 

TEMP=VECTORII)**2+TEMP 
10 CONTINUE 

NORM=CABSICSQRTITEHPIJ 
RETURN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~ . 
C• MAXIH * 
~ * C• This fuidtion will find the maxi- m:agii tude of the • 
C• elements in • vector of length n. * 
C* * C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

REAL FUNCTION MAXIMIN,VECTORJ 
COMPLEX VECTORINJ 
MAXIM=O.O 
DO 10 I=l,N 

IF CCABSCVECTORII>l.LT.MAXIM> GOTO 10 
MAXIM=CABSIVECTORCI)J 

10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~ . 
C• PHASE * 
~ . 
C• This ~tion returns the phase of the coinplex nunber • 
C• in the a~t. * 
~ * C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

FUNCTION PHASEIXJ 
COMPLEX X 
IF IREALIXJ.EQ.O.O> THEN 

PHASE=90.0 
ELSE 

IF IREALIX).GT.O.Ol THEN 
PHASE=ll80/3,141S9)*ATANIAIMAGIXl/REALIX>l 

ELSE 
PHASE•180.0 +1180/3.14159>•ATANIAIMAGIXJ/REALIXJl 

END IF 
ENDIF 
RETURN 
END 
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12. APPENDIX B: COlVIPUTER PROGRAM SANE-GECON . 

This chapter presents a brief description of the program SANE-GECON (Synthesis 

of Arrays with Network and Element Coupling-for GEneral COmpensation Networks). 

SANE-GECON is designed to determine the necessary parameters of a specified mutual 

coupling compensating network given the desired antenna feed currents and the S-matrix 

of both the feed network and the antenna array. The present code provides routines for 

attenuator-phase shifter, power divider, and transmission line compensation networks. 

A description of the code along with a User's Guide and program listing are included in 

this chapter. A detailed discussion of the theory used in SANE is presented in Chapter 

5. 

12.1 Description of the Code 

The program SANE-GECON consist of four primary blocks: 1) inputting the 

information and establishing the set of nonlinear equations for the compensation 

network, 2) determining the solution to the nonlinear equations, 3) verifying the 

solutions, and 4) displaying the parameters of the network. A block diagram of the 

program is shown in Fig. 12.1-1. 

The first task of establishing the set of nonlinear equations is handled by the 

subroutines INPUT, GENSC, and GENAB in a manner similar to that described in Fig. 

11.1-2. The nonlinear equations of(5.l-40) and (5.1-41) are then solved in NEWTON 

using the damped Newton's method as illustrated in Fig. IL 1-3. The results are 

displayed and verified in the subroutine RESL TS and CHKCUR. The subroutine 

CHKCUR is similar to that of GETCUR shown in Fig. 11.1-6. The final task of 

displaying the parameters of the compensation network is handled by the subroutine 

DISPLY. 
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START 

Input data 

Generate SN and CN 
from (5.1-19) and (5.1-20) 

Generate A A and BA 

from (5.l-9c) and (5.1-6) 

Find solutions to nonlinear 
equation 

Print results 

Calculate the feed currents 
with the the compensation network 

present 

Display results 

STOP 

Figure 12.1-1 Block diagram of tht: program SANE-GECON. 
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12.2 SANE-GECON User's Guide 

To use SANE-GECON two tasks must be performed. The first is to modify the 

parameter statements and the second is to create a data file. The parameter statements 

are of the form PARAMETER (NE= n,M = m), where n is the number of antenna 

elements in the network being considered, and m is the number of feed network ports 

connected to the compensation network. Thus, the proper values of n and m must be 

entered into the parameter statements. There are a total of eighteen parameter 

statements occurring at the beginning of the main program and also in the subroutines 

INPUT, ECHINP, RESLTS, GENAB GENSC, GENPAR, NEWTON, CHKSOL, 

CALCF, FELEMT, CALCJO, DAMPED, LF, CHKCUR, MASOL, DISPL Y, and SC. 

The data file is established as 1/0 unit 5 and consists of a set of card images 

containing the information required by SANE-GECON. Before describing the format 

of the data it is necessary to develop a convention for the numbering of the ports in the 

array network. Consider the general form of the network shown in Fig. 12.2-1. The 

ports on the feed network must be numbered so that the m + 1 port is that which is 

connected to the generator. The remaining m ports are the feeds to the compensation 

network and may be numbered in any convenient manner. The ports on the antenna 

array are numbered as desired, with the only restriction being that the numbering scheme 

must correspond to the S-matrix for the compensation network established in the 

subroutine SC. The feed currents are numbered consistent with the antenna ports. For 

example, the current 11 is that which flows into port 1 of the antenna array, and out of 

port 1 of the compensation network. 

With this notation in mind, the data file is set up as a series of card images as 

shown in Fig. 12.2-2. The first card contains the flag for printing the iterations in A3 

format with a value of 'YES' or 'NO'. The second card contains a flag for echoing the 

input with the same format. The third card contains the maximum number of iterations 
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antenna array 

1,t port 1 /2t port 2 Int port n 

-- -- - ,_ 

port 1 port 2 port n 

compensation .network 

port n+ 1 port n+2 port n +m 

-- -- --
port 1 port 2 port m 

feed network 

port m+ 1 

--
f'\J generator 

Figure 12.2-1 General form of a network handled by SANE-GECON. 
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Input file for SANE-GE.CON 

Actual input Description Format 

NO Print iterations A3 
YES Echo input J\3 
0040 Maximum iterations 14 

l.OE-05 Maximum error El2.5 
0000.10000 Typical X magnitude Fl0.5 
ATTENPHASE Compensation network AlO 
YES Input parameters A3 
01.00000E 01° Maximum F value· El2.5 
01.00000E 02° Maximum X value" El2.5 
0 l .OOOOOE-02° Minimum alpha value· El2.5 
YES" Self check" A3 
NO Global inital guess A3 

l.00000 1.00000 Initial guess for X( l) 2Fl0.5 
l.00000 1.00000·· Initial guess for X(2)'" 2Fl0.5 

1.00000 1.00000·· Initial guess for X(n + m)'" 2Fl0.5 
0.00000 0.00000 Generator value 2Fl0.5 
0.00000 0.00000 Reflection coef. 2Fl0.5 
0.00000 0.00000 Column 1 Feed S-matrix 2Fl0.5 

0.00000 0.00000 Column 2 Feed S-matrix 2Fl0.5 

0.00000 0.00000 Column m + 1 Feed S-matrix 2F10.5 

0.00000 0.00000 Column 1 Antenna S-matrix 2Fl0.5 

0.00000 0.00000 Column 2 Antenna S-matrix 2F10.5 

0.00000 0.00000 Column n Antenna S-matrix 2Fl0.5 

1.00000 0.00000 Current 11 2Fl0.5 
1.00000 0.00000 Current /2 2Fl0.5 

1.00000 0.00000 Current I,, 2Fl0.5 

• Not necessary iflnput parameters equals NO 
•• Not necessary if Global initial guess equals YES 

Figure 12.2-2 Set up of SANE-GECON data file. 
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in 14 format. Next the error criteria is given in E12.5 format followed by a typical value 

for the magnitude of the unknowns (used if finite difference approximation) in f 10.5 

format. The sixth card contains the type of compensation network being considered, 

where the present choices are ATTENPHASE, POWERDIVID, CHARACTIMP. 

These are in Al 0 format. The next card is a flag indicating if the program parameters 

are to be inputted. If 'YES' then four cards follow containing the maximum F value 

(E12.5), the maximum X value (El2.5), the minimum alpha (E12.5), and a flag indicating 

if the program should check for termination criteria other than convergence and 

maximum iterations (A3). The next card indicates if a global value for the initial guesses 

is to be used, or if individual values are to be entered. If 'YES' then one card must 

follow with the global guess (2FI0.5), otherwise n + m cards must follow (all in 2Fl0.5). 

The next two cards contain the value of the generator and its reflection coefficient in 

2FI0.5 format. If the value of the generator is given as (0,0) then the generator is viewed 

as a variable. The following (m + 1)2 cards contain the S-matrix of the feed in the same 

manner as described for SANE. Next are n2 cards containing the S-matrix of the 

antenna array, followed by n cards containing the desired feed currents. 

As an example consider case 3 of the network in Fig. 8.2-2, of which the data file 

is shown in Fig. 12.2-3. The corresponding output is shown in Fig. 12.2-4; note that the 

results where reported in Table 8.2-2. 
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NO 
NO 
0050 

1. OE-05 
0000.01000 
POWERDIVID 
YES 
01. OOOOOE 05 
01. OOOOOE 05 
01. OOOOOE-15 
YES 

NO 
0. 15000 
1. 00000 
1. 00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
1. 00000 
1. 00000 
0.00000 
0.20000 
-.25600 
-.25600 
0. 10000 
1. 00000 
0.00000 

o. 15000 
1. 00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0. 10000 
-. 18600 
-. 18600 
0. 15000 
0.00000 

-1. 00000 

Figure 12.2-3 SANE-GECON data file for network of Fig. 8.2·2. 
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=========> RESULTS <========= 
The program was successful on iteration 32 
The results are: 

XI 1 l = 
Generator = 

-0.11770 + 
0.00843 + 

0.11134 J) = 
-1.67422 J) = 

========> CHECK <======== 
The S-matdx for the compensation network is: 

1 COLUMN 2 CDLl.J1N 

0.16202 EXPI 136.58932 l 
1.67424 EXPI -89.71153 

3 CDLUtfl 
ROH 1 
ROH 2 
ROH 3 

0.04647 +-0.83670J 
0.26767 +-0.25322J 

-0.29240 + 0.27661J 

0.26767 +-0.25322J -0.29240 + 0.27661J 
0.16202 + O.OOOOOJ 0.91542 + O.OOOOOJ 
0.91542 + O.OOOOOJ 0.00000 + O.OOOOOJ 

The currents computed using the above compensation matrix are: 
Current! ll = 

Error = 
Currentl 21 = 

Error = 

1.00000 + O.OOOOOJJ = 
0.00000 {magnitude} 

0.00000 + -1.00000J) = 
0.00000 {magnitude} 

The parameters of the power divider are: 
Port % of input Phase shift 

nunber power relative to 

1 
2 

0.162015 
0.837985 

pod 2 

136.58932 
0.00000 

1.00000 EXP( -0.00009J) 

1.00000 EXPI 269.99976Jl 

Figure 12.2-4 The resulting output from data in Fig. 12.2-3. 
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C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~ * C• SANE - GECON * 
~ * C* Synthesis of Arrays with NetwoM<. and Element ~ling - * 
C* . for GEneral COmpensation Networks * 
~ * cw AUTiiOR: R. Stephen Smith * 
C* LANGUAGE: FORTRAN * 
C* REVISION: 04/Z7/86 * 
~ * C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

PARAMETER INE=8,H=81 
CHARACTER*3 ECHOIP,PNTITS,INPARH,GINGES 
COMMON/OPTION/HAXIT,ERROR,TYPXM,PNTITS,ECHOIP,INPARH,GINGES 
COMMON/STUCK/VALUE,SNEH,SOLD 
SOLD=O 
VALUE=0.00001 
CALL INPUT 
IF IECHOIP.EQ.'YES'J CALL ECHINP 
CALL GENSC 
CALL GENAB 
CALL NEHTON 
CALL RESLTS 
CALL CHKCUR 
CALL DISPLY 
STOP 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~ * C• INPUT * 
~ * C• PARAMETERS: SA,SF ,CURR,G,GAHG * 
C* SUPPORT: none * 
C• DESCRIPTION: This subroutine will input the data on the genera- * 
C• tor, the feed netwoM<., the antenia array, and the desired * 
C• currants. Also the options are inputted. * 
~ * C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

c 

SUBROUTINE INPUT 
PARAMETER INE=8,H=8J 
COHPLEX•16 SAINE,NEJ,SFIH+l,H+lJ,CURRINEJ,G,GAMG 

&,XINE+Hl,JOINE+H,NE+HJ 
REAL FHUGE,XHUGE,HINALP,HACHEP,SQRTHE 
CHARACTER*3 PNTITS,ECHOIP,INPARH,GINGES,SELFCX 
CHARACTER*lO COMPNT • 
COMHON/OPTION/HAXIT,ERROR,TYPXM,PNTITS,ECHOIP,INPARH,GINGES 
COHl'ION/INPT/SA,SF,CURR,G,GAHG 
COMMON/JOINFO/JO,X 
COHl10N/SCINFO/COHPNT 
COMMON/PRPARM/FHUGE,XHUGE,HINALP,SELFCX 
COHHON/HACHPA/HACHEP,SQRTHE 

C-----STEP 1: INPUT OPTIONS c 
READ 15,101 PNTITS,ECHOIP,HAXIT,ERROR,TYPXM,COt1PNT,INPARH 

10 FORMAT IA3/A3/I4/ElZ.5/Fl0.5/Al0/A31 c 
C-----STEP 1.Z: INPUT PROGRAM PARAMETERS c 

c 

IF IINPARH.EQ. 'YES' I THEN 
READ 15,lZI FHUGE,XHUGE,HINALP,SELFCX 

12 FORMAT IE12.5/El2.5/El2.5/A3J 
ELSE 

CALL GENPAR 
END IF 

C-----STEP 1.5: CALCULATE MACHINE EPSILON c 

c 

HACHEP=z.o 
14 HACHEP=HACHEP/Z.0 

IF IHACHEP+l.O.GT.1.01 GOTO 14 
HACHEP=HACHEP*Z.O 
SQRTHE=SQRTIHACHEPJ 

C-----STEP 1.7: INPUT THE INITIAL GUESS c 

c 

READ 151161 GINGES 
16 FORMAT I A3 l 

READ 15,ZOJ Xlll 
DO 18 I=Z,NE+H 

IF IGINGES.EQ.'YES'J XIIJ=Xlll 
IF IGINGES.NE.'YES'J READ 15,ZOJ XIII 

18 CONTINUE 
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c-----STEP 2: INPUT THE GENERATOR INFORMATION c 

c 

20 FORMAT 12Fl0.Sl 
READ IS,201 G 
READ cs,201 GAMG 

c-----STEP 3: INPUT FEED S-HATRIX c 
DO 40 I=l,H+l 

SFIJ,IJ 
30 
40 c 

DO 30 J=l,H+l 
READ 1s,201 

CONTIMJE 
CONTIMJE 

C-----STEP 4: INPUT ANTE~ S-HATRIX c 
DO 60 I=l,NE 

DO 50 J=l,NE 
so 
60 c 

READ IS,20) SAIJ,IJ 
CONTIMJE 

CONTINUE 
C-----STEP S: INPUT CURRENTS c 

DO 70 I=l,NE 
READ 1s,201 CURRIIJ 

70 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~ * C• ECHINP - ECHo INPut * 
~ * C• PARAMETERS: SA,SF,CURR,G,GAMG,HAXIT,ERROR,PNTITS * 
C• SUPPORT: none * 
C• DESCRIPTION: This subr-outine echoes the inputted values for the * 
C• ~rator, the feed netwol"'i<., the antenna array, the * 
C• desired currents, and the options. * 
~ * C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

c 

SUBROUTINE ECHINP 
PARAMETER INE=8,H=8l 
COMPLEX•l6 SAINE,NEJ,SFIH+l,H+lJ,CURRINEJ,G,GAHG 
REAL HACHEP,SQRTME,FHUGE,XHUGE,HINALP 
COMPLEX•l6 XINE+HJ,JOINE+H,NE+Hl 
CHARACTER•3 PNTITS,ECHOIP,INPARH,GINGES,SELFCK 
CHARACTER•lO COMPNT 
COMMON/INPT/SA,SF,CURR,G,GAMG 
COMMON/OPTION/HAXIT,ERROR,TYPXH,PNTITS,ECHOIP,INPARH,GINGES 
COMMON/SCINFO/COMPNT 
COMMON/HACHPA/MACHEP,SQRTME 
COMMON/JOINFO/JO,X 
COHMON/PRPARH/FHUGE,XHUGE,HINALP,SELFCK 

C---- STEP 1: PRINT THE INPUTTED INFORMATION c 
HRITE 16,101 PNTITS,ERROR,HAXIT,TYPXH 

10 FORMAT I 21X,'======••=> OPTIONS <=••=====•'//lX,'Iteration ck.Ill 
&p = ',A3/1X, 'Error for nonn of system =' ,El2.4/1X, 'HaxilllUI number 
&of iterations •',I4/' Typical X value •',FlO.SJ 
HRITE 16,111 HACHEP 

11 FORMAT I' The machine ~silon •' ,El2.4J 
IF IINPARH.EQ. 'YES') THEN 

HRITE 16,121 
12 FORMAT I' The program parameters are inputed as:') 

ELSE 
HRITE 16, 13 J 

13 FORMAT I' The program para1H1ters are default values:') 
END IF 
HRITE 16 ,14) SELFCK, FHUGE ,)<HUGE ,HINALP 

14 FORMAT ( 6X, 'Self check • ',A3/6X, 'Haxi111U111 F value =' ,E12.4/ 
& 6X,'Haxi1111.111 X value •',E12.4/6X,'HinilllUI Alpha•'• 
& E12.41 
HRITE 16 , 15 l 

1S FORMAT (' The initial guess for the solution vector is:') 
DO 19 I=l,NE+H 

HRITE 16,16) I,XIIJ 
16 FORMAT 16X,'XI ',I3,'J •',FlO.s,• +',FlO.S,'J'J 
19 CONTINUE 

IF ICOMPNT.EQ.'POHERDIVID'J HRITE 16,211 
IF ICOMPNT.EQ.'ATTENPHASE'I HRITE 16,221 
IF ICOHPNT.EQ.'CHARACTIHP'J HRITE 16,231 
IF ICOMPNT.EQ.'SHUNTIMPED'l HRITE 16,241 
IF ICOMPNT.EQ.'SERIESIMPD' l HRITE 16,ZSJ 
IF ICOMPNT.EQ.'PHASESHIFT'J HRITE 16,261 

21 FORMAT llX,'The compensation netwol"'i<. being used is a multi-port po 
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22 
23 
24 
ZS 

26 

20 

30 

40 

so 

&wer divider'/) 
FORMAT I ix, 'The compensation network being used is series attanuat 

&or-phase shifters'/) 
FORMAT I ix, 'The compensation network being used is microstrip line 

&s'/) 
FORMAT (ix, 'The compensation network being used is shuit impedance 

&s'/) 
FORMAT (ix, 'The compensation network being used is series impedanc 

&es'/) 
FORMAT I ix, 'The optimization network being used is series phase sh 

&i fters '/ l 
HRITE 16,20lNE,H,GAHG 
FORMATI // 15X,'=========> NETHORK INFORMATION<========='//' The 

&network contains ',I4,' elements.'/ 'The feed has •,I4,' ports•/ 
&'Reflection coefficient of the generator= I ',E12,4,•,•,E12.4,'l' 
&l 

& 

IF IG.EQ.10.0,0.0ll THEN 
HRITE I 6 ,30 l 
FORMAT(' The wave impressed by tha generator is a variable'///) 

ELSE 
HRITE 16,40) G 
FORMAT I ' Tha wave impressed by the generator = I ',ElZ.4,', ', 

ElZ.4, • J • /// l 
ENOIF 
HRITE (6,50) 
FORMAT I' THE S-HATRIX OF THE ANTE~ ARRAY IS:'/) 
DO 70 I=l,NE 

HRITE I 6 ,60 l I SAi I ,J) ,J=l ,NE l 
60 FORMAT 13X,101 'I ',F6.3,',',F6.3,'J')J 
70 CONTINUE . 
80 

HRITE 16,801 
FORMAT I//' THE S-HATRIX OF THE FEED NETI«>RK IS:'/) 
DO 100 I=l,H+l 
HRITE 16,901 ISFII,JJ,J•l,H+l) 

90 FORMAT I 3X,101 'I ',F5.3,',' ,F5.3,')' J J 
100 CONTINUE 

HRITE 16,llOJ 
110 FORMAT I//' THE DESIRED CURRENTS ARE:'/J 

HRITE 16,lZOJ II,CURRIIJ,I=l,NEJ 
120 FORMAT I' CURRENT',I3,' = l',ElZ.4, 1 ,•,E1Z.4,')') 

RETURN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~ . 
C• RESL TS - RESuL TS * 
~ . 
C• PARAMETERS: X,SUCESS,IT ,GVAR * 
C• SUPPORT: PHASE * 
C• DESCRIPTION: This s\.broutine will print the results of the * 
C• progra•. * 
~ * C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

c 

SUBROUTINE RESLTS 
PARAMETER INE=8,M=8J 
COMPLEX•l6 JOINE+H,NE+HJ,XINE+HJ,SN(H,HJ,CNIHJ 
CHARACTER•3 SUCESS,GVAR 
REAL PHASE 
COHMON/JOINFO/JO,X 
COMHON/FLAGS/IT,SUCESS 
COHMON/FEED/SN,CN,GVAR 

c-----STEP l: PRINT RESULTS c 
10 

zo 

30 

40 
50 

60 

HRITE f 6,10 J 
FORMAT l///Zix,••===••=••> RESULTS<==••=••=•'/) 
IF ISUCESS.EQ. 'YES') THEN 

HRITE 16,ZOl IT 
FORMAT ( 'Tha program was successful on iteration' ,I4/ 

& 'Tha results are: '/J 
ELSE 

HRITE 16,301 IT 
FORMAT I 'The p1"09ram was t.l"lsuccassful after' ,I4, • iterations'/ 

'The last solution guess was:'/) & 
ENOIF 
DO 50 I=l,NE-1 

HRITE 16,401 I,XIIl,OCABSIXII)J,PHASEIXIIJJ 
FORMATI sx, 'XI • ,I3,. ) = ( • ,Flz.s,. + • ,FlZ.S,. 

• EXP<• ,F12.s, • 1• 1 & 
CONTINUE 
IF I GVAR. EQ. 'YES' l THEN 

J) • I ,FlZ.5, 

HRITE 16,601 XINEJ,OCABSIXINEJl,PHASEIXINElJ 
FORMAT15X,'Generator =I 1 ,F12.s,• + ',Flz.s,• 

' EXPI ',FlZ.5,' J' J 
J) • I ,Fl2.5, 

& 
ELSE 

HRITE 16,401 NE,XINE),OCABSIXINE)J,PHASEIXINEJJ 
END IF 
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RETIJRN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~ * C* GENAS - GENerate A and B * 
~ * C• PARAMETERS: A,B,SA,CURR * 
C• SUPPORT: HATSOL * 
C• DESCRIPTION: This subroutine generates the vectors A and B given • 
C* the S-matrix of the antenna array and the normalized current• 
C• vector. The process follows eqs. (5.1-9) and (5.1-6). * 
~ * C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

SUBROUTINE GENAS 
PARAMETER INE=8,H=8l 
COHPLEX•l6 AINEJ,BINEJ,SAINE,NEJ,SFIH+l,H+lJ,CURRINEJ,TEHPVtNEJ, 

& TEHPHINE,NEJ,G,GAHG 
COHHON/HAVES/A,8 
COtf10N/INPT/SA,SF,CURR,G,GAHG c 

C-----STEP 1: MULTIPLY SA BY CURR c 

10 
20 c 

DO 20 I=l,NE 
TEHPVIIJ=(O.O,Q.0) 
DO 10 J=l,NE 

TEHPVtIJ=TEHPVIIJ+SA(I,JJMCURRtJ) 
CONTINUE 

CONTINUE 
C-----STEP 2: FORM c I I-SA> 

DO 40 I=l,NE 
DO 3D J=l,NE 

TEHPHII,J)z-SA(I,JJ 
30 CONTINUE 

TEHPHCI,IJ=TEHPH(I,IJ+(l.O,o.o> 
40 CONTINUE c 

c-----STEP 3: SOLVE FOR 8 FROM TEHPH*B=TEHPV IEQ. S.1-98) AND A FROH 
C A=CURR+B IEQ. 5.1-6) c 

CALL HATSOL INE,TEHPV,TEHPHJ 
DO SO I=l,NE 

Bl I l=TEMPVI I) 
AIIJ=CURRIIJ+BIIJ 

SO CONTINUE 
RETIJRN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~ * C• GENSC - GENarate Sn and Cn * 
C* * C• PARAMETERS: SN,CN,SF ,G,GAHG * 
C• SUPPORT: none * 
C• DESCRIPTION: This subroutine will generate the matrix SN and the * 
C• vector CN given the S-matrix for feed and the generator * 
C• magnitude and reflection coefficient. If the generator * 
C• value is equal to 10.0,0.01 it will ba assumed to baa * 
C• variable. The process follows (5.1-19) and 15.1-201. * 
~ * C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

c 

SUBROUTINE GENSC 
PARAMETER INE=8,H=8J 
COMPLEX•l6 SN(H,HJ,CN(HJ,SAINE,NEJ,SFCH+l,H+lJ,CURRINEJ,G, 

&GAHG,TEH 
CHARACTER•3 GVAR 
C0tf10N/FEED/SN,CN,GVAR 
COMHON/INPT/SA,SF,CURR,G,GAHG 

C-----STEP l: CALCULATE SN FROH <S.l-191 c 

10 
20 c 

TEHP=GAHG/lll.o,o.oJ-SFIH+l,H+lJ*GAHGJ 
DO 20 I=l,H 

DO 10 J=l,H 
SN(I,JJ=SF(I,JJ+TEHP•SF(I,H+ll*SFIH+l,JJ 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 

C-----STEP 2: CALCULATE CN FROM c 15.1-20) 
TEHP=c1.o,o.OJ/((l.O,O.OJ-SFIH+l,H+lJ*GAHGJ 
IF IG.EQ.I0.0,0.0)) THEN 

GVAR='YES' 
DO 30 I=l,H 

CNCIJ=TEHP•SFII,H+l) 
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30 CONTINUE 
ELSE 

GVAR='NO I 

DO 40 I=l,H 
CNCI>=TEHP*G*SFCI,H+l) 

40 CONTINUE 
END IF 
RETIJRN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~ . 
C• GENPAR - GENarate PARamaters • 
~ . 
C• PARAMETERS: FHUGE,XHUGE,HINALP,SELFCK • 
C• SUPPORT: none * 
C• DESCRIPTION: This subroutine will generate the program parameters• 
C• if they are not specified by the user • 
~ . C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

SUBROUTINE GENPAR 
PARAMETER INE=8,H=8l 
REAL XHUGE,FHUGE,HINALP,HAXX 
COHPLEX•16 XINE+H),JOINE+H,NE+H),FJCNE+HJ 
CHARACTER•3 SELFCK 
COHHON/JOINFO/JO,X 
COMHON/PRPARH/FHUGE,XHUGE,HINALP,SELFCK 
HAXX=O.O 
DO 10 I=l,NE+H 

IF I DCABSI XC Ill .GT .HAXX J HAXX=DCABSC XC I 11 
10 CONTINUE 

XHUGE=lOO.O•HAXX 
CALL CALCFI FJ ,X 1 
FHUGE=lOO.O•DNORMCFJ,NE+HJ 
t1INALP=9.0E-05 
SELFCK='YES' 
RETIJRN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~ . 
C• NEHTON - NEHTON Is .. thocl • 
~ . 
C• PARAMETERS: X,F ,JO * 
C• SUPPORT: CALCF,CALCJO,DAHPED,NORM,CHKSOL,NEHGES • 
C• DESCRIPTION: This subroutine uses ~ton's method to solve the • 
C• system of nonlinear equations. The Jacobian matrix is • 
C• formed using numerical approximation I Secant method 1. n. • 
C• theory used is that of Section 5.3. • 
~ . C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

SUBROUTINE NEHTON 
PARAMETER INE=8,t1=8J 
COMPLEX•16 XINE+HJ,JOINE+H,NE+HJ,DELTAXINE+HJ,FINE+HJ 
REAL ERROR,NORM,PHASE 
INTEGER HAXIT,IT 
CHARACTER•3 PNTITS,SUCESS,ECHOIP,INPARM,GINGES 
LOGICAL ITSOK,ALPHOK 
COl'IMON/OPTION/HAXIT,ERROR,TYPXM,PNTITS,ECHOIP,INPARM,GINGES 
COMHON/DPINFO/RESLOP,ALPHOK,DELTAX,F 
COMHON/JOINFO/JO,X 
COMMON/FLAGS/IT,SUCESS 
COMMON/STIJCK/VALUE,SNEH,SOLD 
IT=l 
SUCESS•'YES' 
IF CPNTITS.EQ.'YES'J HRITE 16,101 

10 FORMAT I/// l6X,'••••=====> ITERATION DUHP <=•••••as•'/) c 
C-----STEP Z: CALCULATE THE F VECTOR FOR THE PRESENT VALUE OF X c 

30 CALL CALCFIF,Xl c 
c-----STEP 3: CHECK TO SEE IF THE NORM OF F IS LESS THAN THE DESIRED ERR c 

CHECKV=DNORMIF,NE+HJ 
SNEH=CHECKV 
IF ICHECKV.LT.ERRORJ GOTO 100 
IF IIT.NE.l.AND.PNTITS.EG.'YES') HRITEl6,35) CHECKV 

35 FORMAT ISX, 'Tha nonn of FIX) •' ,ElS.S//) c 
c-----STEP ft: ESTIMATE THE JACOBIAN FOR THE VECTOR F c 

CALL CALCJO c 
C-----STEP 5: CALCULATE DELTAX AS IN 15.3-151 
c 

DO ftO I=l,NE+H 
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DELTAXII J:s-FII J 
40 CONTINUE 

CALL HATSOL INE+H,DELTAX,JOJ c . 
c-----STEP 6: CALCULATE NEH SOLUTICJll VECTOR USING DAMPED NEHON'S HETHOD c 

CALL DAMPED IALPHAJ 
DO 50 I=l,NE+H 

XIIJ=XIIJ+ALPHA•DELTAXIIJ 
50 CONTINUE c 

c-----STEP 7: PRINT THE RESULTS OF THE ITERAnCJllS c 

55 
60 

70 

HRITE 110,551 IT-1,CHECKV 
IF IPNnTS.NE.'YES'J GOTO 90 
FORHAT I 'The pl"Ogra111 is on iteration' ,13, • with NonnlfJ:s• ,E12.5J 
HRITE 16 ,60 J IT 
FORMAT I/' For itaration',I4,':'J 
DO 80 I=l,NE+H 

I 

HRITE 16,70) I,XIIJ,DCABSIXlIJJ,PHASEIXIIJJ 
FORMAT 11ox,•x1•,I3,•1 .. ( •,Fl2.5,' +',F12.5,' J) :s',Fl2.5, 

I EXPl',F9.4,'J )') 
80 CONnNUE 

HRITE 16,651 ALPHA 
65 FORHAT I 5X, •Alpha used in damped newton • • ,E15. 5 J 

IF l.NOT.ALPHOKJ HRITE (6,851 
85 FORMAT 15X,'This alpha did not satisfy the descent constraint'> 

HRITE 16,751 RESLOP 
75 FORMAT 15X,'Tha slope of flXJ at this iteration =0 ,E12.5J c 

c-----STEP 8: TERMINATE ITERAnON PROCESS c 
90 IT=IT+l 

CALL CHKSOL IITSOKJ 
IF l.NOT.ITSOKJ GOTO 95 
IF I IT .LT .HAXIT+ll GOTO 30 

95 SUCESS:s'NO I 

100 RETURN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~ * C• CHKSOL - CHacK SOLution * 
~ . 
C• PARAMETERS: >C,ITS-QK * 
C* SUPPORT: none * 
C• DESCRIPnON: This subroutine will chack to s- if the solution • 
C• vector is of a r-sonabla value. • 
~ . 
C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

SUBROUTINE CHKSOL IITSOKJ 
PARAMETER INE=8,H=8J 
COHPLEX•16 XINE+HJ,JOINE+H,NE+HJ,DELTAXINE+HJ,FINE+HJ 
REAL XHUGE,FHUGE,HINALP,HACHEP,SQRTHE 
CHARACTER•3 SELFCK 
LOGICAL ITSOK,ALPHOK 
COl'IHON/JOINFO/JO,X 
COMHON/PRPARH/FHUGE,>CHUGE,HINALP,SELFCK 
COHHON/DPINFO/RESLOP,ALPHOK,DELTAX,F 
COMMON/HACHPA/HACHEP,SQRTHE 
COMHON/ST\JCK/VALUE,SNEH,SOLD 
ITSOK :s .TRUE. 
DO 10 I=l,NE+H 

IF IDCABSIXIIJJ.GT.XHUGEJ THEN 
IF fSELFCK.EQ,'YES'J ITSOK •.FALSE. 
HRITE 16,30) 
IF ISELFCK.EQ. 1 YES 1 J THEN 

GOTO Z5 
ELSE 

HRITE 16, 70 ) 
END IF 

END IF 
10 CONTINUE 

IF IDNORHIDELTA>C,NE+HJ.LT.HACHEP•O.OOOOl•DNORH(>C,NE+HJJ THEN 
IF ISELFCK.EQ.'YES') ITSOK •.FALSE. 
HRITE 16,401 

END IF 

IF ISELFCK.EQ, 'YES') THEN 
GOTO Z5 

ELSE 
HRITE 16, 70 J 

END IF 
DD 20 I:sl,NE+H 

IF IDCABSIFIIJJ.GT.FHUGEJ THEN 
IF ISELFCK.EQ.'YES'J ITSOK •.FALSE. 
HRITE I 6 ,50 J 
IF lSELFCK.EQ.'YES'J THEN 
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GOTO 2S 
ELSE 

HRITE (6,701 
ENO IF 

END IF 
20 CONTINUE 
2S HRITE 16,60) 

IF ISNEH.GT.SOLD> THEN 
HRITE 110,801 VALUE 

80 FORMAT ( '***** Program 11111y be stuck *****' l 
END IF 
SOLD=SNEH 

30 FORMAT (//'***** ITERATION TERMINATED DUE TO EXCESS VALUE IN VECTO 
&R X *****' l 

40 FORMAT I//'***** ITERATION TERMINATED DUE TO EXTREMELY SHALL CHANG 
&E IN SOLUTION *****I I 

50 FORMAT (//'***** ITERATION TERMINATED DUE TO EXCESS VALUE IN VECTO 
&R F( X l *****' l 

60 FORMAT I//' To prevent program stop specify SELF CHECK =i NO i 
&n data file'//) 

70 FORMAT I//' Progra• execution continued due to SELF CHECK =i N 
&o'//) 

RETURN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~ * C* CALCF - CALCulata Fl x l * 
~ * C* PARAMETERS: F ,x,A,B,SN,CN * 
C* SUPPORT: FELEHT * 
C• DESCRIPTION: This subroutine will calculate the vector F given * 
C• a vector X. The vector F which is returned is the values * 
C• of the sat of nonlinear equations. * 
~ * C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

c 

SUBROUTINE CALCFCF,Xl 
PARAMETER INE=8,H=81 
COHPLEX•l6 FINE+Hl,FELEKT,XINE+Hl 

C-----STEP 1: GENERATE THE F"VECTOR c 
DO 10 K=l,NE+H 

FIKl=FELEKT(K,Xl 
10 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~ * C* FELEKT - Fix) ELEHenT * 
~ * C• PARAMETERS: K,X,A,B,SN,CN * 
C* SUPPORT: SC * 
C• DESCRIPTION: This function returns the Kth element of the vector * 
C• F for a given vector X. In other words, it returns the * 
C• value of the Kth nonlinear equation evaluated with the * 
C• values in X. * 
~ * C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

c 

FUNCTION FELEKT I K ,X > 
PARAMETER INE=8,H=81 
COMPLEX•l6 XINE+Hl,FELEKT,FELEH,Tl,SC 

& ,Al NE ),Bl NE l ,SN! H,H l,CNI H l 
CHARACTER•3 GVAR 
COMHON/HAVES/A,B 
COMHON/FEED/SN,CN,GVAR 

c-----STEP 1: GENERATE FIKl FROH 15.1-401 OR 15.1-411 c 
IF IK.LE.NEl THEN 

FELEH=-AC Kl 
ELSE 

FELEH=-XI K) 
END IF 
DO 10 I=l,NE 

FELEH=FELEH+SCIK,I,Xl*BII> 
10 CONTINUE 

DO 30 I=l,H 
Tl=SCCK,NE+I,Xl 
IF IGVAR.EQ. 'YES' l THEN 

FELEH=FELEH+Tl*CNCI>•XINEl 
ELSE 

FELEH=FELEH+Tl*CN(Il 
END IF 
DO 20 Jzl,H 

FELEH=FELEH+Tl•SN(I,Jl•XINE+J) 
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20 CONTINUE 
30 CONTINUE 

FELEHT=FELEM 
RETURN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~ . 
C• CALCJO • CALCulate the JacObian * 
~ . 
C• PARAHETERS: F,X,LASTX • 
C• SUPPORT: FELEHT • 
C• DESCRIPTION: This subroutine will estimate the Jacobian of the * 
C• vector F using the last two guesses for the solution vector • 
C• X. The process is a nunerical approximation to (5.3•8). • 
~ * C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

SUBROUTINE CALCJO 
PARAHETER (NE=8,H=8J 
COMPLEX•16 STEPSZ,XINE+MJ,JO(NE+H,NE+HJ,TEMPJ,TEHPX(NE+HJ 

&,DELTAX(NE+HJ,FELEHT,F(NE+HJ 
REAL MACHEP,TYPXH,11AXIT,ERROR 
LOGICAL ALPHOK 
CHARACTER•3 PNTITS,ECHOIP,INPARM,GINGES 
COMMON/JOINFO/JO,X 
COMMON/DPINFO/RESLOP,ALPHOK,OELTAX,F 
COMMON/HACHPA/HACHEP,SQRTME 
COMHON/OPTION/MAXIT,ERROR,TYPXH,PNTITS,ECHOIP,INPARM,GINGES 

C THE STUCK BLOCK IS A PERVISION FOR FUTURE ROUTINES HHICH HIGHT 
C CHANGE VALUE HHEN IT IS DETECTED THAT THE PROGRAM IS STUCK 
C IN CHKSOL 

COMl10N/STUCK/VALUE,SNEH,SOLD c 
C-----STEP 1: SET TEHPX EQUAL TO X c 

c 

DO 6 I=l,NE+H 
TEMPX( I J•X( I) 

6 CONTINUE 
C·--·-STEP 2: ESTIMATE THE JACOBIAN MATRIX c 

DO 20 J•l,NE+H 
IF ( DCABS( XI J J J. GT. TYPXH J THEN 

STEPSZ•VALUE•XIJJ 
ELSE 

STEPSZ=SQRTHE•TYPXH*Cl.0,1.0J 
END IF 

C THE NEXT TI«> LINES ARE A TRICK TO IMPROVE ACCURACY 
TEHPJ•X(JJ+STEPSZ 
STEPSZ=TEHPJ·XCJJ 
TEHPXCJJ=XCJJ+STEPSZ 
DO 10 I=l,NE+H 

JOII,JJ•CFELEHTII,TEHPXJ•FIIJJ/STEPSZ 
10 CONTINUE 

TEHPXIJl•XIJJ 
20 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

C• * C• DAMPED - DAMPED ,_.,ton para-tar • 
C• * C• PARAMETERS: X,DELTAX,F * 
C• · SUPPORT: GRAD ,CALCF ,LF * 
C• DESCRIPTION: This function returns the value for the alphm needed* 
C• in the dal!IP9Cf Newton's method. The theory for this -thod • 
C• is shcMn in CS.3-17> and (5.3-18) • 
C• * C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

SUBROUTINE DAMPED (ALPHA> 
PARAMETER CNE=8,H=8J 
REAL LANDA,U,L,HINALP,NORM,LEFTSD,RIGTSD,LF,INSQRT 
LOGICAL ALPHOK . 
CHARACTER•3 SELFCK 
COHPLEX•16 JO(NE+H,NE+Hl,XINE+HJ,XTEHPINE+HJ,DELTAXINE+HJ 

&,FINE+HJ,FTEMP(NE+HJ,TEHPJ,INSLOP 
COMMON/JOINFO/JO,X 
COHHON/DPINFO/RESLOP,ALPHOK,DELTAX,F 
COMHON/PRPARM/FHUGE,XHUGE,HINALP,SELFCK 
ALPHA=l.D 
LANDA=l.OE-02 
U=0.5 
L=0.1 
FO=LF(F) 
ALPHOK•.TRUE. 
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IT=O c 
c-----STEP 1: CALCULATE THE INinAL SLOPE IN THE DIRECnON OF DELTAX c 

c 

INSLOP=lo.o,o.OJ 
DO 15 I=l,NE+H 

TEHPJ=co.0,0.01 
DO 10 .J=l,NE+H 

. TEHP.J=TEHP.J+CONJGIFl.JJJ•.JO(.J,IJ 
10 CONTINUE 

INSLOP=INSLOP+TEHPJ•DELTAXIIJ 
15 CONTINUE 

RESLOP=REALIINSLOPJ 
c-----STEP Z: CALCULATE A NEH TEMPORARY SOLunON VECTOR AND ALPHA•DELTAX c 

20 DO 30 I=l,NE+H 
XTEHPIIJ=XIIJ+ALPHA•DELTAXIIJ 

30 CONnNUE c 
c-----STEP 3: TEST THE NEH SOLunON VECTOR c 

CALL CALCFIFTEHP,XTEHPJ 
FPREV=LFI FTEHP J 
IF IFPREY.LT.FO+ALPHA•LANDA•RESLOPJ RETURN c 

c-----STEP 4: SEE IF LIMIT HAS BEEN REACHED FOR ALPHA c 

c 

IF IALPHA.LT.HINALPJ THEN 
ALPHOK=.FALSE. 
RETURN 

END If 
c----STEP 5: CALCULATE A NEH ALPHA c 

If IALPHA.EQ.l.OJ THEN 
c USE QUADRAnc HODEL 

ALTEHP=-RESLOP/12•1FPREV-FO-RESLOPJJ 
ELSE 

C USE CUBIC HODEL 
CONSTl=l.O/IALPHA-ALPREYJ 
CONST2=FPREY-FO-RESLOP•ALPHA 
CONST3=F2PREV-FO-RESLOP•ALPREV 
A=CONSTl•ICONST2/IALPHA .. 2J-CONST3/IALPREV .. 2JJ 
B=CONSTl•ICONST3•ALPHA/IALPREY .. 2J-CONST2•ALPREV/IALPHA .. 2JJ 
INSQRT=B .. 2-3.0•A•RESLOP 
If IA.EQ.O.OJ THEN 

c THE CUBIC IS A QUADRAnc 
ALTEHP=-RESLOP/12.0•BJ 

ELSE 
ALTEHP=l-B+SQRTIINSQRTJJ/13.0*BJ 

END If 
IF IALTEHP.GT.0.5•ALPHAJ ALTEHP=0.5•ALPHA 

END If 
ALPREV=ALPHA 
F2PREY=FPREV 
If IALTEHP.LT.O.l•ALPHAJ THEN 

ALPHA=O.l•ALPHA 
ELSE 

ALPHA=ALTEHP 
END IF c 

c----STEP 6: CHECK ITEAAnON COUNT c 
IT=IT+l 
If IIT.LT.ZOJ GOTO 20 
ALPHOK:s.fALSE. 
RETURN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~ * C• LF - Little F function * 
~ . 
C• PARAMETERS: F * 
C• SUPPORT: none * 
C• DESCRIPnON: This function calculates the sqare of the 1Z norm • 
C• of Fix> as described in IS.4-4J • 
~ * C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

REAL FUNCnON LFIFJ 
PARAMETER INE=8,H=8J 
COHPLEX•l6 FINE+HJ 
LF=O.O 
DO 10 I=l,NE+H 

LF=LF+FIIJ*CONJGIFIIJJ 
10 CONTINUE 
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LF=O.S*LF 
RETURN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• C* . * 

C• CHKCUR - CHecK CURrents * 
~ * C• PARAMETERS: x,sA.sc,SN,CN * 
C• SUPPORT: SC,HATSOL * 
C• DESCRIPTION: This subroutine uses the calculated solution to * 
C• SC and solves the network to determine the currents. lhese * 
C• currants are then compared to the actual currents. * 
C* * C•M••••KKMM•••••••••••••••••••MMMMKMM•KMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMKMMMMMWMMMMMMMMK• 
c 

c 

SUBROUTINE CHKCUR 
PARAMETER INE=8,H=8l 
COMHON/INPT/SA,SF,CURR,G,GAHG 
COMHON/FEED/SN,CN,GVAR 
COMHON/JOINFO/JO,X 
CHARACTER•3 GVAR 
INTEGER TNH,NEH,PARAH,REHAIN,COUNT 
COHPLEX•l6 XINE+HJ,JOINE+H,NE+H) 

&,SACNE,NEJ,SFIH+l,H+l),CURRINEl,CALCURINEl,G,GHAG,SNCH,HJ, 
&CNIHJ,SIZ•NE+Z•H,Z*NE+Z*Hl,At2*NE+2*Hl,SC 

NEH=Z*NE+Z*H 
TNH=Z•NE+H 

c-----STEP 1: CREATE THE MATRIX S c 

10 zo c 

& 

& 

DO 20 I=l,NEH 
DO 10 J=l,NEH 

scI,J>=to.o,o.o> 
IFttI.EQ.J-NE.OR.I.EQ.J+NEl.AND.II.LE.2*NE.AND.J.LE.2*NEJJ 
THEN 

S(I ,J ):(1, O,O. 0 J 
END IF 
IFllI.EQ.J-H.OR.I.EQ.J+HJ.AND.II.GT.Z*NE.AND.J.GT.Z*NEJJ 
THEN 

SII,J):(l,0,0.0) 
END IF 
IFII.LE.NE.AND.J.LE.NEl SII,JJ=-SAII,Jl 
IFII.GT.TNH.AND.J.GT.TNHl SlI,Jl=-SNII-TNH,J-TNHl 
IFI (I .GT .NE .AND .I. LE. TNH) .AND. ( J .GT .NE .AND .J,"LE. TN'I)) THEN 

SII,Jl•-SCII-NE,J-NE,XJ 
END IF 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 

c-----STEP 2: CREATE C VECTOR c 
DO 30 I=l,NEH 

IFII.GT.TNHl THEN 
IFCGVAR.EQ. 'YES') THEN 

Atil=CNtI-TNHl•XlNE) 
ELSE 

Al I J-CNI I-TNH) 
END IF 

ELSE A(I):(Q.0,0.0) 
END IF 

30 CONTINUE c 
C-----STEP 3: SOLVE FOR A c 

CALL MATSOL INEH,A,Sl 
c 
c-----STEP 4: SOLVE FOR THE CURRENTS c 

DO 40 I=l,NE 
CALCURCIJ=AIIJ-AII+NEJ 

40 CONTINUE c 
C-----STEP S: OUTPUT THE SC MATRIX c 

HRITE (6,45) 
45 FORMAT (///ZOX,'•=••===•> CHECK<=•••••••'//' The S-matrix for the 

& compensation natwor-k is:'/J 
COUNT=INTICNE+Hl/3.0l 
REMAIN=NE+H-COUNT•3 
DO 80 I=l,COUNT 

PARAM=II-11*3.0 
HRITE 16,SOl l+PARAH,2+PARAH,3+PARAH 

SO FORMATl//ZOX,31SX,IZ,' COLUMN',6Xl/ZOX,601 '-')) 
DO 70 J=l,NE+H 

HRITE (6,60) J,SC!l+PARAH,J,XJ,SCIZ+PARAH,J,X), 
& SCC3+PARAH,J,Xl 
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60 
70 
80 

85 

90 

100 c 

FORMAT (9X,'ROH',I3,5X,3(F9.5,' +',F8.5,'J')) 
CONTINUE 

CONTINUE 
IF (REMAIN.EQ.1) THEN 

HRITE (6,50) COUNT•3+1 
HRITE ( 6 ,85) 
FORMAT IZOX,ZO( '-')) 

END IF 
IF (REMAIN.EQ.Z) THEN 

HRITE (6,50) COUNT•3+1,COUNT•3+2 
HRITE ( 6,90 J 
FORMAT (ZOX,40( '-')) 

END IF 
DO 100 J:l,NE+H 

IFIREMAIN.EQ.1) HRITE (6,60) J,SC(l+COUNT•3,J,XJ 
IF(REMAIN.EQ.Z) HRITE (6,60) J,SC(l+COUNT•3,J,XJ, 

& SC(Z+COUNT•3,J,XJ 
CONTINUE 

C-----STEP 6: PRINT THE CALCULATED CURRENTS AND DIFFERENCES c 
110 

120 

HRITE ( 6,110) 
FORMAT I///' The currents computed using the above compensation ma 

&tr-ix are:'/) 

& 

& 

DO 130 I=l,NE 
ERROR=DCABS(CURR(IJ-CALCUR(IJJ 
HRITEl6,1ZOJ I,CALCUR(IJ,DCABS(CALCUR(IJJ, 
PHASEICALCUR(IJJ,ERROR 
FORMAT(' Current! ',I3,'1 = C ',Fl0.5,' +',Fl0.5,'JJ = ',Fl0.5, 

' EXP(' ,Fl0.5, 'JJ'/lOX, 'Error = ',Fl0.5,' (magnitude>' 1 
130 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~ . 
C• NORM - vector NORM * 
~ * C• PARAMETERS: VECTOR,N * 
Cit SUPPORT: none * 
C• DESCRIPTION: This fuiction returns the 2 nort11 of 'the vector * 
C• specified in the parameter list. * 
~ * C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

REAL FUNCTION NORM (VECTOR,NJ 
COMPLEX VECTOR(NJ 
TEMP=O.O 
DO 10 I=l,N 

TEMP=CABS(VECTOR(I1>**2+TEMP 
10 CONTINUE 

NORM=SQRTf TEHP ) 
RETURN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~ * C• DNORM - Double precision NORM * 
~ . 
C• PARAMETERS: VECTOR,N * 
C• SUPPORT: none * 
C• DESCRIPTION: This fuiction returns the 2 nort11 of the vector * 
C• specified in the parameter list. * 
~ * C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

REAL FUNCTION DNORM (VECTOR,N) 
COMPLEX•l6 VECTOR(NJ 
TEMP=O.O 
DO 10 I=l,N 

TEMP=DCABS(VECTOR(I)J**2+TEMP 
10 CONTINUE 

DNORM=SQRTI TEMP J 
RETURN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~ * C• MATSOL - MATrix SOLver * 
C• * C• PARAMETERS: N,8,A * 
C* SUPPORT: none * 
C• DESCRIPTION: This subroutine solves the equation AX=B where X and• 
C• B are vectors and A is a square matrix. Tha solution for X * 
C• is returned in B. N is the size of the system. * 
C• * C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

SUBROUTINE MATSOL CN,B,PASSJ 
PARAMETER (NE=8,H=8J 
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COHPLEX•16 PASSCC2*HE+2*MJ•C2*HE+2*MJJ,AC2*HE+2*ft,2*HE+2*MJ,TEHP 
&,BC 2*HE+2•HJ 

REAL DI,HAX 
INTEGER IPIVOTl2*HE+2*M-1J,N c 

c-----STEP l: THIS TRANSFERS THE INFORMATION IN THE VECTOR PASS TO 
C THE SQUARE MATRIX A. c 

10 
20 c 

DO 20 I=l,N 
DO 10 J=l,N 

ACJ,IJ=PASSCCI-lJ*H+JJ 
CONTINUE . 

CONTINUE 
c-----STEP 2: FACTOR THE MATRIX INTO AN UPPER TRIANGULAR MATRIX USING 
C IMPLICIT PIVOTING. c 

DO 80 K=l,N-1 c 
C PERFORM THE IMPLICIT PIVOTING c 

HAX=O.O 
DO 40 IRDH=K,N 

DI=DCABSIAIIROH,KJJ 
DO 30 J=K+l,N 

IF IDI.LT.DCABSCACIROH,JJJJ DI=DCABSCACIROH,JJJ 
30 CONTINUE 

IF IDCABSIAIIROH,KJJ/OI.LE.HAXJ GOTO 40 
IPIYOT IKJ=IROH 
HAX=DCABSCACIROH,KJJ/DI 

40 CONTINUE c 
C CHANGE THE THO ROHS c 

DO 50 I=K,N 
TEHP=AIK,IJ 
AIK,IJ=ACIPIVOTIKJ,IJ 
AIIPIVOTCKJ,IJ=TEHP 

50 CONTINUE c 
C ZERO THE K COLUHN c 

60 
70 c 

DO 70 I=K+l,N 
TEHP=-AII,KJ/ACK,KJ 
ACI,KJ=TEHP 
DO 60 J=K+l,N 

AII,JJ•ACI,JJ+TEHP•ACK,JJ 
CONTINUE 

CONTINUE 
80 CONTINUE c 

c----STEP 3: c ESTABLISH THE CORRESPONDING 8 VECTOR 
DO 100 K•l,N-1 c 

C PIVOT THE 8 VECTOR c 

c 

TEHP=BCKJ 
BCKJ=BIIPIVOTCKJJ 
BIIPIVOTIKJJ=TEHP 

C PERFORM THE ROH KILTIPLICATIONS ON 8 c 

90 
100 c 

DO 90 J=K+l ,N 
BIJJ=BCKJ•AIJ,KJ+BCJJ 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 

c-----STEP 4: BACKSOLVE c . FOR THE SOLlll'ION VECTOR 
BINJ=BCNJ/ACN,NJ 
DO 120 II=2 ,N 

I=N+l-II 
TEHP=BI I J 
DO 110 J=I+l,N 

TEHP=TEMP-BCJJ•AII,JJ 
110 CONTINUE 

BIIJ=TEHP/ACI,IJ 
120 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~ . 
C• DISPLY - DISPLaY results • 
C• * C• PARAMETERS: X,COHPNT * 
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C• SUPPORT: PHASE * 
C• DESCRIPTION: This subr-outina displays the resuHs in a manor • 
C• appropriate to the particular compensation network being * 
C• considered. • 
~ . C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

c 

SUBROUTINE DISPLY 
PARAMETER (NE=8,M=8) 
COHPLEX•l6 JO<NE+H,NE+HJ,XfNE+H) 
CHARACTER•lO COMPNT 
REAL K,PHASE 
COMMON/JOINFO/JO,X 
COMMON/SCINFO/COHPNT 

C-----ouTPUT FOR A MULTI-PORT POWER DIVIDER c 
IF fCOMPNT.NE.'POHERDIVID') GOTO 40 
HRITE (6,10) NE 

10 FORMAT(//' The parameters of the power divider are: '//4X, 'Port' 17X 
&, '% of input• ,6X, 'Phase shi ft'/3X, 'number' ,ax, 'power• ,9x, 'relative 
& to' ,/34X, 'port' ,I4/45( • - • )/ > 

c 

K=l.O 
DO 30 I=l,NE-1 

HRITE 16,201 I,DCABSIXfIJJ,PHASEfXfI)) 
20 FORMAT II7,5X,Fl2.6,4X,Fl3.S> 

K=K-DCABS( XI I)) 
30 CONTINUE 

HRITE 16,20) NE,K,O.O 
GOTO 130 

C-----oUTPUT FOR A TRANSHISSION LINE COMPENSATION c 
40 IF I COMPNT. NE. 'CHARACTIHP ' ) GOTO 90 

HRITE I 6 ,so) so FORMAT(//' The parameters of the transmission lines are: '/3X, 'Port 
& ' , 9X, 'Impedance' , 7X, 'E lactrical length' /2X, 'number' , 9X, ' (ohms ) ' , 13 
&X,'ldegrees)'/60( •-• )/) 

c 

60 

70 
80 

HRITE 16,60) 1,1.0,0.0 
FORMAT fI7,E20.S,F20.6) 
DO 80 I=l,NE-1 

HRITE 16,70) I,DCABS(X(IJJ,PHASEfXIIJ) 
FORMAT fI7,E20.S,F2D.6) 

CONTINUE 
GOTO 130 

c-----oUTPUT FOR ATTENUATOR-PHASE SHIFTER COMPENSATION c 
90 
100 

IF I COHPNT .NE.' ATTENPHASE') GOTO 130 
HRITE (6,1001 
FORMATI//' The parameters of the attenu11tor-ohasa shifter network 

&are:• /3X, 'Port', 7X, 'Attenuation' ,9x, 'Phase shift '/2X, 'number' ,9X,' 
&in dB',13X,'in dagrees'/50( •-• )) 

110 
120 c 

DO 120 I=l,NE 
HRITE (6,1101 I,ALOGlOIDCABSIX<IJJJ,PHASEfX(I)) 
FORMAT fI7,F20.S,F20.6) 

CONTINUE 
C-----oUTPUT FO~ ATTENUATOR-PHASE SHIFTER COMPENSATION 
c 

130 
140 

150 
160 c 

IF fCOHPNT.NE.'SERIESIHPD') GOTO 170 
HRITE ( 6,140) 
FORMAT(//' The values for the series impedance networks 

& /3X, 'Port• ,2ix, 'Impedance '/2X, 'number' ,zix, 
&'in ohms'/50( '-')) 

DO 160 I=l,NE 
HRITE 16,150) I,XfI) 
FORMAT fI7,F20.S,' + j',Fll.6) 

CONTINUE 

c-----oUTPUT FOR A TRANSMISSION LINE COMPENSATION c 
170 

are:' 

IF ICOHPNT.NE.'PHASESHIFT'l GOTO ZZO 
HRITE (6,180) 

180 FORMAT(//' The values for the phase shifters are:' /3X, 'Port 
&', 7X, 'Electrical length' /2X, 'number' ,l3X, 'I degrees)' /60( •-' )/) 

HRITE (6,190) 1,0.0 
190 FORMAT <I7,EZ0.5) 

DO ZlO I=l,NE-1 
HRITE 16,200) I,PHASE<XIIll 

ZOO FORMAT II7,FZ0.6) 
210 CONTINUE 
Z20 RET\JRN 

END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C• * 
C• PHASE * 
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C• * C• PARAMETERS: X * 
Cit SUPPORT: none * 
Cit DESCRIPTION: This fl.n:tion retums the phase of • complex number.• 
C• * C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

FUNCTION PHASE I Y l 
COMPLEX•l6 Y 
COMPLEX X 
X=Y 
IF IREALIXl.EQ.O.Ol THEN 

PHASE=90.0 
ELSE 

IF IREALIXl.GT.O.Ol THEN 
PHASE=ll80/3,141591•ATANIAIHAGIXl/REALIXll 

ELSE 
PHASE=l80.0 +ll80/3.l41591•ATANIAIHAGIXl/REALIXll 

ENDIF 
END IF 
RETURN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

C• * C• DCABS=D°'-lble precision Complex ABSolute value • 
~ * C• PARAMETERS: Y * 
C• SUPPORT: none * 
C• DESCRIPTION: This fl.n:tion provides the magnitude of • double * 
C• precision complex nunber. • 
~ * C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

REAL FUNCTION DCABSIYl 
COMPLEX•16 Y 
COMPLEX X 
X=Y 
DCABS=CABSIX) 
RETURN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~ * C• DIHAG - D°'-lble precision •IHAG * 
C• * C• PARAMETERS: X * 
C• SUPPORT: none * 
C• DESCRIPTION: This fl.n:tion gives the imagi,.,.ry ~rt of • double * 
C• precision complex number. * 
~ * C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

FUNCTION DIHAGI X l 
COMPLEX•l6 X 
DIHAG=-1.0•REALllO.O,l.Ol•Xl 
RETURN 
END C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~ * C• SC - sh.nt impedance SC * 
~ * C1t PARAMETERS: I,J,X,P * 
C• SUPPORT: none * 
C• DESCRIPTION: This fl.n:tion provides the SC 11A1trix for shuit * 
Cit impedance compensation. P is the al~t with no impedance. * 
~ * C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 

c 

FUNCTION SCII,.J,Xl 
PARAMETER INE=8,M=8l 
CHARACTER•lO COMPNT 
COHPLEX•l6 XINE+MJ,SC,ONED,A,8,PINEl,Sl,SZ,Tl,TZ,KINE) 
COHPLEX•l6 SINGLE 
INTEGER CONST 
Cot1MON/SCINFO/COHPNT 
ONED=ll.0000000000000000,0.00000000000000001 

c-----FOR A tl.ILTIPORT POHER DIVIDER c 
IF ICOHPNT.NE. 'POHERDIVID' l GOTO 30 
KINEl=l.O 
DO 10 L=l,NE-1 

KILl=DCABSIXIL)) 
PlLl=XILllKILJ 
KlNEl=KINEJ-Klll 

10 CONTINUE 
PINEJ=ONED 
IF II.LE.NE.AND • .J.LE.NEJ THEN 
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SINGLE=KlI Jtff(( J J 
SC=-PlIJ•PlJl•SINGLE**0.5 
IF lI.EQ.J) THEN 

sc=ro.0,0.01 
DO 20 L=l,NE 

IF lL.NE.IJ SC=SC+KlLJ 
20 CONTINUE 

c 

SC=SC•Pl I J•PlJJ 
END IF 

END IF 
IF lI.EQ.NE+l.AND.J.NE.NE+lJ SC=SQRTlKlJll*PlJJ 
IF lJ.EQ.NE+l.AND.I.NE.NE+lJ SC:SQRTlKlIJJ•PlIJ 
IF (I.EQ.NE+l.AND.J.EQ.NE+l) SC=lo.o,o.OJttONED 

C-----FOR A TRANSMISSION LINE NETI«IRK c 
30 IF lCOHPNT.NE. 'CHARACTIHP' J GOTO 40 

c 

IF lI.EQ.J.OR.I.EQ.J+NE.OR.I.EQ.J-NEJ THEN 
CONST=I-1 
IF II. GT. NE J CONST=CONST-NE 
IF lI.EQ,Jl THEN 

IF lI.EQ.1.0R.I.EQ.NE+lJ THEN 
SC=lo.o,o.OlttONED 

ELSE 
SC=A( xr CONST) ) 

END IF 
ELSE 

IF lI.EQ.1.0R.I.EQ.NE+lJ THEN 
SC=DNED 

ELSE 
SC=Bl Xl CONST J J 

END IF 
END IF 

ELSE 
sc=ro.o,o.o>*DNED 

END IF 
c-----FOR ATTENUATOR--PHASE SHIFTER COMPENSATION NETI«IRK c 
40 IF ( COHPNT. NE. I ATTENPHASE I ) GOTO 50 

SC • co.o,o.Ol*ONED 

c 
IF lJ.EQ.I+NEl SC=XlIJ 
IF (J.EQ.I-NEJ SC=XlJJ 

c----FOR SHUNT IMPEDANCE COMPENSATION c 
50 IF CCOHPNT.NE. 'SHUNTIHPED' J GOTO 60 

sc=co.0,0.01 

c 

IF lI.EQ.JJ THEN 
IF lI.LE.NEJ THEN 

SC=Sll X( I ) J 
ELSE 

SC=SUXII-NE)) 
END IF 

END IF 
IF lI.EQ.J-NEJ SC=S2CXCIJJ 
IF CI-NE.EQ.JJ SC=S2CX(JJ) 

c-----FOR SERIES IMPEDANCE COMPENSATION c 
60 

70 

80 
c 

IF lCOHPNT.NE. 'SERIESIHPD' J GOTO 70 
sc=lo.o,o.o> 
IF II.EQ,Jl THEN 

IF (I.LE.NE) THEN 
SC=TlCXlIJl 

ELSE 
SCsTlCXlI-NE J J 

END IF 
END IF 
IF lI.EQ.J-NEJ SC=T2CXCIJJ 
IF lI-NE.EQ.JJ SC=T2lXlJlJ 
IF (COHPNT.NE.'PHASESHIFT'J GOTO 80 
IF lI.EG.J+NE.OR.I.EQ.J-NEJ THEN 

CONST=I-1 
IF II.GT.NE> CONST=CONST-NE 
IF CI.EQ.1.0R.I.EQ.NE+lJ THEN 

scsn.o,O.OJ 
ELSE 

SC=XlCONSTJ/lREALlXlCONSTJJ+l0.0,1.0J•DIHAGCXCCONSTJJJ 
END IF 

ELSE 
SC•(O.o,o.OJ 

END IF 
RETURN 
END 
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C-----SC SUPPORTING FUNCTIONS c 
FUNCTION AIXJ 
COHPLEX•16 A,x,z,c,s 
Z=DCABSIXl 
C=REALIXl/Z 
s=10.o,1.0l•DIHAGIX)/Z 
A=IS•IZ**Z.O-l.OJJ/12.0•Z•l.O*C+S•IZ**Z.O+l.OJJ 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION BIXJ 
COHPLEX•l6 B,x,z,c,s 
Z=DCABSIXJ 
C=REALIXJ/Z 
s=10.o,1.0J•DIHAGIXJ/Z 
B=C2.0•ZJ/12.0•Z*C+S•IZ**2.0+l.OJJ 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION Sll Z J 
COHPLEX•l6 z,sl 
zo=so.o 
Sl=-IZO/ZJ/12.0+ZO/ZJ 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION S21ZJ 
COHPLEX•16 Z,S2 
Z0=50.0 
S2=2.0/IZ.O+ZO/ZJ 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION TllZJ 
COHPLEX•l6 Z,Tl 
Z0=50.0 
Tl=Z/IZ+2.0•ZOJ 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION T21ZJ 
COHPLEX•l6 z,TZ 
ZO=SO.O 
T2=2.0*ZO/IZ+2.0•ZOJ 
RETURN 
END 
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